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Pilots say no
to Eastern bid
MIAMI (upo - In a twin
setback for Eastern Airlines
just two days before an exr.oecLed strUtl;, pilots rejected a
company contract proposal
Thursday and a judge refused
to allow Eastern to be~in
hir:ng contractors to servIce
grounded j~ts.
"We vit'w the company's
actions as a public relations
gml:nick. aimed at deceiving
its t>ilots anri. other employees." said John J. Bavis,
the chairrr.c:m uf the Air Line
Pilots Association's leadership
councIl at Eas ter.l
"In dOlllg so. Eastern
management is puSiling us
closer to a catastrophic
disruption of the nation'S
transportatb'l system," Bavis
said in a statement L"SUed in
Washington. "It ap~rs that
the lAM (machinists unicnl
will have no choice but to ('!ill a
strike. "
In Miami. l'.S. District
Judie C. Clyde Atkins said he
was "reluctant to disturb the
status quo" at Eastern prior to
the 12:01 a.m. EST Saturday
strikE: showdown between the
compa'ly and the International
Association of Machinists. The
ruling does not linlit Eastern's
ability to subcontract work
during a strike.
A walkout by machinists
appeared certain Thursday,
barring a last-minute contract
settlement or intervention by
the White House.
Both sides held out little
hope for a settiemlOnt in the 17r.1ontlH>ld dispute, although

11th-hour negotiatio;u; in
Washington continuoo, urder
the direction of the National
Mediation Board. Eastern,
which lost $335.4 million in
1988, is seeking $ISO million in
concessions from the lAM.
NMB Chairman Walter
Wal1ice, who is overseeing the
talks. Thursday reported
recent progress, but he
declir.ed to elaborate. Eastern
on Wednesday told pilots it had
made a new proposal to the
lAM, btlt nrovided no details,
other thAn to say tt.e lAM
rpfused to provide a counter
proposal.
Both sides awaited word
from tlle White H.JUSe on
whether President Bush would
name
a
presidential
p.mergency board to review the
dispute. Bush cou1d delay the
sho",down for ?O days by apro;r.ting the three-member
panel something 33
sena tors, labor leaders and the
NMB have urged.
"Given the obstructionist
poliCies and actions of the
company, a presidential
emergency board is the only
course of action open to avoid
this
(transportation)
'disruption," Bavia saic
Thursday.
Eastern, which is losing
more than $1 million a day,
opposes the delay. The airline
placed full-page ads Thursday
ID The New York Times, The
Washington Post and The
Miami Herald urging Bush not
to intervene.

Assault weapon sales
rise at Benton store
By Richard Nunez
Staff Writer

For more than 10 years, Jeff
uozic quietly sold assault rifles
from hL gun store in Benton.
I itlJe did he know that an
illddent more than 1,500 miles
away would help quadruple
~~!es, but also place Iiim in the
center of a controversy
brewing in southern Illinois
and across the United States.
IlTunediatelv after the
slaying in January of five
school children in St.ockton,
Calif., by a man wield!ng an
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AK-47, a fuB-scale attempt to
ban the sale of assault rifles
began.
Bozic, part owner of Bitter's
Army Surplus, 320 S. Main in
Benton, said the media Mlii
placed a spotlight on the AK-47
and helped skyrocket sales of
assault rifles.
"Sales have quadrupled
since the media bli tz," Bozic
said. "Beca\lSi! of the media
attention, gun owners believe
they are banning everything,
so they go out and buy (an
assault rifle) before they are
banned."

Miller:
Ad taken
wrongiy
By Megan Hauck
Staff Writer

ha~ill~sc:~~:d C~~~1-

vertising campaign in states
east of the Mississippi River
that went awry when
university stude'.1ts in Eastern
states complained about the
nature of the ad.
The ad supplement features
a PllOto of a bare-backed,
bikini-clad woman lyir.g in a
prone position on a beach and a
caption that reads: "D~ this
look like anyone you know'!"
The advertising supplement
was distributed in the Feb. 15
edition of the Daily Egyptian.
and as many as 43 University
students, faculty and staff
complained to the paper.
Beverly Jurkowski, public
relations manager for N:ille"
said the ad was distributed to
about 55 student newspapers.
The ad ran in about 45

Greenkeeper
R.E.M. vccall.t Michael Stipe. right, dig. the first .hovel of
dirt to plant a white pine at Eyerg....n Part .. t..nd
mar.ager Jefferson Holt helps. The t..nd performed at the
Arena Thursday night e. part of Ita G....n World Tour.
Related .tory on page 7.

Gun Control

Condoms in machines
will be in place by fall
ByLiuMIII...
StaflWriter

Part of a series about gun cor.troI in
Southern lUinois.

Propollents of gun control
P ~.l
~n~ National Rifle
.lSSOCiation are battling on

~j~~ :,m~:sa~.~:s~

Proponents of gun control
see no practical use for the
assault rifle, a weapon the]
See GUNS,

'age 18

Gu. say. Mill...•• beach ad
wa. a wa.h oul with college
students.

Twenty-four condom vending macbines will be placed
on campus, distributea betwt!en the Student Center, the
Rec Center and in tbe
residence halls, by the faU
semester.
President John C. Guyon
gave his official seal of a~
provallast week when he sent
a letter to Sam McVay, health
service director, giving him
the go-ahead to set up a contract, Judy Jo Borgsmiller,

spokewoman for the health
service, said.
Service Enterprises, the
department which coordinates
all vending machines on
campw;, will put together a
bidding packa~e for 24 condom
vending machines within 60 to
90 days with the condom
COD'.pany, Harry Wirth, service enterprises director, said.
After the package is put
t.ogether, the University legal
counsel and the student health
advisory board will approve it.
See CONDOMS, 'age 11

Vrdolyak unofficial winner in primary
CHICAGO (UPI) - Former
Democrntic Party boss Edward Vrdolyak emerged as the
winner Thursday in a canvass
of votes in the Republican
primary for n.ayor, but it will
be several days iJdore an
official winner is declared,
offic:.als said.
After an eight-hour
examination of tallies submitted hy election judges in
Tuesday's primary. Vrdolyak,
a write-in candidate, retained
an 1,143 vote edge over the
c:a ndida te endorsed by
Republican leaders, Herb

C!i£~o
Sohn.
Cooit County State's Attorney Richard M. Daley won
the Democratic race, handily
defeating Mayor Eugene
Sawyer to become the first
white politician to defeat a
presiding black mayor of a
majOl i}.S. city.

The canvass showed Vrdolyak, a long-time Daley foe,
bad 11,621 votes to 10,478 for
Sohn. f'our precints of the
city's 2,911 remained uncounted.
.
A random recount was
scheduled Friday, but election
board spokesman Tom Leach
said it wwld not affect the
outcome and only a discovery
recount ordered by a judge
wwld stand in the way of
Vrdolyak being declared the
official nominee.
Leach said the results will be
made official next Tuesday b)<
the Board of Election Cl'm-

missioners.
Thursday's canvass appeared to set up a three-way
contest for the April 4 general
election, with Alderman
Timothy Evans, a Democr:>t
running as an independent, the
only black candidate.
The matcbl'p is reminiscent
.of the 1983 Democra tic
primary in which Dal~y and
former Mayor Jane Byrne,
backed by Vrdolyak, split the
white vote, paving the way for
the election of Harold
Washington, who died in
November 1987.
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I Perez vows to 'eradicate' violent protestors

Thai Dance at 7:15 pm

CARACAS, Venezuela (UPI) - President Carlos Andres
Perez, his montb-old administration battered by riots that left
over 200 dead, vowed Thursday to keen his economic austerity
program in place and "erradicate" violent protesters. Perez's
promise to stay the course C2me as police and hospital officials
confIrmed the casualty toll from three days of rioting and looting
far exceeded initial estimates.

Saturday 5~ 10 pm

LAND & SEA $4.95*
(Chicv.cn Breast & Boiled Shrimp)

- ==

HAWAIIAN SEAFOOD $5.95*
'" Bring ad in & receive a free soda
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Joint force ambushes Palestinian guerrillas
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LOS ANGELES (UPI) Federal immigration agents
arrested 31 ilIegal aliens at International Airport, bringing to
more than 200 the number of people nabbed in a nationwide
crackdown on biglH.ltitude "people smuggling," authorities
said Thursday. The mass arrest was the fourth this week.

WASHINGTON (UPl) - Rep. Lynn Martin, R-lli., Thursday
blasted Sen. Paul Simon, I).lli., for criticl%ing President Bush's
choice for ~ czar - former Secretal"f of Education William
Bermett. Martin, wile. is rumored considering a challenge to
Simon when be comes up for re-election in 1990, said sbe was
astounded Simon, during confirmation hearings, criticized
Bennett for not hiring more minorities at the agencies be has
I headed.
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Democrats urge rejection of Tower

WASHlNGTON (UPl) - An on-site manager of Oliver North's
secret airlift for Nicaraguan rebels testified Thursday that
North reassured a jittery foreign official in 1986 that President
Reagan "totally backed" the covert program. Rafael Quintero, a
veteran of the Bay of Pigs operation and until the late 19608 a CIA
operative, said be was recruited for the clandestine resupply
with the assurance from a North associate that the operation
was approved at the "highest (levels) of the White House."

White Zinfandel

IDraft
Miller G.e._.

JERUSALEM (UPI) _. An Israeli soldier shot and killed a
Palestinian who tr.ed to stab another soldier during a round of
arrests early Thursday in a Gaza City neighborhood. the army
said In clashes elsewhere in the Israeli-occupied West Bank and
Gaza Strip, Isroleli troops wounded at least six Arabs, including a
5O-year-cfd woman who lost her right eye after being hit by a
rubber btillE::., Palestinian sources said. Tbe army was investigating the reports.

Sec:et airlift manager testifies against North

Napa Ridge

------Coupon·----r-----coupon

Israeli shoots, kills Arab In stabbing Incident

31 Illegal aliens arrested, total now 200
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Malibu
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terrorism.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Senate Democrats, opening debate on
John Tower's fitness to run the Pentagon, urged his rejection
Thursday on the grounds someone with a drinking problem does
not belong in the nuclear chain of command. In a clash that held
many of the elements of a tri31, Republicans countered that the
evidence against Tower is a "cobweb of fact, fiction and fantasy," from "unidentified flyingwitDesses."
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TYRE, Lebanon <uP!) - A joint force of Israeli troops and
Lebanese militiamen on patrol in southern Lebanon ambushed
Palestinian guerrillas trying to sneak into Israel Thursday,
killi"g four gunmen, security official::; said. The infiltration
attempt, the third in less than a month involving fighters of the
Palestine Liberation Organization, came despite U_S. warnings
that such action contradicted the PLO's renunciation of

Sen~te

tT't·
M-Th~~~11pm
L qUO~j'
I

1700 W. Main
..
Prices Good Thru March 7

FRANKFURT, West Germany (uPIl _ A 21-year-Oldi electronic warfare signal specialist who had access to classified

: documents is missing and may nave defected to East Germany,
a~ army spok~man said Thursday. The spokesman said Spec.
I MIchael A. Pen of Laguna Niguel, Calif., \,as reported missing
from his base in West Germany Fe!:. 21. Two days later his jeep
was found about 1 mile from the East German border, near the
Itown of Oberstuhl.
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Waste removal, alternatives
topic of professor's lecture
By Doug Toole
E!affWriter

Ou. waste problems could be
solved for under $I per person,
per day, G. Fred Lee,
professor from the New Jersey
Institute of Technology, said.
Lee lectured to three dozen
lister.ers
on
waste
mallP.6ement in the Neckers
Building Wednesdny night as
part of the American Chemical
Society lecture series.
In his lecture, •'Solid and
Hazardous
Waste
Management: Problems With
Current Approaches," Lee
said the future of wast.e
managemer.t is "the largest
engineerin~
project ever
undertaken,' because of the
size and duration of the
problem.
Lee began by defining solid
waste as those wastes that
cannot be discharged into the

~,!:~!j ~:s~~~~~~

Mind on the gutter

landfill where it was covered
with dirt and forgotten.
Now those landfills are
reaci.ing capacity. The cost of
disposing of waste has risen
from $16 per ton to $100 per ton

Drake DesJardins, Makanda, installs a gutter on an
apartment building on South University A~enue Wednesday afternoon.

wet to create an optimum
environment for bacteria to
break down degradable
wastes. This also would
separate hazardous wastes
that would never break down
naturally.
Hazardous wastes would be
placeG in burI,,1 pits, which
would keep wastes from
returning to the environment.

Each /Jerson in ttle
U. S. generates one
ton of solid waste and
one ton of hazardous
waste per year.
in some areas because the
waste must be transported to
landfills where there is space.
In the past, Lee sa2d, waste
was disposed of in the least

~=m~~ ~~\~ve'ih~ ~

detoxifying th:!Se materials
('oold be discovered.

~:r~;;:ti:ln~~Ol!iar:cfr~

Lee said that nearly half of
all wastes could be recycled if
they were separa ted properly
before pi.::kup.
Incineration is still one of the
most effective ways of
disposing of wastes. When the
burning is done on garbage
ships in the ocean, aL'llost all
wastes are neutralized.
"We will have to burn. There
~i~~ question about it," Lee

were cheap, so landfills were
used.
Lee said each person in the
United States generates one
ton of solid and one ton of
hazardous waste per year. At
$100 per ton, each person
would have to pay 60 cents to $1
a day to properly dispose of
this waste.
"We don't have to pass these
costs on," Lee said. "It's only
cents per day."
Lee gave several ways to
improve waste management.
He said that landfills must be

We are still trying to get by
too cheaply, Lee said. More
attention must be ;mid to these
effective, long-range solutions
to the waste problem.

Initial results say student died of natural causes
Preliminary autopsy results
indicate Kipper Smart,
Physical education graduate
student, died of natural
causes, but further tests are
being conducted, Don
Ragsdale, Jackson County

coroner, said.
Smart, 24, died Wednesday
morning 2t the Memorial
Hospital of Carbondale. He
was brought to the hospital
after passing out in the men's
locker room at the Recreation

Center.
Smart had undergone two
years of chemotherapy for
Cl'.ncer of the lymph nodes
(Hodgkin's disease). He was
diagnosed as having the
disease at 14. Smart had been

in remission for three years.
Ragsdale said preliminrtl)'
r('.Sults indicate Smart died of
cardia-respiratory arrest,
causing insufficient blood flow
to the organs of the body.
Ragsdale said toxicology

tests using bodily fluids will be
performed to determine if
"outside influences," such as
drugs or steroids, were
present.
Tests result are ex-pected
next We£>.k.
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Opinion & Commentary
Sludenl Edl....... n-Cnlel. ~ Lawh . . d; Edllori.1 PI"" Editor. !lulln Curtll; AIIOCil'"
Eell,orill Peg- Edllor. RIc ... ·eI GoIdl"I~; .'\ctfng "'"noiling Edl'or. Win'" Kim •.

One down, one left:
voters miss primary
DO YOU KNOW where your pr~cinct's polling place is?
From the low voter turnout it seems that many
registered voters in Carbondale Township don't, or worse
- don't care.
The votes for the prim cries have been tallied and four
candidates will move on to the general election while one
has been eliminated. But the real loser of this primary is
the Carbondale electorate.
Of the more than 14,000 registered voters only 849 voted
in the primary election Tuesday. The No.1 vote getter,
Councilman John Yow, received 533 votes, only 3.7 percent
of the registETed voters.
In a community oi over 26,000 with a sVldent population
of over 20,000 it is sad that only 6 percent of the r~gistered
voters botheroo to take a few m'l1utes to make a difference
in their community.
PRECINCTS WITH heavy student populations averaged
2 percent of the total voters.
Carl Flowers Marvin Tanner and inculT,oopls Yow and
Keith Tuxhorn' will run for the two council seats in the
April 4 general election. The fifth candidate, Kyle Englert,
was eliminated from the race.
The turnout doesn't say r.lUch for minority and stud~nt
groups who have complained about lack of repres.entation
on the council. Obviously they were not out m great
numbers to help elect a minority or student member to the
council.
These groups have only hurt themselves. If their candidates are not elected, their complaints will carry even
less weight.
THE COST IS another factor. It was estimated that each
vote cost $16 because of the low voter turnout. County
Clerk Robert Harrell said the crime was not the expense

but the fact thatsofew peopJe voted.

The bright side is th2t the voters will get another ~hance
because the raal eIcdion is yet to come.
So when the fIrSt Tuesday in Aoril rolls around visit your
precinct's polling place.
.

Opinions
from elsewhere
Sc-rlpp. Howard New. Service

Harvard Law School has a
new dean - a specialist in
corporate law who initially
planned to become a priest,
but now amuses his students
by composing songs about
arcane legal topics such as
fraudulent conveyance.
Ordinarily such appointments are of little interest
outside the legal profession,
but PIUessor Robert Clark's
promotion puts him into the
thick of a fight with long-tenn
implications for every citizen.

conventional law professo.:s,
both liberal and conservati .. ".
The.movement rejects 11· • only
capItalism and tra.Jitional
common law, but also the very
idea that it is possible to have
neutral legal priciples or
abjective methods of
scholarship. As Clark sees it,
CLS's "most fundamental
attribute ... is a generalized
antipathy toward many major
institutions and practices of
the modern 'Western world' including the empirical
techniques of econOmICS and
statistics.

Clark is a leading foe of the
What CLS disciples want
nea-Marxist "Critical Legal instead, says Clark, is "Some
Studies" movement, which in sort of nonhierarchical,
recent years has become in- strongly
'cummunitarian'
creasingly influential in legal society in which there is lots of
tJJeory and t:·aining. This paticipation by everyone in
movement's strident disciples decision-making of all sorts,
have turned Harvard into an and in which the distinction
"armed camp," Clark says; between 'public' spheres of
they want to "let a thousand activity, which society can
flowers bloom, SI) long as properly regulate, and
they're all leamng sharply to 'private' aspects of people's
thelefL"
lives ... is acknowledged to be
meaningless." They have even
Harvard's CUS professors suggested that law professors
have politicized not only their and
janitors
should
own classes, but also the
school's hirin!i, and promotion periodically exchange jobs.
practices. In 1985, Clark obThe 1987 smear campaign
served that "They always vot~ against Robe:-t Bork saw many
leading lights in American law
in a bloc un appointments. .
They often seem to vote on the violating traditicnal academic
!>asis of solidarIty w;th can· and political principles. If the
dida tes . . . ra ther than 0<1 the CLS movement ever comes to
merits." They even "question dominate our courts, such
whether there is any such principles will be more en·
thing as 'the merits.' "
dangered than ever. All who
It is that last view that most cherish the rule of law should
clearly sets CLS apart from wish Clark well.
Page4. Ddy Egyptian. March 3. HIS"
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Letters

Creationist's arguments faulty,
replaces science v\lith dogma
I wish to address certain
inaccuracies in a Feb. 16
review by Doug Toole. Who, by
using tenninology like "the
Almighty"
and "Unfortunately ... most of us have
been brought up believing that
evolution is the only scientific
explanation for life on earth,"
revealed his personal bias.
"Unfortunately." as if anyone
embracing that idea is
somehow fI.;ndamentally
fJawed.
Toole stated that "Morris
presented his scientific
evidence and theory without
reference to the Bible." While
no direct reference was made
to that document, it is incorrect to claim that any
evidence, scientific or
otherwise, was forwarded.
Although alluding to Darwin,
Dr. Morris primarily resorted
to ~ontradiction and emotional
appeal, which under the rules
of logic is not an argument.
Rather than offering any
new lines of reasoning, Dr.
Morris attempted to cast doubt
on the opposition by supplyu.g
numerous out-of-context
q.lOtes from prominent
sources. His continual use of
the
phrase
"they
(evolutionis~o;) kef~p changing
the theory made it quite

apparent that he does not
comprehend the concept of
scientific
investigation.
Science is a self-adjusting,
systematic study which actively seeks new information
and re-evalua tion. Dogma
rigidly adheres to a tenet
regardless of the facts.
Dr.
Fraunfelter
acknowledged that the complex evolutionary theory is not
fully understood nor does it
define life's origin, onJy what
life became. Dr. Morris anthropomorphized the concept
by suggesting that by itself
"nature cannot create a coffee
table and could not have
created man," therefore some
consciousness must have.
Dr. Fraunfelter documented
evidence observed in the fossil
record and interpretation
which details mutation of fonn
causing speciation. Dr. Morris
professes large percentages of
Americans believe in creation.
This is not data, merely
opinion polling. Does
Nebraska cease to exist
because surveys indicate
people cannot correcUy locate
It geographically?
One asserted that evolution
is a slow process of change to
which the other retorted that
none has thus far been ob-

served. Not surprising, it
requires millions of years m
which to operate and
civilization has exio;ted onJy a
fEW thousand.
Toole's contention tha t
"Morris . . . WGii" because
people considered the validity
of creation is, alas, wrong.
Predominantly ~hose accepting his proposal were
already predisposed to a
religious explanation. But, in
all fairness, I must concede
JJat the converse is equaHy
true.
I must state pride in seeing
myself as the pinnacle of some
three billion odd years of
organic evolution. That I may
have arose from "pond
sludge" is inconsequential, as
the being I am now is a marvel
of design and function. Those
wishing to attach divine
significance are free to do so.
Ur. Morris' oratory was not
designed to open any door but
rather to supplant one
viewpoint at the exclusion of
another. Sir.ce religiOUS ideas
are taught here, I wonder if
Dr. Morris, who claims to
desire only equal idea exchange, wauld oppose teaching
evolution in the church. Donald W. Harrison, jUnior,
geology.

Censorship is condoned by society
"Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
execise thereof; or abridging
the fref'dO~ of speech, or of
the press ...
These are the words which
the framers of the Constitution
::hose to include in the First
Amendment w the Constitution of the Untied States.
It is our duty, as citizens to
exercise these rights. It is
healthy. What's more, it is
American.
These are controversial, if
not dangerous times in which
we are living. These are tim.!S
in which censorship is runn;!'g
amok. In the past year, we
have witnessesd t~.t> banning of
a motion pictur~ from theaters
across the country, and
another attempt by Congess to
tell us to which music we
should listen.
More recently, we have seen
a ruan elected to a state
leg;,lative body who was a

former member of the Ku Klux
Klan. We have seen the
nation's
two
largest
booksellers take a book of
religious ideas off of the
shelves "lY.£ause of concerns
about employee and customer
safety." We the public
res~nd by shrugging and
waIting for "The Cosby Show'"
In response to the banning of
Salman Rushdie's '-The
Satanic Verses," the White
House has offered a mild
rejoinder at best. Apparently
they feel that this is not a time
to disturb the thunderous
momentum of the new administration. A defense of
freedom of expresfion could
cause an undesirable shift of
that momentum.
Warning
sign:;
are
prominent, but no one is taking
heed. There seems to be a shift
in public attitude to that of the
19505 whm a young senator
from Wisconsin guided public
opinion. to accept the status

quo.
Unhealthy precedents are
being set. The censoring of a
book, film, comedian, or any
other social advocate may lead
to serious consequences.
'£'reating
"unacceptable"
ideas like pornography is a
threat to the marketplace in
which these ideas are
presented and discussed.
The point is that it matters
not whether one agrees or
disagrees with the controvel'liial, but rather that the
controversial are represented
in the marketplace of ideas.
In the end, the guilt falls not
on the shoulders of the individual censors, but on the
society which allows these
individuals to flourish and be

~~~~~~. T.~~~tef~~l~arte~~

Brutus, is not in our stars, but
in ourselves." ·Shakespeare
"Ceasar." -- Michael J. ~e
Lazzer, seni!lr, radioteit'vision.

Focus
Out of the cellar Blnd onto the stage
Many area bar bands seeing
brighter lights, better times
By Nora Beniley
and Theresa Livingston
Staff Writers

Local bar and party bands
can get many Iistener~
slamming, jamming, moving
or grooving.
There's something fOi
almost everyone in the Carbondale music scene.
Every genre thrash,
dance, blues, Top 40 - is
represented
by
local
musicial,s, whether they
perfrrm at a hot, cro ..... ded, 2buck-a-cup basement party, or
at one of the bars that could
strike terror in the hearts of
many par€:Gts.
To cost-conscious college
students, music still rates as
one of the best values for the
entertainment dollar. For one
or two ~ucks, students can
enjoy an entire evening of live
music, as opposed to shelling
out about $4.50 for a movie.

Members af various
Carbondale bands
often play togerher.
Eddie Chapa, Jungle
Dogs' bassist. said the
musical friendships
have prevented intense competition
between groups.
In fact, music has become
such an intregal part of
college's social aspect that

~:n% tcF~~::as:~~~t~

of people who attend.

b1~~'-ha~~t b:~' ~::ede:
Carbondale. Others, like
Jungle Dogs, 138 and Modern
Day Saints, have been together
for a nun.ber of years.
Some p-formers are in
bands for the excitement.
Others for a chance at
something bigger than the
Carbondale musie scene, but
most of the performers agre<'!
that playing their band's
original music is where success begins.

JungJe Dogs, an offshoot of
Love Rhino, a popular band
during the "'-arly '80s, has
gained a following and a
reputation for being a "party
band."
"We pride ourselves on
audience
partiCipation, ,.
Eddie Chapa, group bassist,
said.
Jungle Dogs mostly does
cever ven;ions of songs by
Fishbone, Boh Marley and the
Wailers, James Brown and
English Beat, music popular
with the bulk of their
audiences.
The eight-piece band,
complete with horn section,
can grow to just about any
size, on any &1\'€n night, as
friends and members from
other bands join in the jam
sessi(lii.
By the end of the night,
alm~t everyone in the house
inclined to showing off will
have the opportunity to get on
stage.
Since members of various
Carbondale bands often play
together, Chapa views these
musical friendships as having
p!"event~ intense coml= ;tition
between groups.
.. I think like a lot of things, it

~~n u~e~~da~~~nio~t~~ ~~~
around; there's a strong
comradery." Chapa said_
;"nother band, 138, has been
a mainstay of the scene. ~t has
been around Carbondale in one
form or another for about
three and a half years_
The band mainly plays
basement gigs. They can draw
crowds and continue to gain
recognition by playing venues
such as Twa Hearts, Inc. and
611 Pizza.
"We haven't played out of
town in & while, but we want to
!-lay out more and we're
working on a tape to send out,"
Scott Furtwengler, guitar
player for the group, said.
"I get into a lot of different
things. We're a 'crunchx
;1and,' I guess you could say, '
Furtwengler said, describing
the distorted guitar that marks
their sound.
Furtwengler said the past
year has seen an increaEt; in
alternative bands on the

Sufi Photo by Ben M. Kulrln

The Jungle Dogs jamming at Rompers, 611 S_ IIIiMis Ave_

Carbondale music scene.
Despite tht; increase in
alternative bands, Furtwengler said he doeEn't view
the bands as competition.
Instead, it serves as
motivation to work harder.
"Our biggest competition is
with ourselves," he said.
About one-third of the songs
138 plays are origjnial, but
Furtwengler said tbey want to
start doing more.
Although the Modern Day
Saints spend a lot of time on
the road, the band has
remained a major force on the
Carbondale band scene for
almost four years_
The Saints is a uniq'Je group,
having retained all of its
original members. Because of
this stability, they have been
able to develop their own
sound, Chris Obren, drummer

and background vocalist, said.
"We try to play fun songs
with an edge. We're a goodnatured, hard-driving rock 'n'
roll band, " Obren said.
The Saints concentrate on
originals and have had four
releases. Their latest is called
"Dancin Dave."
"This is our best product by
far," Obren said. "Finally we
ha ve a good product."
"People in Chicago know us
as an original band. We really
butcher covers (songs) to be
honest, but we can get away
with it," Obren added.
Obren said that for him and
most of his cronies, being in a
band has fulfilled a lifelong
dream.
Obren said a decrease in
Carbondale clubs had caused a
decrease in bands until just
See BAND!;, Page 9

Jim Skinner

Sufi Photo by Heidi DIRrlch

Greg Ke~sler. Fusebox's lead singer, performs at 611 PizZa_

The band Mercy 18 a regular at the Pinch Penny Pub, at 700 E- Grand St.
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Briefs AFRICAN-BLACK American Mass at 5 p.m. Sunday at
the Newman Center, 715 S.
Washington. For information,
call 529-3311.
-\FRICAN
STUDENT
Association mects at 6 p.m.
Saturday in the Student Center
Mississipi RO'lm.
!\1OUNTA!N BIKE raceat 11
a.m. Saturday at the Trail of
Tears State Park, 7 miles
south of Alto Pass on Route
127. Sponsored by the Sill
Phoenix Bike Racing Team ....
CARBONDALE CHRISTIAN Singles will sponsor Games
Night at 7 p.m. Saturday at the
University Baptist Church, 700
S. Oakla;1rj Ave. Women please
bring finger food: men bring
soda. Singles welcome.

vUlgar Dana cause
in owner's citations
MTLWAUKEE (UPI) - The
owner of the Odd Rock Cafe
was cited Thursday for three
violations (If city ordinances
because of a performance by a
rock group at his club thdt
authorities said was not only
odd, but obscene.
City Prosecutor John Carter
met with Jack Koschick, 33,
owner of the cafe, because of a
performance Tuesday night by
G.G. Allin and the ToHet
Rockers.
In the act, authorities said
Kevin M. Allin, 32, of
Midlothian,
allegedly
defecated on the stage, threw
his feces into the audience and
had a second member urinate

in a glass and drink it. Allin
was charged Wednesday with
misdemeanor disorderly
conduct and released on $500
bail.
Koschick said he cut the act
short after he saw what was
happening on stage. But
Carter cited him on two counts
of violating a city ordinance on
owner's responsibLiity permitting certain conduct which
is prohibited and one charge of
an owner'!; responsibility for
disorderly acts committed in a
Class B establishment.
He faces civil forfeitures of
$500 to $1,000 on the first two
charges and up to $200 on the
third charge.

EARNIE SHAVERS. former
heavvweight boxing champ,
will be speaking at 7:30 p.m.
Sa turday in the Student Center
Ballrooms A and B. Sponsored
by the International Christian
Fellowship.
COMPUTING
AFFAIRS
workshops; "Introduction to
dBASE III" from 9 to 10: 50
a.m. in Faner 1032; "Overlay
Generation Language on the
3820 Page Printer" from 10 to
11:50 a.m. in Communications
9A and "IIltrorluction to
PROFS" from 2 to 3:50 a.m. in
Communications 9A, all on
March9.

"'$

Starting In March
Introduces a new & exciting
way to get In Free. Come this March, bring your favorite
PIG & receIve a free adm!sslon (spouses & dates do not
count). Examples are posters, pictures for suitable
hanging, dolls, toys, salt & pepper shakers, etc.
Fred's wants your pigs, but Fred's has various pig rules.
1. Fred's gets to keep the pig.
2. We reserve the right to refuse any pig.
3. We want the kind of pig that you'll be
proud of, the kind of pig your children &
your children's children would be proud of.

I;\TER;\:\TIO!'I;AL STUDE!'I;T Council will have a staff
meeting at 6 tonight ;~ the
SlUdent Cenkr Kaskasia and
11 issouri ROOr.1S.
I;\TER\"ARSITY

CHRIST-

SHOPPING FOR OVERSEAS?
TeleVisions, VCR's, Cameras, Stereos
Trunks and Luggage
Major Appliances and Small Housewares
220 Volt 50 Cycle

CALL NOW FOR HOME PICK-UP
and ask about our air freight service

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPERS.
Toll Free in Illinois 1-800-321-7469 or 312-342-7100
4201 W. Wrightwood, Chicago, IL 60639

LfiROM"IS PIZZA
1 ITEM PIZZAS

2.

NOT GOOD W/ANY OTHER SPECIAL
-DELIVERY.PICK.UP· EAT IN

529-1344

So When You Go To Fred's Think Pig!!
Thl~ Saturday:

Old 37
wi Wayne HIgdon on fiddle

April

tst- Kenny Carfysle a.. The Cadillac Cowboys
To R4rS4rI'W II Tabl4r Call 549-8221

8

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS

.l...

~~T&~2~.

It's the true story of a real hero from the
director of "The Karate Kid" and "Ro ky".

CHEMISTRY-BIOCHEMISTR Y
cumulative
examinatior.s from 9 to 11 a.m.
Saturday in Neckers 218.

sm STRATEGIC Games
Society meets from noon to
midnight Saturday in the
S''Jdent Center Thebes Room
and Acti\'ity Room.;; C and D.
:\ew members welcome.

MalaysiJ. Nigeria. Thailand
Africa. Far East. Europe
South America. Middle East
To Ovu 100 Countries Worldwide

Weekend Specials
Friday thru Sunday
1.

IOTA PHI Theta announces
its casual rush from 4 to 6 p.m.
Sunday in the Student Center
Missouri Room.
CA!'I:TERBURY FELLOWSHIP and St. Andrew's
Episcopal Church, 402 W. Mill,
will sponsor the Covenant
Players in chancel drama at
10: 15 a.m. Sunday at the
church. A potluck dinner will
follow.

SHIPPING OVERSEAS?'

IJ3ANC?NME
--...,..
~

Daily 5:00 7:15 9:30
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:30

COCOON

THE J
; ..•
. l1~
RETURN
Joumey
Home.

m

" •._
~':,

' .. '~

Nightly 700 9;15
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:00

Fellowship meets at 6
tonight in Quigley LOUl;ge.
:\b' members welcome
1,\;\

I~TEH;\.\T10'AL

BL'SI-

'ESS ASSOCI,,!l',n meet:
2:30 today in RennlOS
A:\L\

a,

iJEPART:\lEXT

meetings; sale;; at 6 p.m.
Sunday; marketing research
at 8 p.m. Sunday at the AMA
office.
A1\A1\1)'\ MARGA Yoga
Society sponsors "Cycle of
Creation, A Yog;,: Model for
Spiritual EnlIghtenment," a
lecture by Didi Amrtamayii, a
yogic nun, at 7:30 tonight at
the Interfaith Center, 913 S.
rIiinois Ave. For information
call 457-6024.

CARBO!'.'DALE U~ITARI
.-\~ Fellowship, 301 W. Elm St.,
will hold services at 10:30 a.m.
Sunday.
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~EEFUGITIVES

BiLLr;Te<Js m

SPECIAL ENGlGE;"EHT - NO PA$St:"

Excellent Adventure

~ "cay 5:00 7:00
Saturday 2:30 5:00 7:00
Sunday 2:30 5:00 7:00 9:00

Daily 5:15 7:15 9:15
SAT & SUN MATINEES 1:15 3:15

H,-'s a man
of peace in
a savage
land ..

FAREWElL

Daily 4:45 7:00 9:15
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:00

.roTHE.

KING

MAJOR SNEAK PREVIEW

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT 9:00
A Romantic Comedy
From The Director of
"Dirty Dancing"
Come see "THREE FUGITIVES" at 7:00 and stay
to see "CHANCES ARE", 100~ 2 Shows, 1 Price!!

.Rvoor.... ~~~.InttIIIMIUlIS_

"CHANCES ARE" G
(P

"1UIlfi.wl~ -J'.r,M£WtU1Obt1.~- ~WL""~ ~Mdw. ._Eu.,r.ClIriDK._~n~

.....

W1W.W-:~!t.>H'o~~~~~I~R!~~·· E~~=~OJ~~"':~,~~:
(.T"'1TH... O\ll.AAA_A,...,.t\:(~ --':lWIItF\JtIDK,JU) --::AlJu;rS RL1a_~~

~~==r:,

-;~MIws

___ . .

CIIIIGII ..... _

Daily 4:45 7:10 9:30; SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:15

R.E.M. shows commiHment
to environment, plants tree
By Theresa Livingston
StaftWriler

Michael Stipe, lead smger
for R.E.M., affirmed the
group's committment to the
environment by planting a
white pine tree Thursday
afternoon in Evergreen Park.
Can: were lined bumper to
bumper along the Pleasant
Hill Road and a crowd of
cheering fans lined the fence
as Stipe and members of
R.E.M. pulled up.
Stipe, in town with the group
as part of their Green World
Tour, arrived as scheduled at
4:30p.m.
Some of the more die-had
fans in the crowd had been
waiting several minutes to
catch a glimpse of the elusive
Stipe.
"We've liked them since
Chror..ic Town (the group's
critically
acclaimed
breakthrough recording). We
even followed them to Canada
on their last tour," Janet
Janes, senior in clothing and
textiles, said.
Taking off his jacket and his
hat and pushing up his sleeves,
Stipe got to work planting the
tree.

Tonight!!

"We're in the middle
of Shawnee National
Forest and there's a
lot of fignting to keep
oeop/e from strip
:nining and we need
tr) aet something
together about that.
If

-Michael Stipe

As he plunged the shovel into
the ground by jumping on top
of it. it was clear Stipe meant
business. He didn't just flip
over a little clod of dirt, either,
as in most formal groundbreaking ceremonies. To his
credit. Stipe worked until the
job was done and got quite
dirty in the process.
Speaking to the crowd over
the public address system,
Stipe focused on reoccuring
ecological problems in the
area, as well as those with a
broader scope.
"I guesF it's a reCIlly good
thing tha~ evel1'one came out

here," Stipe said.
"We're in the middle of the
Shawnee National Forest and
there's a lot of fighting to keep
people from strip mining and
we need to get something
together about that."
Stipe said he feels recently
people are beginning to care
more about the e!1vironment.
"I think so. I think it's (increasing concern about the
environment) a good thing. It's
starting to pick up and it's
going well, .. he said.
Along with the spirit of the
event, University student Joe
Roe passed out copies of a
pet:tion to ban c1earcutting in
the Shawnee National Forest.
. . ~Iearcutting. a l1ighlydC!bated and controversial
issue, involves the removal of
trees from large tracts of land
for commercial use.
The event was part of the
Carbondale Clean and Green
Project. a part of the Keep
America Beautiful system
designed to involve residents
in an effort to reduce littering
and promote recyciing and
conserva tion of natural
resources.

Al-TV
Store Sale

Tootsie

Zenith T.V.'s & V.C.R's

Fri. and Sat.
Mar. 3 & 4th
8 & 10:30 p.m.

Kenwood Stereos &
Infinity Speakers

Repair Service
T.V.'s, Stereos, &
V.C.R.'s-Any Model

Gandhi
Sun. Mar. 5
only
3:30 & 7:00 p.m.

715 S.lIlinois
(across from 710)
529-4717

The

flypsy

International
Dance
Party

Thursda~·

Frid;.'~

Olnd Sunda! . 55.UU
.md Saturda)" . $6,00

Stud,,"', . ~.\.oo

rt-rI2;D"- •

N.", ..(, ....

.JD,.~

04"u'O~

nrt 'YKRcrSlST£:IlS

itamada Inn Ballroom
$1.95 MIDNIGHT MOVIES
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY

8pm-2am

"-****!

Tickets
$3.00 in advance
$4_00 at the door

WARM, SENSITIVE AND FUNNY!"
-CBS-TV lOS ANGELES

Tickets are available at the
ISC table in tlte Student Center,
the ISC office, or at the door.

"PaSSionate,
Sincere,
funny and
honest."

"Funny and
touching.
Harvey Fierstein
and Anne
Bancroft are
excellent.
YOU SHOULD
SEE IT'"

- John H Rlcharason.

For Information Call 453-4775

LOS ANGELES DAIlY NEWS

"THUMBS
UP!"
-

RO~{-f

Eoert.

DI ... ·e .\,tl~::('.
tl,T THt r.~Ov!ES

S,S"El &. EBERT

ToRCHSOXG TRILoGy
NHI· UNE I1NEM.4 """"', OOII:ooIGOmlUIDFRON.illI K. FIEI!S1l:IS _ .......
• PAUL BOGART .... "TOIU.1I S(N; TRlWG\""
•. - ANNE BA.'liIlIOFI'. MATTHEW 1m0lWli, HARI'H fI!:J!ST£l~ ,.. 8111-" M:Rln,
..,.".- 1iARE.~ YOlfN(j ••,. ••,m.., PFIllI M.4TZ • ..,..m _no MARIE t\/lTL'i
UID ... _ " , RQ'/AUI K. flEIl\"TE11'i - ............ HARIU flER..~TEI~ ......... " ..
_"' .. OOWARD GIITTFRIID • ..,.. .. PAIl!. BOGART

~~ ~_':.-=:.~~~i"'!:

FRI: (5:00 TWL) 7:30 9:55 (12:00)
SAT' ~ :30 (5:00 lWL) 7:30 9:55 (12:00)
SL'N: 1 :30 (5:00 TWL) 7:30 9:55

Movies •

FUll • Specials
l\'lARCH 4-19

: REA .. A LJTTl£ DREAM
Frt:(5:U5 TWL) 7:30 Sbi5 (11;.t.5)
Sal: 1:153:15 (5:15 TWL) 7:30 $;.45 (n :45)

FLY If
Fr1: (5:U TWl) 11:00 10:15 (12: IS)

n-_SU_"_;,_:t6..,..3-:-:15,-(I_;'_"1WL_l.".':30=-O:A_"_-::-:-;

lY8

:~;\::13~~155(~;~~L~,al-: ~=;: 112:15)

TWINS
frt:(5:lOTW;')7:308:30{11:.t5)
$ad. ':OO3:OO(5~lWl)7:309:30{11:45)
Sun:l:003~(I5:301WL)7.30SI:30

WORKINGGlftL

Fri;(S;OOTWI)7;'Se:30("""l
S .. : 1:.45 (5:OOTWl) 7:115 SI:30 (tl :46)

Sun: 1;45(5;00 TWl) 7:115 1:30
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HAPPY HOUR
3-8
2 For 1 Mixed Drinks

Hangar Hotline 549-1233

51111f photo by Peter Campos

Sandy Kirby Is the owner of Reruns, a new
clothing store at 100 E_ Jackson. The store

accepts used women's clothing Iii current
styles In exchange for cash or othe( clothes_

Clothing shop buys old attire
Provides new wardrobe or instant money for spring break
By Marc Blumer
Staff Writer

A new clothing store in
Carbondale is adding a new
twist to shopping, allowing
customers to sell their old
wardrobe to pay for a new one.
Reruns, l<X'.ated at 100 E.
Jackson, buys contemporary
women's clothing in current
styles. The ~tore pays 50
percent of its retail price in
cash for c]oUling and some

ceptionaUy good. "
"The only problem is that so
many people have been
corning in to buy, that
stock sometimes runs low,'
Kirby said.

mx

The store deals with
most of the narr:e
brands in women's
fashions, including
accessories. Customers also
can receive 60 percent of retail Forenza, Esprit and
in trade.
Caivin Klein
If customers want to trade

and cannot find an item in the
store they want, they can
receive a trade slip that 15 good
for one year.
Sandy Kirby, owner of the
store, said that a great deal of
her customers come from the
University. "lfind that college
kids Dring in clothes before a
weekend sometimes, trading
them fora new outfit to wear."
Reruns has been open for
four months, and Kirby said
that business has been "ex-

Kirby insists that all clothing
she buys is clean and in good
condition, with no stains or
te.lrs.

"I have been known to turn
down clothing that I really like
until the customer brings it
back clean," Kirby said.
The store deals with most of
the name brands in women's
fashion, including Forenza,
Esprit and Calvin Klein.
"We keep our stock

seasonal," Kir~y added.
Kirby has seen more people
bring in clothes lately.
"Kids are looking for some
extra cash for spring break,"
Kirby said.
Reruns only deals in
women's clothing, after a trial
with menswear was unprofitable. Kirby said she had
sold both men's and women's
garments at first, but "men
tend to Wf.:ar their clothes for a
long time and men's slyles
tend to stay in fashion much
long~r than women's."
Kirby, originally from
Sparta, got the idea for Reruns
from a friend in Arizona. She
flew to Tuscan to see how
Loose Change, a store owned
by her friend, worked. Kirby
said that she got a feeling for
the business during her stay.

~
Sunday Night
Spaghetti Special

Housing Dining Halls closed?
Try the Sunday Night Spaghetti Special at
H.B. Quick's. rou get a large platter of spagherti,
over a pound of pasta and meat sauce,
served with Garlic Bread for only

Located at the Student CenterCrossroads
Spring Semester Hours

Sunday th..,· Thursday - 11 am - 8 pm
Frid:!y and Saturday - 11 am to 6 pm

Bycomparison, anysm
you've ever committed is
garden variety.
In The Episcopal Church we believe that Christ died so that our sins could be forgiven.
join us in faith. felJ.ows~p and Christian forgiveness this and every Sunday.
The Episcopal Church of St. Andrew Welcomes You.
402 W. Mill Street, Carbondale Sundays 8 & lO:15am.
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KOPIES & MORE
607 S illinois A,e

II

529-5679

4¢COPIES
8 1/2, II and 81/2 x 14 plilm while paper

6 Self, Service CopIers get you In and out fast.

V Inter-Greek Council's 42nd Annual

~

Theta Xi
Variety Show
('2\9aring With the 20 's "
Staff Photo by Alan Hawes

Tarry While, of t/'le Modern Day Saints, plays

a~'

Hanger 9, 511 S. Illinois Ave-'

satur<iay, March 4
at 8:00 pm
Shryock Auditorium

BANDS, from Page 5
recently.
"When the band (Saints)
first started, there were lots of
clubs around providing more
opportunity. There were a lot
more bands in to'.m and place&
to play," Obren said.
More original bands are
coming out now, with the
opening of 611 Piz.za, a new
proving ground for your g
bands, he said.
"Original music is finally
being accept~.'· Obren said.
Like many other rock
musicians in town, Obren
senses a comaraderie among
the Carbondale bands.
"We're really becoming a'
good little family," he said.
Recording contracts attract
interest in local bands, be said.
"Any band ~,t gets signed
makes it better for everyone
because it will br.ng attention
wrway," Obrensaid.
Since November 1987, the
odnd Fusebox bas bee:l
making the rounds at parties,
and recently has been getting
outside exposure.
"We play power rock 'n' roll,
not heavy metal and not truly
punk," Todd H3l.'tman,
guitarist and song writer, said.
The band has a tape out
called "Fusebox Blows,"
which features eight original
songs.
Local bands help each \lther
get gigs, and often le'ld
equipment to on(' ac,)ther,
Hart.ruin said.
Although Carbondlli:o is a fun
town to pm:,. l-Iartman said
that a band has tv O"a,'e.
arounr' if it's aimin~ for
success because the city lacks
of night club opportunities.
One place tilat ha!; had all
effer.t on local ballds is 611
Pizza, he &aio
"It gives bands more confidence,"
Hartman said.
"Once there was lin ooliet,
t!ley got it together so they
could play there."
A band that plays original
music only is th~ Reform. The
membels w~re aU pelrt of
cover bands at one time, but
decided to get together and try
something new.
- They play in Carbondale
once every two months, but
otherwise try to tour to
Chicago and other college
towns. They htve played at the
Metro in the Windy City and
will be starting a regional tour
soon, John Riley, guitar player
and singer, said.
"We're trying not to play in
onc jJl'lce too much because
it's reai!, P-8sy to burn out,"

I

Riley said.
Atlantic Records bas shlR:n
an interest in their work, Riley
said. The Reform has been
working in the studio trying to
geta tape together.
"We're almost ready to
record," Riley said.
Ril~y noted the local music
!>cene, a'nd the crowds it attracts have changed somewhat
since theear:y '80s.
"The transition of people has
a lot to do with it. It's not a big,
hip scene concerning original
music, " he said.
Riley said Ont! reason for
that is because Mrs have a
tendancy to hire cover bands.
"It's really difficult to work
if you're not a cover band, the
gigs are few and far between,"
Rilevsaid.
However, other bands make
the most of the sp<>tlight and
enjoytheatte_ll_t_io_D________

by Car!.er and Connelley.
Original songs make up 15
;:"prcent of their show, and
Carter Observed, "All of our
songs are well received. We
have a core group of people
who sup~rt us."
They have sent demo tapes
to Nashville, Kansas City and
Los Angeles. Carter has
already published songs.
Competition doesn't bother
Carter becaus~ he feels that
"There's a ~me and place for
all kinds of music."
"We want to see othe~'
musicians come and jam wic.h
us. We'll stick together and
play around here as long as
people want to see us," he said.
Sticking around is easy (or
Carter and Connelley because
Carbondale's attitude suits
them.
"You're not bounded by
what you think a music
company wants to hear,"
Carter said. "YOIl }I.ay what's
"Any band that gets
in your heart, not what's going
signed makes it better to make you money."
There are drawbacks to
for everyone because p'laying in Carbondale because
if the band can't draw a crowd
it will bring attention
then its not booked, he said.
our way."
The blues is one type of
music that has enjoyed a long·
- -Chris O;:,ren term popularity with CarbWWlle residents.
Th'o of the main blues
"I'm in it f~r the chi..;;"
groups,
Pan Alley and Jim
Michael Ricci, guitarist- Skinner Tin
and the Carbondale
'vocalist for the Missing Van Blues Review, have been
Goghs, said,
"The response has been closely related.
"We play mostly to older
surprisingly well," Ricci said.
The flve-member group, college students and blues
fans,"
Donnavan said.
which has been together since
While Tin Pan Alley is
Novmeber, has a repertoire
strait out of a musical survey mairJy a blues band, they do
branch out occasionally into
course.
"We playa little cld and a other types of musIcs.
Skinner says although his
little new - Beatles to Squeeze
band is mainly $i blues bar
toO Neal Diamond to Black
band,
they will play other
Sabbath, but we try to play the
weird ones that only five or six types of r lusic.
"I
don't
refuse to play rock
peosal.)P.le would know," Ricci
'n' roll, just careful about the
d.
'n'
roll
I play,"Skinner
rock
Although the group mernbers say that local bands are said.
not conpttitive anti are
The band sometimes surfriendly together, regional prises their audience, Skinner
bands coming from out of town says.
do apply some pressure.
Skinner says that while
"Acoustic Rock" is what everyone in the band has input,
Curt Carter, of Carter and he deeides the playlist.
Connelley, calls __ eir sound.
"It's my job to pick out the
"We're the only working material, but everybody has a
acoustic group in town. I'd saX say-so," Skinner said.
we've found a little niche, '
Skinner, active in the local
Carter said.
music scene for about five
-Two part harmonies
a years, says the recent
music that was popular "then BluesCests have helped sustain
and now" characterizes their an interest in the music.
'.-urk. The Grateful Dead and
"Thin~ came together and
Crosby, Stills and Nash are it's done a lot to keep the blues
just two of the groups covered scene alive," Skinner said.
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A HAPPY ENDING
f-or th'" young woman, time was
This is a human interest story as
maiked by ",oments and day. of
told by the student who lived it.
dreadful expectation. As doclOrs
The story begins with an attrat.:i.ive,
repeatedly spokc of "any time',
intelligent and very popul?; female
referHog to the child, the life seemed
student in her junior ycar of h;gh
to drain from her. Soon, her postschool. Valedictorian, checrlea<ier,
delivery marriage ended in divorce.
(alhletic as well as popular) and the
She s!ruggled day by day.
envy of everyone on campu" she
Today, IwO and one half years laler,
had the world by the tail. She was
the young mother is >lill caring for
the daughler that Any parent could
her child. The doctors are slii'
be proud of.
pessimislic. She works Irying 10
Then one r::!ay, as she recalls,
all
support hersel f an<l her daughter
came apart· Afler school she told
while auending classes. Now, at age
her mother she was pregnant.
t"'''"ty, she has more pressure and
-Nothing was ever the same after
responsibility than even mosl smgle
that."
mothers can imagine along wilh
The emotional slrain of teen
trying desperately to build a career.
pregnancy. parental atlilude and. no
How. can you say, is this a happy
doubl, mixed reaction from friends
ending/ It is, most definitely~ To
all replaced the previous slale of
fully realile how this could be, you
perfection in her life.
have to meel her. To be in her
AI this point, flOt all was bad. Her
presence is an exp':?f ience that you
boyfriend. whom she described as
are not soon 10 forgel. She is Ihe
wonderful, was standing by her side.
most -alive- person I have ever met.
Her fellow .tudents and teachers
Her happiness, joy and cncrgy
were "'pportive and, evenlually, her
overflows and all those in her
parents "djuSied. In fact, she
prescn~e seem to absorb it. Her
reported that she grew fond
Ihe
glow spread to everyone in the room
idea at moth .... ing a child. As the
before the class W2S over. Days laler.
excitement and anticipation of
I am >lill feci ing her warmth.
childbirth was brought to a climax,
How could Ihis ncar-defeated
things took a sudden lurn for the
person, aner loosing everything one
worse. The seventeen-year-old's
normally aSS<lCialeS with happiness
child was born severely physically
and gaining instead enormous
and menially handicapped. Doctors
responsibility, be so alive, so happy/
did not expeel the ch:ld 10 survive.
She responded 10 ",ch a que>lion.
SliII weak from the surgical delivery,
Her reply was thai she ~ad learned 10
she touched her child tor the first
~;ve day by day trusting God.
and whal promised to be the last
There you have il--a happy ending.
time.
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By Hill Lcwis

THE AMERICAN MfTlST CAMPUS MINISTRY
803 S. lili""" AWl,
5-C9-3200 or 5-C9-244 (.... ning)
SUNDAY WORSHIP 01 $:00 pm preceded by
f.llowship
& ,efresh
Every_ _
icome I ........ 01 4:30pm

Albert C. Turf. dl....:tDr/cam"". mini.t.r
William •. Lewi,. cam_ mini,t.,
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USG senator impeached for
absences, two others resign
By Marc Blumer

from the Committee of Internal Affairs, the s~nate
approved the addition of seven
members to the USG Election
Commission and three
members to the Student
Trustee Election Commission.
Another related bill that
allocated $500 to the Election
Commission for poll watching,
also was approved.
The Finance Committee
submitted a bill to computerize
the USG office. The senate
approved the bill, which called
for $8,000 to purchase computers and work stations.
The terminals are scheduled
to be installed during the
remainder of spring semester,
with work concluding during
the summer term.
Bill Hall, USG president,

StaflWriter

The Undergraduate Student
Government senate impeached Thompson Point
senator Eric Sorenson at
USG's Wednesday night
meetiJlg.
Sorenson was impeached for
missing three senate meetings
without a proxy. Two additional senators, Dan Spillane
of the West Side and Terrance
Link of the College of Science,
were on the agenda for impeachment proceedings.
However, both senators
resigned before the meeting.
The senate also passed two
bills in preparation for the
upcoming spring elections.
After a recommendation

addressed the senate on the
proposed bill, pointing out that
the majority of student
goverments in Illinois
universityies have access to
compu~rs.

50¢

Two senate vacancies were
filled a t the mt.-eting. Alex Pike
was approved as senator for
L'ic College of Engineering and
Technology and Kimberlee
Wharton was seated as .m
EastSide senator.
Two addinonal bills were
passed that recognized the
Badminton Club and the
Spanish Club as registered'
student organizations.
A bill also was approved that
allocated $1,900 to the Student
Programing Council for a
concert.

Brewer sued for sewage pollution
BELLEVILLl: (UPIl - G.
Heileman Brewing Co. Inc. h3s
been sued by the U.S.
Environmental Prolection
Agency for polluting city
sewage for nine years at its
recently ciosed Stag Brewery,
an EPA spokesman said
Thursday.
The suit. filed Feb. 9 in U.S,
District Court in Alton, Ill.,
charges Heileman with failing
to adequately pretreat its
wastewater
before
discharging it into BelleVille's
treatment plants.
Charles H. Sutfin, water
division dire<'tor of the EPA's
Region 5 office in Chicago said,
"This
behavilJr
was
i.--responsible in the light of our
belief that the brewery was
aware of the problems its
operations caused for the
Belleville plant. ..
Raney Smith, vice president
and general counsel for
Heileman in LaCrosse, Wis.,
said Thursday the company

did not have prior knowledge officials have been negotiating
of the problem, as the suit a fine in the case.
alleges.
The EPA spokesman said
"Our position is that the the agency now believes the
government will not be able to Stag Brewery was one of the
prove there was prior reasons for the city's
knowledge on the part of violations.
Belleville Mayor Richard
Heilema.n," he said. "This
company operates in an Brauer said Thursday he
environmentally safe manner hoped the suit against
and recyles processed water Heileman would lower the
city's fine. Brauer said the fine
\Jhere possible."
The company faces up to $.17 could be as much as $125,000.
The 13o-year-old brewery,
million in fines if found guihy,
although a spokesman for the believed to have been t!le bst
operating brewery in Illinois,
~:e~tu~l f~~ic.:~~ld sb~d m~~h was closed Sept. 1. The
less.
brewery had about 230
"In my two years here, I've employees wben it was closed..:...
never seen a fine over $2
Brauer said Belleville
million, and we're still offered to build a $2.9 million
working on that case," Dan treatment plant to allow
O'Riordan,
an
EPA Heileman to meet EPA
sp"kesman, said Thursday.
standards. Heileman would
The EPA filed a lawsuit Nov. have had to repay the city,
22 in federal court alleging Brauer added. Heileman
Belleville had violated declined the offer and closed
pollution discharge limits the brewery for what it said
since 1985 City and EPA were .'economic reasons."
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ZI IN
ZIP I!
Eat fast at last! And eat hearty too! Visit
lip'ps for the world's greatest 99ft burger,
crispy fries,
terrific chili and

CMI TOUR INCLUDES;
• Eigh1 Roo"", """'''''von erdess niQhfs 01 one '"
hotek kx:O'!ed
the
co exd1JCIQ OC.anll'Oht

Coke~

lipps. Yo
gotta love it!

nght on

Doytoro 8&ach ,trIP You not.. has " bea.J!Tfu
pool. SI.I'\ 0&Ck. ar ccnd'honed 'OOf11S. cokx TV,
C7'd 0 f"'IC8 long drotcM ot Coeoch

•

A full &.e:h<tui. of flfF. pool deek pcu1_ ever,
day.

•

A run Iirt or ~anonged d'lICOUtib to 50M you
mon*1f In Ooy1ona leach

•

Ttcn'el ..prewnfativ.. to Insute a.amoo1h trip and

•

Opttc:nd ~ eKcv~ to CUney Wor1cl, Epcot.
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Third license attempt for Chester man
By Jackie Spinner
Staff Writer

The Liquor Advisory Board
voted ~1 Thursday to send an
approval recommendation of a
Chester man's I"C:.;uest for p
liquor license tc the Liouor
Control Commis,iGn MaTch'!.
For me third time, James
Schulte r"quest;;d consideratioo uf B Class A liquor
license for Schulte Enterprises, Inc. as Jimmyz
Egyptian Polo Club, 315 S.
Illinois Ave.
The Liquor Control Commission rejected the liquor
lic.:;ru;e request, Feb. 22
because of Sch!.1.lte's two prior
misdemeaoor coovictions a.n1
a report from Carbondale
Police De~artment recommending denial of the license.

At the commission meeting,
Councilman John Mills said it
wo.Jd be setting a "dangerous
precedent" if the license was
approved with a negative
recommendation by tht. p~iice.
The police sent no t-ecommer.datiun for denial or apprwal to the board Thursday.
Schulte said he was
requesting a consideration of a
license again because the
police had not given a nega tive
report for recommendation.
Board
member Sue
Eberhart, who cast the only
v.)te for denial, said she still
bad a problem with the twc
misdemeanor convictions.
''Nineteen is not tOO Shme as
12," Eberhart said, "At 19,:tou
are fully accountable for what
you do,"

She add,ed thut she Jid not
see how Schulte's club was
going to atlr-dct the business he
wanted.
Schulte plans to turn the
bUilding, which housed T.J.'s
Watering Hole until 1986, into a
club "empbas~ the polo
club and Egyptian tl.eme.'
He addet! that Jimmyz
Egyptian Polo Club would
attract a crowd "way beyond
the 21-year-old college
student."
T'ae club would feature a

r.:l~~~~!~l:~l~lu~' a

If Scbuite's license is approved ty the commission
March 7, he will still be
required to apply for renewal
Aprill.

Befare the board considers
renewal
applications,
Eberhart S'lggested that the
board send a letter to Gatsby's
Bar & Billards Parlour, 608 S.
Illinois, to notify the bar of its
increase in liquor violation
arrests.
According to a police rep01t,
GatslJy's bad 10 violations in
the liQucr license period 198788 and increased to 42 during

usaCENTER

pOSTAi

=~

Send One Fax
receive return
Fax

____

~~L

___

Mailbox RentaL'§
Rent 3 Months
at $5a month
r2ceive 3 months

~988-89.

The same report showed The
American Tap, 518 S. Illinois,
down four vioJatiOlUl during
1988-89 with 24 liquor arrests.
Soard member Jim Sinn!lt
said Gatsby's should be made
aware that the board will be
considering the incrt'ase in
renewing its liquor license in

I

~

FREE!
700 S IL. AVE.
Carbondale, n. 62901
(618)549-1300
l.oc:ated In:

Borgsmiller
Travel

MILLER, from Page 1
newspapers before it was
disconti:lUed.
"We realize that what we
had put together was not being
received in the humorous
parody that we had originally
p!anned," Ju,kowski said. "As
soon as we started r~eiving
complaints about the ad we
recalledit."
Jurkowski would not
discl:>s('! the amount of ad-

vertising dollars spent on the
campaign, saying the full
color, high gloss supplement
was' '(>oviously very eXPPnsive
to produce."
.
SIU-C students who con-

~~~~ro~eele~~.!~ .:~e£:~

of the DaHy Egyptian and
expressed their discontent
with the Miller Brewing,
Miller advertising personnel

visited the University of
Wisconsin-Madison and found
the opposition from students
was equally divided in gender.
But not everyone was oppossed to the ad. A SIU-C instructor who read the ad &aid
his first thoughts were
recreational ones.
"1 looked at this and I
thought, 'Goodness, they're
going to have llL." down in

Daytona,''' Yohann Yssel,
advertising instructor at the
School of J ourll2:ism, said.
"It's been blown I)ut of
proportion. (Miller) mear.t no
harm by it.
"The lesson to learn from
this is the importance of the
consumer. Consumers don't
like it, Miller apologizes. At
least they had the guts to
admi~it.·'

CONDOMS, from Page 1
"There will be 10 machines
in University housing, 10
machines in the Student
Center and four machines in
the Recreation Center," Wirth
said.

the hall council president, the
condom m::.chines in the
r;:sidence halls will be in
central locations rather lilan
on every floor, Ed Jones,
housing director, said.

By recommendation from

The Student Center Advisory

Counselors to aid

NATIONAL AEROBIC
CERTIFICATION

future r.etirees
SIU-C em:>loyees who plan to
retire sometime in the next
two years will get a chance to
talli to representatives from
the State Universities
Retirement System in late
April.
Larry K. Johnson of SIU-C's
Personnel Services said the
private, 20-miDllte preretirement counseling sessions
will provide employees with
dollar estimates of their
retirement annuities.
Appointmtlnts are required.
To makf.! an appointment call
Personnel Services at 453-5334.

Coming To You!

March 19th 9am-6:00pm
Brou;;ht w you by:

Gr!~~l~es

Board ,mggested iliat four
machines be placed in the
restrooms of the north wing of
the fourth floor, tWf) in the
restrooms on the sp..:ond and
third floor, and two in the
restrooms in the Big Muddy
Room in the basement of the

,

Student Center, John Corker,
Student Center director, said.
The locations of the
machines in the Rec Center
art' still tentative at this point,
Mike Dunn, Recreation Center
director, said,
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Happy Hour 4-8pm ] .
Drafts 35¢
Pitchers $2.00
FREE Deli Snacks

1 Mile S.ofSIU onHWY 51
To Register Contact:
Cathy Bellemey

529.. 4404~f

NEW HOUIIS
11AM.:AM
Man,S..

Aerobic Pipeline Milpitas Ca.

~
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~
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Show Them Your TRUE Colors

$7.99
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9...

with SIU Imprinted Sweatshirts,
T-Shirts or any SIU Imprinted Item.
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Ropa Vodka
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SPRING BREAK SPECIAL

I
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I
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Any SIU Imprinted Merchandise
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II

750 mi
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457·2721 ...
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&... WhIte

549-7304

$3 49

~ $4.39
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Preacher,
ex-boxer
to speak
By

T~ ...e.a

Judge drops suit
concerning exhibit

Livingston

Staff Writer

Earnie Shavers, evangelist
and former heavrweight
boxing champk , wi,! speak
on campus t..'lis v:eckend to
grours of students about his
Christian experiences, Oa lfid
Swartz, president of the [11tern~tional
Christian
Fellowship, said.
"We believe iI, helping and
encouraging SIU students. We
thllik that hearing Earnie's
story could really help them,"
Swartz said.
The lecture, sponsored by
[CU, is inte_Jded to let peop:e
know about the Christian way
ofllfe.

Shavers, on(' f)( 10 children
born on an Alabama cottOn
fa1'm, became thE' Natioml
A.A.U. Heavyweight Boxing
Champion in ~969 at age ~4 and

Earnl. Shaver., evangelist and former heavyweight boxing
champlon, will bs speaking at 6 p.m. on March 4 In Ballrooms A
and B In the Student CentBr.
is a member of The Boxing

Hali ct ~arne.
However, the lifestyle that
accompanied his rise to the top
of the boxing wvrld PIOVed to

be too much for Shavers.
The presentation will be held
at 6 p.m. on Saturday in
Ballrooms A and B of the
Student Center.

Gold fish swallower recalls past
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (UPIl
- When a Harvard University
freshmar.. dropped a wriggling
goldfish headfirst into his open
mouth exactly 50 years ago he
had no idea it would make!
gastronomic history.
"It was a slow news period,"
jolted Lothrop Withington Jr.
ill a telephone interview from
his hc.me in Sanibel, Fla. "A
new pope had (airPady) b-."'?!:
elected and Hitler was quiet
for the mt-ment."
Withington swallowed the
coldblooded crea ture on
!darch 3, 19..'>9, as part of $10
bet aDd a stunt organized by
classmates to ~enerate instant
publicity (or his candidacy (or
the class presidencr.
He lost the election, but the
stunt was a siippery landslide

tf:e whale swallowed Jonah.
Nt!wspapers around the world
wrote about Withington, and
Life Magazine even chronicled
a fish story about the Ivy
LeJ!gue student.

"From then on every college
threw a challenge," said
Withingt"n. "S.,me peopie
cr!l!llmed themselves into
telephone booths. Someone
chewed up a phonograph
r-ecord_ It was a happy-golucky period."

rememoers Withington. "I'll
hal'e one of these, II reaching
intt; a fish bowl and downing a
slim,)' gilled delectable.
Withington said many people
who followed his collegiate act
a..::tually swaliowed the fish
whole. He preierred to cbew
them first. "I c..l:!ewed them up
so they wouldn't swim back.
They were quite bitter tasting,
really."

He said the publicity was a
bit disconcerting, and to make
matters worse, his father,
Withington
said
he Lothrop Withington Sr., a
developed a taste for goldfish prominent attorney and
as a way to aanoy a nurse Harvard graduate, "was not
caring for his sister. "We were particularly impressed."
a family of nine and fuIJ of
Withington, the son, did the
pranks," be said. "We liked to slilHllimy stunt on television
see her squirm when we ODCe, and "did it once in the
winner_
brot!ght in snakes and so Army for some charity, Ihlt I
The DeWS spread quickly and forth_"
was not interested in getting
"it just be\:ame a topic
into contests or bect-ming a
everywhere," said Witbingtoo,
AB Withington tells it, one freak."
72, a retired. businessman, woo night be brought home an
li'led for many years in unannounced guest for dinner
So nowadays, he sticks to
suburban Plymouth, Mass.
and was told the table was goldfish crackers.
A Boston paper proclaimed short one desert.
"We buy 'em quite often," he
the act the greatest feat since
"That's all right." says.

CHICAGO (UPI) - A Cook
County circuit judge Thursday
dismissed a suit filed by
veteranl> aimed at closing a
contro·.ersial exhibit featuring
an American flag lying on the
floor at the Art :nstitute of
Chicago_
Judge Kenneth Gillis refused
to issue a temporary
restraining order to a coalition
of veterans groups who asked
the exhibit to be closed to
prevent people from walkir.g
on the flag. The !udge then
dismissed the suit
"The court has ~poken lind
we will sadly live with the
decision," said Joseph Morris,
general counsel for ~he MidAmerica Legal Foufl(!ation.
"There will be no appeal."
A resolution urgiuK th(.
School of the Art Institute of
Chicago to permanently

~~~!ci ~eth~~~iB ~!a~

The proposed resolutiOiI also
encourages the Illinois Arts
Council to liefer state funding
to the schuol until the issue is
resolved.
The resolution was not
considered by senators, who
adjourned until March 14.
"Veterans organizztions and
others who have objected to
the dfsplay do not dispute an
artist's right !.o free expression, but do object to the
exhibit's impl,cit encouragement of oesecration of
the flag in violation of state
&.nd federal laws," said Sen.
Walter Dudycz, R-Chicago.
Some 60 veterans protested
Monday outside t.'le Art Institute, prompting officials to
close the show - the second
time such action has been
taken in two yf'.ars over an art
display_

SEMINAR
History
Ephesus

And

Archeology
Corinth

Dr. Richard Oster, Ph.D.
Princeton Theological Seminary
Saturday, March 4th 7 and 8pm
Sunday, March 5th 9:45am, lO:45am,
3:00pm, and 6:00pm
Everyone Welcome Free Admission

Church
of
Christ

1805 W. Sycamore, Carbondale, IL
Call 457-5105 for Rides or Information

Register Now for 2nd Session
C:::=C::;:;Fr;mSpring Workshops

~1~

Advance Registration Necessary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parent/Kid Clay
• Raku
Papermaking
landscape Painting
Kids Mixed Media
Kid's Kites
Open Studio drawing
Beginning Guitar
Baskets
Origami

Phon,·:
Crall ShuI' - ·Ed".1!I:lG
Wood '>hop - .~:j6-2121
The Crall Shop is localt"d at lhe north ~[\d of Ih"
Big :\Iud,h Room. in lh,' baSf'ment 'r.. d of lht'
Sludelll C"III,'r. "o"lherT! IIl111oi, l'nJ\,,"lI\ al
(;lIholldait

fRIDAY
Carbondale's Happiest Happy Hour
3 for 1 Long Island Iced Teas
50( Coors Lt.

$1.05 Old Style
-or-

ALL

~~(J ••

CRtf DRltfK

(DRAm &. SPEEDRAILS)

Guys-$6 Ladles-$4
6-9 p.m.

SATURDAY
Midnight Happy HourI

EVERYDAY
Red Light Specials-Hourly!

Christians
hold march
in tvlilight
By Theresa Livlngstop

Cheese Fries

StaffWritel

A coalition of seven local
churches will sponsor a
twilight march promoting
Christian education, Rosetta
O'Neal, chairperson of Concerned Christians for Unity,
said.
The march, entitled
"Lighting the paths for our
Vt)uths througb Christian
education," will begin at 6:30
p.m. Saturday and will have a
police escort
"The marchers will walk
with flashligbts to symbolize
the theme of the event r.,ey
will go from church to church,
singing and picking up new
r:~~?s~~:. along the way,"
Local ministers will lead the
procession, which will begin at
the Rock Hill Baptist Church,
219 E. Monroe, and continue on
to the other churches in the
group: Bethel AME Church,
316 E. Jackson; Hopewell
Baptist Church, 402 E.
Jackson; House of Prayer, 401
N. Marion; Freewill Baptist
Churcll, adjacent to the Hoose
of Prayer; Monument of Hope
De'jverance Church, 215 E.
S{'camore and New Zion
Cl.'W"Ch., 803 N. Barnes.
"the coalition began last year
to bring tog~tber different
Christian ~os, O'~~ ~id.
"We extended an IDVltatlon
to ~Jl churches, black churcbes
especially. We're trying to
unify our effort, to create a
unity within the Christian
community of CarboDdale,"
O'Neal said.

99(

M·Th 8:30-11 :30; F-S 8:30-12:00; Sun 1-10

Bud&
Bud Light

By K.th ..." OeBo

T'le Student Programming
Council will award prizes to
tbe University's best student
comedians in the Second
Annual U.S. College Comedy
Competition at 8 p.m. Monday
in the Student Center
Ballrooms C and D. Admission
i.!;free.

750ml

lcs Bottles

$5.99

$10.99
l\lilwaukee's
Best

$3.29

Kathryn Diedrich•• freshman !i1 joul1l8llam and • member
or Delta Zeta aororfty, lett. and Tony Rametta. a Junior In
political science and
studies and a member of PI
Kapp Alpha fraternity, practjce far the 42nc1 Annual Theta

\e~

~Gallo White
Grenache

12pk cans

SmQoth moves

$4.99

IS Liter

1

Come In And Enter For Another Free Drawing ~
Price5 Good 3-3 thru 3-5

para"

XI Variety Show to be pertonned at 8 p.m. Saturday .t
Shryock Auditorium. TIckets .... available at the Off\ce oH
Student Development far $3.50.

College humorists
compete for prizes
StattWriter

Ezra Brooks

On The Strip
Win $600. 00
worth of
9
'S
Gift
Certificates ...

Beach contest will be flown to
New York to perform at a
comedy club sucb as
"Dangerfield's" or the "Comic

S~~tiooal rmali~ts Will not

be announced until the week
before spring break.
"Last year, that was kind of
a problem. The students would
perform and then that was it,"
Riechsaid.

The national I!Ompetition
gives students at 100 univerThis year, SPC will offer its
sities nationwide a chance to own Funny Dawg Fone Award,
~ompete for an expense-paid
as a reward lor University
tril> for two to New York, comediaD!i. SPC will judge the
where ~be winner will periorm competitors 00 the basis of
at a majo:- comedy ("'ub.
creativity, originality,
This is the ::;~,,"d year the audienc.e response and apUniversity bas participated in pearance, Riech said.
the event, Arnie Riech, SPC
"An example of appem:&nce
expressive arts chairperson, would be if the routine lends
said.
iu.elf to dressing a certain way
La!"t year, 600 re<>ple at- and the competitor does not,"
tended the routines of 19 Riechsaid.
aspiring stand-up comedians.
First place is a $SO cash prize
This year, nine participants with G plaque. Second and
have signed up so far, Riech third place prizes 'vill be
said.
awarded, but the prizes have
Students can sign up to not yet been determined,
compet~ until performances
Rieebsaid.
start Lmday.
"We're going to try to limit it
Competitors'
stand-up to 15 this year because last
routines will be videotape? for year it just went way too
judging by national Judges, long, .. Riech said.
inc1uriing nationally-known
comedian Jerry Seinfeld.
Single p!'riormers, not duos,_
Out of all thE' siudents who will be allowed to perfO'"fIl.
compete at the universities, Each routine should last three
Jnly four finalists will be minutes.
chosen to perform in Daytona
Certs mints and Doritos Cool
Beach, Fla., in March.
Ranch Flavor tortilla chips are
Each finalist will receive an sponsoring Lhe national
all-expense paid trip to competition.
Daytona Beach, four days
Also, the university that
accommodations and a trip to collects tbe most Certs
Los Angeles to see the taping wrappers and Doritos bags
of Comic Relief III.
will receio. e a free comedy
The winner of the Daytona performance by Seinleld.

Register At

Glik's

~~.'~_S/JMU ~
EVEU'HIIiG FOR 'HE

ArHLEJE

1G.t~1

Cox'trS
FASHION DESIGNS

ruthie~

r;~., Free refreshments on Saturday!!

r~] Thursday, Fri & Sat 9:30 - 6:00
Sun 1 :00 - 5:00

Rea plans \\fork, new goals
Sees move to state Senate

~

as no major change

By Nora Bentley
SreffWriter

Sen. James F. "Jim" Rea is
stepping into his new job with a
confidence that comes from
years of political duty.
Economic improvementS
and a possible tax increase are
two issues Rea is r:eady to face.
Rea was apPointed to
replace U.S. Rep. Glenn
Poshard as state senator of the
59th District in Southern
Illinois by local Democratic
Party chairmen.
"My family was involved in
politics and I was very active
in school and the community.
Politics was always an interes~," Rea said of his
beginnings in the area.
In Christopher, R~ started
out as a member oi the school
board and city council and
then became the director of
Gov. Daniel Walker's office in
Southern Illinois during the
1970s. In 1979, he was elected to
the Illinois General Assembly
as a representative for the
117th District.
Rea attended SIU-C and
earned both a bachelor's and
master's
degree
in
agriculture-community development. He also did postgraduate work in community
development and human
relations at SIU-C.
Rea's background in community development may
explain why his top priority for
his district is economic
development.
"Because of the high p<!rcentage of unemployment
economic development has
become my No.1 priority," he
said.
To bring more diversity to
economic development in
Southern Illinois, Rea has
targeted four topics:
• Rea plans to continue as a
spokesman
for
coal
desulfurization. "We have
large reserves in Southern
Illinois
and
with
desulfurization coal will be a
big boost economically," he
said.
New markets and u:;es for
agricultural products also may

bring diversity. New crops
that can be produced on farms
is one way to achieve diversity.
"We may be talking about
vegetables or raising some
new type of fish and using the
by-products of grain to feed
them," Rea said.
.Promotion of tourism also
is something Rea is working
on.
"I think we need to further
develop our state parks and
provide more lodging on the
waterfronts. We have most
anything you want within a 50mile radius, but we need to
promote it," he said. A current
project he is working on is a
Southern Illinois arts and
crafts market.
"We need to develop what
we've got," Rea said.
• Business and industrial
development is a large part of
Rea's plan for economic improvement.
"With economic improvements we won't be hit as
hard during a recession or
depression. Because I've
worked with community
development before, I feel I
have a broad perspective on
area development," Rea said.
Health care is a concern of
Rea. "We have to work on our
health care in rural areas. We
need to pay more attention to
it," he said.
More primary health care

clinics with connections to
bosCitals and emergency
hea th services, like the one he
helped establish in his home
town of Christopher, are
needed, he said.
Rea said a tax increase lAIill
probably be proposed during
this legislative session. "I'm
not one to just up and make a
haphazard decisiOll. I have to
see what the package is," he
said about his view on a tn
increase.
Looking at the economic
factors, how much revenue a
tax will bring, and its longrange and short-range effects,
will influence his vote, Rea
said.
m~~~heks:tng an open
.Veterans· affairs and
education also are concerns,
he said.
"I'm very supportive of
elementary, secondary. and
higher education. Revenues
will be the biggest thing facing
higher and elementary
education in the future," Rea
said.
It will be a busy term for
Rea. In addition to dt.aling
with these concerns, he will be
working on five committees
that mayor may not deal with
these issues.
Rea said the transition from
the House of Representatives
to the Senate wasn't difficult
because the rules of both are
similar, and he had to make
only a few adjustments.
"My agenda hasn't really
chaaged, and although I
represent a larger area than I
did as a representative, that's
not even really anything new
because I started my term
with 12 counties lind then was
cut back to two," he said.
As a senator, Rea represents
11 counties. They are Franklin,
Saline, HarQin, Williamson,
Johnson, Pope, Massac,
Pulaski, Alexander, Gallatin
and White.
"The most difficult thing
was the physical move of my
office in Springfield because I
had to move from one building
to another," Rea said.

Jackson claims unbiased backing
WASHINGTON (SHNS) Jesse Jackson said Thursday
his decision to back a black
third-party candidate against
Richard Daley, the white
Democra tic nominee for
mayor of Chicago, is based on
local politicf, there - not race.
Jackson said his decision
'·has absolutely nothing" to do
with race aud that he is
standing with long-time
political allies against
traditional foes.
He did nC't explain, however,
tha t those longtime alliances
and feuds divide along racial
lines, both in terms of the
politicians and voters.
Jackson said Daley, son of
the legendary Chicago mdyor,
failed to back Harold
Washington, a black, when
Washington ran for mayor on
the Democratic ticket in 1986.
Instead, Daley backed a white
third-party candidate. Thomas
C. Hvnes
Daje~
also
opposed
Jackson's two bids for the
Democratic presidential
nomination
Anively opposing the
candida~y of someone who has
WOll the party nomination in a
primary. a~ Jackson is, is a
major sin amo"g traditional
politICIans and something
unheard of among presidential
candIdates.
Jackson, who is expected to

C;2j£~o
seek
the
Democratic
presidential nomination again
in 1992, acknowledged his
decision might be used by his
political opponents as a
rationale for lining up against
him should he win the
nomination.
"For those who choose not to
deal in truth, they will," he
said in an interview.
But he said he doesn't expect
the incident to hurt him
politically in the long run.
Newly-elected Democratic
National Chairman Ron
Brown, a former Jackson aide,
has endorsed Daley, saying,
. It's not even a close call ...
But Jackson said party officials should not forget the
politiC-a) disloyalty Daley has
exhibited in the past.
"Daley.
a
sitting
Democratic official. endorsed
a third party rather than
endorse an incumbent
Democratic mayor," Jackson
said. "And I endorsed hi"l
(previously for state's attorney), but he did not endorse
me
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"Here's a guy who must
himself bear the burden of a
lack of reciprocity," said
Jackson. "Don't give a
superficial analysis of what's
happening in Chicago as clearcut, because it's not clear-cut
The same people who are
screaming 'Embrace the
party, right fJr wrong' ...
choose to endorse a third party
and not endorse Harold."
Jackson is supporting
Alderman Timothy Evans, a
Democrat running under the
banner of the "Harold
Washington Party" in the
April 4 general election.
Jackson backed Mayor
Eugene Sawyer in the
Democratic primary, which
Daley won decisively Tuesday.
Both Evans and Sa wyer, like
Jackson, are black. Daley,
who got 90 percent of the white
vote and 10 percent of the
black vote in the primary, is
white.
"Sawyer supported me, I
supported Sawyer. Evans
supported me. I supported
E ..ans," said Jackson. "Daley
would not support Harold
Washington and would not
support me, though both of us
erJdorsed him.
"I expect that everywhere,
not just in Chicago, reciprocity
must be a reasonable expectation."

When School Is out
Head for Cancuo!
May t 4-2 t 7 NIGHTS

c 419 Quad.
per person
occupancy

Direct from
St. louiS

•

AIR, HOTEL, TRANfE.RS. AND TAX
$50 due with reselVation Final payment-Marro 20

B

Call 549-7347
ani\. Travel Service, LID.
70t S. University Ave.

~Ol.1n 'll)\\TN
Mlckey's Big Mo,,~

I. IOIJOII..~

6: 2.2.
12pk

sutt

3.58
9.99

-,
.\

VISIT THE
FUJI
LAND

r

Don It forget
to clip the
coupons &
save!!

$1.00 off any Combo Meal
Sandwich, Fries & Reg. Drink
(excluding Jr. Roast Beef)
or

SO( off any sandwich
~

(p.xcluding Jr. Roast Beef)

~

l ~ Expi,es rr.:.~
~'\' ~
3~9~89
\E:....~\
,.
tlm1R(IIIY"S''V/~!
Carbondale
\.On Main St.

Marion
On N. Yale, Oft Rt. 1~

r

DOUBLE - DECKER

90% Of Our Entrees Rec.omended

I "There's only 1PIZZA
place near Carbondale

•

where you ca!1 get this great pizza."
Behind the courthouse
in Murphysboro.
(Only 6 minutes
from Carbondale)

1'--------------------1

9gePitCher
Beer :
.

I
I
I

The Alternative To Fast Food!
Try Us For Our Soups,
Quiches, Deli Sand.'1iches,
Veggie Sandwiches And Salads.
*Eat In Or Have !t Delivered*

of

.

or Soda
With Coupon

FREE DELIVERY
457-4011

I

I
1
Good tnro Wed., March 8.
I
L-------6~5598--------

SUn-Tues
10:00am-38m

'.

108m-4am

~

Gene

Ralls

SI Pal's Menu

Stirnon

Bob

I
,

!

r . /;'.
~;

~
.

•

Lamb

P'~1

"!

..,

A.'
:

Corned Beef
rnday. Ma,ch j 7

~.UO

Cocklarl.
pm
D,nner 7·9:30 pm
Jazz and Dance 6· 12 am

~
.....;.'....
/

W.

jack
Caill

~
"T

~'''~~'-;::::''M,"'''' ~
_

-C-

JuotoltRt13attheSo.m
Alrport Ioetween CartJondoIe
and Murpilysboro.

..

See T"" Differenr~ Try
Chinese Diet

Free ,)pli lery w/in 5 mile radius
1 mile S. of SIU on 51
549·7231

Carbondale

549-7212
'we accept phone

...:.: .....orders for plck-up

l

529-5664

Taco Bell

549-7212

Oriental Foods

457-8184

Arby's

457-2825

King's \Vck

549-7231

~B~y~ThZoS~~-~die[-~--1

Cultured Creams

4:57-4011

~

Walt's

684-5598

Try our Nacho Supremes for

99¢

Fora limited
- Ilme only.

Daily Specials

featuring:

.

Mon.-Burrito Supreme &. Reg. Drink
Tues.·2 T...:o Supt'etnes &. Reg. Drink
Wed.-T...:o Salad &. Reg. Drink
Thl1r5..-Nacho BeUgrande &. Reg. Drink
Fri. Taco Salad & Reg. Drink
Sal Steak Fajila &Reg. Drink
Sun. lacns 49( (unlimited)

51,99
52.29
53.29
S2.~9
$3.29
$1.99
49

a R~g. Pepsi fOl 5¢ Exp, 3.17.89 ~
~------------------~

,

Come To Kings Wok
For A Fresh, Nutrit
D:li.cious & I~w Calorie
DInIng Experience!

Crosswinds

St. Patrick's ~
Dinner and Jazz S
7
Va/cric

~..

.....,.-

412 EWainut
'_',,=..!-

Wed-Thura
Frl-Sat
1oan'l-5am

,·
1

By The American Heart Assodatl

I

Strauss' comic operetta not 'stuffy' production
ey Wayne WI!!lace
Enter1ainment Edit:>!"

Times & Tickets

If you've been avoiding
opera because "it's stuffy,"
your fears will be happily
negated bi "The Gypsy
&a ron," a musical comedy in
perform:once this weekend at
McLeod Theater.
The Department of Theater,
the School of Mu;ic and the
Marjorie Lawrence Opera
Foundation bave staged this
large-scale comic operetta,
composed in l884 oy Johann
Strauss, the younger, and
trans~ted into English by
Ruth and Thomas Martin.
That's right, no fat guys
singing in Italian. And, for that
matter, no prima donnas
belting out l~minute arias.
What "Gypsy Baron" offers
is a wealth of lilting Strauss
rr,elodies, beautifully conducted by maestro Michael
Barta; three bou:,s of
unaba<;hed romance and
slapstick, superbly enacted by
key players in the illuminated
cast; and an array of
breathtaking sets and scenery.
SO MANY musicians,
stagehal>ds and
tr.eatrical craftspersons bad a
hand in creating "GYJlSY
Baron." I'm surprised there's
anybody left to go see it
No less than 46 performers
form the cast An additional 60
artists laboreC be.iUDd the
sinr-er~,

~'~y~':.!

c:

Datn:

The oper_ "Gypsy BarO'l"
wi! be performed at 8 tonOoJ/lI
and Saturday and at 2 p.",.
Sooday at Mcleod Theater.

1lcUIa:
Available at the IhBater box
otIic:e.
~

'onighI and Saturday - $8 for
public, $5 for 88I1ior
citizcrv. and $3 for students.
Swlday $5 for general
public, $4 for senior Clfl7A118 and
$3 for studBnla.

oa-aI

the art of timing and bow to
achi~ve maximum comedic

effect through mugs and
grimaces. He's a~o all expert
at serving up beaithy portions
Of bam.

.......... byRoDer1H. . . . .

The Commlsaloner of Public Moral. (Clay
Hulsey), soldier Mihaly (Jim Caldwell), temptreae Sam (Oenl.. Ann.,.n). ;abbw Janczl
(Rog Hun«) and fortune telitir (Donna Dean)

some sort of sacrilege in the
opera world, but they would
definitely boost audience
comprebensioo and enjoymeni.
for this show, that is if Best
wants ffis perfort.1eI'S to be
heard clearly.
Best might have doDe well
during blocking to preteDd the
"Gyp;y Baron" score had
been untranslatea into
English, so that he could

slapped together in a mooth.
For sucb a tremendous
undertaking, a few naws must
~ ~~ted. But ~
Best's musJ:rand. dramatic
direction outweigh any of the
operetta's tedious mome.ots.
emphasize the use of body
Tedious? Yes, I confess, I language and facial exhad a little trouble following pressions to better relate the
the story.
story rather than relying O'J
For some reason, Strauss' tbe!yrics.
relatively simple plot often
seems thicker the..n it actually
AN ATl'ENTION to comedy
is.
is where Best's direction
triumphs to make "Gyp;y
EVEN OPERA enthusia:.~ Baroo" a treat for the funny
may be frustrated whilp trying bone as well as the musical
to follow the production palate.
because little or DO sound.
To expoond on Strauss' text
amplification is available to would be rather pointless,
help the actors overcome the c'.msidering its retiundant
orchestra. Good luck to opera familiarity. Strauss dues,
patrons who are seated in the bowever, manage to get in a
back of McLeod Theater.
few swipes at the st'l.OOSinc..=! many of the narrative imposed moral restrictions of
complications are exposed his day, as well as a rather
througb song, character subtle anti-war statement.
motivation is often unclear.
The calibre of talent
Micropbones may constitute possessed by the show's stars

10% OFF

U.P.S. Package

--FREE-Gift--Wrapping when
sentU.P.S.
Through U.S.A
Postal Cente]:"

700 s. IL AVE.
Carbondale, IL
6?~lJ1

(&_0) 549-1300

me

In all fairness to Young, the
male lead and the beneficiary
of the show's mast SOI06, this
reviewer sa\1' his performance
early in the week, exactly the
time wben M might have been
holding back, seving his voice
for the long haul ahead this

.................
BAUMER UNDERSTANDS

weekeod..

~ ~

:~.~'_,.~
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FruDAY C

BEER BASH:

C
$5'1' Bottomless SpE:edraiIs C
• ~
•
or Cover $ till
C
t
Best Dance Music In CaJbondaIe
C
•

_

t

5m!sIu

_=w
3!t~3jg
529·3348

C

Cover $2.00

R

-..E

_"'_

The American
Fridgy
Tap
25( DiGfts 12 - 4pm
Happy Hour 12-9 pm

~ 9!JiJ![lJtr

Dl'Clfts 40t
Pitchers $2.25

SpHdrGiis 9S(

William Bales White ZinfandeI7~Oml •••••••••••••.•.•••••• $3.49
Jacob Demr:1er LeiblraiJmilch 750ml •..•••••••..••••••.•.•$2.99
Gancia .e.sti Spumilntl 750ml ••••••••••..••••••••••••..••• ~.49

529·3348

~

.Happy Hour Retftms Hidnit~lose

-

-r

/

).

. FREE Buffaio Wings

!saturdQY
Happy Hour 12 - 9pm

l

Cliter 9:00

i:

i)

iRockin Tommy B's DJ show'
i

WINE

C
C

•••••••••••••••••
.

. Midnite Madness

Smirnoff Vodka 750 mI. ..•.•.•.•.......•..•.•.•.•••.••• $6.29
Seagrams Gin 750mL ....•. _..••...........•••••••.•. ·.. $5.99
Jo:,~ Cuervo Party Pack 750rr.\. ••.•...•.•.••....•• -'" $9.99
Ezda Brooks Bour1:'On 90° 750ml .. , ........•...•••••.• $6.59

«

Shownight - Cover Vanes
Hours: Wed-Sun 8pm-2
213 E. Main
457·2435

•

t

8- t 2 m1dn@lt
$4ID Bottomless
Drafts

Located In:

BEER

/

woo.

Bruce Ba~L
in a tour
de farce. pw.as out all
comedic 5tops to play Zsupan,
the wealthy pig farmer.

Borgsmiller
Travel

Old Style 6 pk Blls .......... _.......•........•....•••.•• $1.99
('..oors Reg., l..~hl or Gold 12 pk cans ......•.•.•.••.•.•• $4-.99
Strohs Reg., or Light 15pk •.....•....... _.•.....•...••. $5-:22
Schaeffer Reg. or Light 12pk. cans~ ••.•.•...••••.•..•.•• $2.99

.-/

of

Mcleod Theater.

USI~~

liquors

LI

K;;i...

"The Qy.-y Baron."" Pwfonnancea will be at
8 tonight 8ftd Saturday and 2 p.m. SuM'ay In

is lofty indeed. Their importance in making "Gypsy
Baloo" such an entbLlsiastic
success caD not be 0veremphasized.
Top acting honors go to

~~~~~.
1(kJ.~~~T1wB r~lnc l2 enny
Ipm·l0s..n

mocs.r their coatum_ betweeIi

Stephen Yl)UDg, in the title
role of gyp..-y baron Barinkay,
could take comedy lessons
from his colleague and
possibly lessons in sound
projection.

,I Sgn~qy
.

2:00pm Delrt TOCJrnament

FREE Buffalo Wln~s
$1.50 Pjkhvrs~1I Day

! tIi

I~

:,

' ~

Entertainment
Guide

By Jackie Spinner

"Tbeta Xi Variety Sbow,'·
"Roaring With the 205," at is
p.m. Saturday at Shryock
Auditorium. Tickets available
at the office of student
develorment for $3.50.
"The GYilsy Baron," a
comic operetta by Johann
Strauss, at 8 p.m. tonight and
Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday at
McLeod Theater. Tickets for
SIAllday'S show are $5 and
Friday and Satu.'·day's shows
are $6, student tickets are$3.
"Nothing Can Come Between lis," Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity's annual Sweetheart
Ball at 8 p.m. Saturday at the
Holiday Inn "Holidome."
Tickets are $5 in advance and
$9 for couples.
MU<;"-IC:

Uncle Jobn's Band, 9:30
tonight and Saturday at
Hanger 9. 511 S. Illinois, $2
cover.
Modern Day Saints, 9:30
tonight and Saturday at
Gatsbys, Campus Sh~~ing
Center.
Jim Skinne!' and the Slues
Review, 9:30 to 1:30 tonight at
P.K.'s, 308 S. Illinois. No
cover.
Night Soil Coolies, 9 p.m.
Saturday at 611 Pizza, 611 S.
Illinois.

It's a simple fact, D~vid
Morgan said. Being aware of
the plight of the homeless isn't
enough.
The
Johnston
Citr
songwriter put that message to
music with a song, "What Do
You Call It?" for distribution
at Southern Illinois radio
station...
PrMeeds from the S~
drmation for the tape will go to
local homeless agencies.
The ballad presents three
scenarios of the homele8$-, with
Morgan siuging arJd John
Kellerhouse playing the
guitar.
In the song, Bill ~llld. Sue are
forced to move into their car
when the factory closes down,
leaving them penniJe:u. Otis

I mile S. ofSJU on 51

c-----

549-7231

II

Apple Computer's
St. Louis
Higher Education Symposium.
SPECIAL GUEST
SPEAKER

"Torch Song Trilogy,"
<University 8, R). Stars
Harvey Fierstein.
"Dream II UUle Dream,"
(University 6, PG-13).
Starring C01"ey Feldman,
Corey Haim and Jason
Robards.
"Tootsie," at 8 and 10:30
p.m. tonight and Saturday at
the
Student
Center
ALloltorium, $1. Starring
Dustin Hoffman.
"GaDdbi," at3:30and7p.m.
Sunday at the Student Center
Auditorium, $1. The 1982
Academy Award winner for
best n::.01,;e.
"P'lt Garrett and Billy the
Kid," (1973). at 2 p.m. today on
the cinema and photographv
soundstage. The C & P
department presents the
Carbondale premiere of the
re~tored version of Sam
Peckin;>ah's classic western.

.

..

I

Remember To Return Your
REGISTRATION CARD; or Call

~

for Postsecondary Education

U.S. DeparbnentofEdueation

DAVID GANTI' AT (314) 532-5001

Washington, D.C.

~"f.

MOVIE GUIDE:

"Cbances Are," (Fox
Eastgate). Saeak preview at 9
p.m. tonight and Saturday.
Stars Robert Downey, Jr. and
Cybil Shepard.

LOCK FOR YOUR INVITATION)
IN THE MAn J!!

~
tT.I

Mr. Kenneth D. Whitehead
AEsistant Secretary

"

Resumes That Sell You!

Faculty and Staff: You are cordially invited to attend

p.m.

"Farewell to the King,"
(Varstiy Theater, PG-13).

One page with 10 fREE Copfcs
Our larg= selection of quality paper with matching envelopes as "'eO as
over 65 different typefaces allow our professiOllals to creale personal

I

A1batrosl, 9:30 p.m. SUnda)·
at Gatsby's.

"Lean 00 Me," (Varsity
Theater, pu-13).. Sta"'ring
Morgan Freeman in the true
life story Clf high school
prinCipal Joe CLark.

52S-5679

R.esume $16 95

aSave:$ Bn.c - t)r Own Uquora

Mercy, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday at Pinch Penny Pub,
700 E. Gra!ld.

9

607 S. ':linois Ave

.ncludmg soup, egr,,')1\
& fried rice

~

David Morgan

month, Morgan said he
thought all homeless people
were "skid row bums."

KOPIES & MORE

t ~ ~:~~~~;T~: S2:95

WIDB presents "Jambalaya," rhythm and blues, 10
p.m. to 1 a.m. Saturday at
Jeremiah's,
201
N.
W&ohington. Nocover.

Acoultic Night,
Sunday at 611 Pizza.

here's an opportunity to do
soml ,thing," he said.
n e tape is available In
Carllondale at Disc Jockey
Rec lrds in the University
Mal. "People also can request
the ~adio stations to play the
song ," Morgan said.
Th~ Williamson County
specill education teacher said
he fir;t became aware of the
homei~ss
situation after
readin~ the ~over story about
the h011eless in a Parade
:>uppiem~ nt oi the Southern
Illlnoisan 1'1 January 1S88.
After rlading the story
Morgan sai~ he went running
and realized ~e could return
home to escape the cold. The
homeless can't ~cape fron.
the cold.
Before writing tt1Q song,
which was produceQ la~t

lives in a cardboard box and
"has never fit In,'' while a
baltered Sonja takes her
yount' son to New York City to
escape domestic violence.
The refrain calls their
stories "blasphemy," a term
Morgan said he learned as a
child.
"Growing up in a fundamentaiist church, I was
taught that blasphemy was
making fun of or cursing God, "
Morgan explained. "It is
blasphemy to turn our backs
on people who are freezing to
death from the coid."
In the last line of the sor.S,
Morgan asks, "What do you
call it?"
Morgan said it is important
for people to ask themselves
what they can do to help. "if
they don't know what to do,

Staff Writer

SPECIAL EVENTS:

Th.rrsday. March 16, 1989
9:00am - 5~OOpm
i-_

~S:iJ?'~\

a. 901\-a.~90C S
\\,e~ -N0~

~V'-90 ~
\,0

"Q

Graciously Hosted by

Washington University
One Brookings Drive
Saint Louis, Missouri 63130
(Edison Theatre and Mallinckn>dt Ceder)

SEMINAR SPEAKERS
to include:

VENDORS
~8

Dr. Milton Glick, Provost, Iowa State University
Dr. Dennis Molfeae, Ps~hology, SIU/Carbondale
Dr. Hurley Meyers, Medical Sciences, SIUIC
Dr. MarkFri_, Radiology, Washington University
Dr. George Shaw, Music, Long Beach College
Dr. Ron Auat, Education. University of Kansas
Mr. Bob Buow, Journalism, University of Kan .....
Mr. Daw Ryan, AdminiBtration,U niversity of K.. Jlsaa
Mrs. Andrea Charlow, Law Dept., Drake University
Ms. Sueann Ambron, Multi·Media Specialist, <\pple
Mr. Sam Wood, Applications Engineer, Apple
Mr. John Patrick RuaseU, Tech. Specialist, Auple
Mr. .lay Peraoniua, System. Engineer, Apple
A 8AMPLE OF TOPIC~ COVERED
"Make an Impact with your Presentat.ioDl'"
"Multi-Media in the Ul'!.iversity Environment"
"CAD Systems; Whael right ror you?"
"Graphiea and Ten; Desk-Top Publishing"
"Scientific Soltwa'"e' Mathematics to LabView"

Participating Vendors Demonstrating
hardware and software tn ;nclude:

APPLE HARDWARE
Mac fix, Mac SE.... ac SEl20, Apple Scanner,
Apple CD ROM, LascrWriter II NTX,
LocalTalk Networks and Apple New Products.
TIDRD PARTY HARDWARE

SUl'4!rMac Monitor. Raster Ops M,mitnr, Redi us Monitor,
QMS C.,lor Printer, PlotMaster Color Thermal Printer,
F·,rallon PhoneNet, Kodak Dat.aShow, N·Yiew,
VidcoShow Companion, VideoShow Professional.
Photometric Slide Maker. 'rrueYision Image Capture,
Pace Mark, }o;umonica Digitizer, Mirns Film Printer
SOFTWARE
Hypr.rCar<l, AutoCAD, VersaCAD, ClarisCAD,
MpcWrite II, MacDraw II, MacPaint,
MacPtoject II, Fil~msker n, SmartForm Se' ies,
FullWrite, FullPaint, DBase Mac,
MSWord, MSWorks, MSExcel, Wingz,
pQgcMaker 3.0, Pursuasion, MathemaLica.
MethLab, LabView, end CE Soft "nrc pmducL'
I
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GUNS, from
daim is made prilnarey for
warfare and mass slayings.
Gun owners and the National
Rifle Association dtt' the
cGnStitutional right to own
guns and see the assault rifle
!!s a collector's item. Some
claim the rifles are good for
sport.
"There are somt" ;ICOPle who
like to collect military rifles,"
Bozic said. "A lot of ~Ie like
to collect state of the art
equipment."
Bozic ss.i.d be respects the
opinion of et06e people ~ ho
dislike guns, especially assault
rifles, but De sees no reason
why those people would want
to force their beliefs on others.
"To those people who belk . . .e
ti.ere is DO use for 8:J e~ult
rifle, I Rsk thPm, 'Is there 8 USE'
for a car that runs 180 nllies
per hour down the highway?' ..
Bozi(: said.
Bozic, who owns an assault
rifle, said the rUles are
tturable, relatively inex·
pensive and a "good way to let
off steam" through hunting or
shooting a t tin cans.
Thomas
Castell:u1o,
assistant p:-ofessor vI the
Crime
Study
Center,
researched the issue of gun
control, and said he S~ no
practical use for the sale of
assault rifl~, JtiJer !.han to kill

~"age

1--------said. "He wanted a ha"ldgun,
blJt he didn't want to wait.
When we refused him one on
the spot, he said he could
easily get onf) off the street. We
told him to go ahead and do
just that."
Bozic said he doesn't cond,)ne the illegal sale of
firearms, but he knows it is
relatively easy to purchase one
on the streets.

people.
"There's very little sporting
qualities to an assault rule,"
Castellano said.
Castellano said he would like
to see stronger laws enacted,
such as longer waiting periodsl
stricter permit standards ana
elimination of certain types of
guns - including assault rifles
- to prevent guns from getting
into the hands of the wrong
people.
illinois law requires a 24hour waiting period for the
purchase of iong guns and
rifles and a three day waiting
period for handguns. To
purchase a firearrb., residents
must present a Firearm
Owner's ldentificatic.n Card,
which is issued by the statt;
after a background check, and
must fill out a Firearms
Transaction Rt:eord.
"We do Qur best to be sure
responsible citizens are getting the guns, " Bozic said.
"But it isn't that easv to know
who you are selling the gun to.
Nobody walks in and asks me
what the best gun is to rob a
Huck's store."
Bozic said that one time he
refused a customer who came
into his stOTl~ drunk and
wanted to pur('hase a firearm.
"You cocld darn near smell
him when he walk~ in," Bozic

co~t~~:g!SS!~He rJI~Pl:
collector's item, Castellano
said the potential danger of the
rifle fnr outweighs the interest
of the collector.
"The social cause is m'ore
important than the concerns of
the collector," Castellano said.
"Do you want collectors to
have access to atomic
bombs?"
The
assault
rines,
Castellano said, are sold as
semi-automatic weapons but
can easily be c:lnverted into
automatic rifles, which pose a
serious threat if used for
crimlJlal intents.
Bozic said he would not mind
stricter gur. laws, specifically
those for longer waiting
periods and s\J'icter ~rmit
standards, but he saId the
media and proponents of gun
control are singling out assault
rifles and removing blame

Washington exploits similar
to television's risque soaps
WASHINGTON (UPIl Ir.quiring minds who want to
know need only watch network
news or read their daily
newspaper to follow the long- on national television in a lastrunnmg Capitol Hill soap ditch effort to get the Penopera tha t spotlights booze. tagon's top job.
William Bennett, a 2o-year
bimbos and bribery.
publicly
Life in W:ashington does nicotine addict,
seem to imitate the soaps that swears off cigarettes to nail
down the new drug cza.r post.
pass for popular art.
Next thing we know,
It isn't necessary to watch
Charles
trash television or read columnist
supermarket tabloids to follow Krauthammer wrote, .. the
Secretary
of
Health
and
the sleazy saga, which always
has been fodder for the Human Services will be
required
to
take
a
safe
sex
mainstream media.
Our First Amendment oath."
Sleaze
on
Capitol
Hill
ocpermits us to read all about or
tune in to :.he private lives of casionaUy can be good for a
chuckle,
but
more
often
it
our leaders, inch.:ding their
prompts outrage.
sexual shenaniga.:s.
Rep.
Donald
Lukens,
the
Only in America could we
watch, fascinated, as Defense Ohio Republican, was indicted
Secretary·designate John last week for having an affair
Tower, b~and<ld a boozer and a with a 16-year-old girl.
Sen. Brock Adams, D·Wash.,
womanizei', takes the pledge

News Analysis

recently denied accusations he
sexually assau!ted ilie 24-yearold daughter of longtime
_
family frie~.
Ethics charges have never
been lodged against a member
of Congress for sexual
misconduct involving another
adult.
After ae. investigation of
drug trafficking and sexual
favors involving House Pages,
two congressmen were censured in 1983 for wrongdoing.
Rep. Gerry Studds, D·Mass.,
admitted homosexual affairs
with three teenage male
pages. Former Rep. Dan
Crane, R-Ill, admitted an
affair with a 17-ye.u-old
female page.
I don't know if the heavy
media cuverage of the foibles
of our public officials is a good
thing or not. But it does
demonstrate that they, like all
of us, are fla wed.

Exquisite

Hurry Up!

ORIENTAL RUGS
$

100% Wool • Handmade
.. Directly Imported

Competitive Prices
30-50% Below Retail
(618)549-6330
Giant City Road
Carbondalc n. 62901

(Offer Exp. 3/6)
70 t B S. Illinois

$2 DINNERS
for Anniversary Celebration

Call For More Specials!
549-5032

Happy Hour 12-6pm

FREE FOOD BUFFET
With The Purchase of a Pitcher of Beer

Starts at 5:00
517 South Illinois
S49-SnX

from ineHective laws.
"As far as l'tricter laws are
concerned, it wouldn't bother
me in the least bit," Bozic said.
"But the first law (the courts)
plea bargain away is the gun
laws."
Bozic said he heard of
proposed legislation to make
possession of an assault rifle in
public punishable by five years
and ,assession of an assault
rifle in a school yard
punishable by seven years.
"It's Jreposterous," Bozic
said." you've got crime on
your minc1, a law like that is
not g.:ri.r.g to bother you."
Castellano agI'e'!S with Bozic
that the attention placed on
assault rifles is basically a
"knee-jerk reaction" to the
incident in California. He cited
past examples, including the
iiosassinations of Robert
Kenneciy and John Lennon, in
which citizens an<i politicians
rallied for gun control laws
only after the is.·me bad hit
horne.
"It's a shRme, but political
forces only seem to become
mobilized after such incidents," Castellano said.
"But that's the way the
political machine works."
Bozic said he subscribes to
the theory that "guns don't kill
people, people kill people."

"Guns are inanimate objects," he said. "Until
gets behind them,
they don't do anything."
Castellano disagreu with
Rozic's theory and believes the
widespread prevalence of
firearms is strongly associated
with the high number of
homicides in the U.S.
"Obvious!y, if you don't have
any people around, there
wooldn't be homicidell," be
said. "If you reduce access to
guns,bopefully you would
reduce the number of vioient
crimes. i mean. you're rwt
going to rob banks with a
knife."
Bozic said shortly after the
incident in California, a man
walked into his store to purcbase a gun. As Bozic was
showing the man some
firearms, the mall said be
believed assault rifles were too
dangerous and that it gave
some people "the overwhelming desire to kill." The
man was holding a rifle at the
time and was unaware it was
an assault weapon.
Bozic took advantage of the
opportunity: "I asked him,
'Now that you've handled it,
did you have an overwhleming
desire to go out and shoot
someone?' "
sorr.~ne

~ _S~N~NGE
(:HECKS CASHED
WESTERN UN~ON
• 1990 Passenger Car &.. Motorcycle
Renewal stickers
• PrIvate MrJlboxes for rent
• TItle &.. R~gistration
SelVlce

* Travelers Checks

• Notary Public
• Money Orders

lau Shopping Center 606 S. Illinois, Carbondale 549-320

Come in and see my new designs
for Wedding rings.
One of a kind personal rings
designed for your special relationship.
I buy or trade for scrap gold.
Crystals and Beautiful Crystdl Jewelry.
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Classified
536-3311 fBlI7SAl
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NEED
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2467Aa 115

3·10·89
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1986 CHEVY CAMARO Hop
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~·7·89

2010Aal13

t~O!~ ~~~~~~. il1'Jlo
080. 549·2501.

1:8~~ FORD T'BIR~I!t!!:

i.-uded. Mini condition., muot ~

~?". 457.842MrAar:s

1980 MONTE CARLO. n,>OOI. mi.
Good condition, $1500. 536·
1891.
3·7·89
1938Aal13
1981 BUICK SKYLARK, 4 door,
aulo .• a/c, 78.lOU< mil., SI20C
549·5194.
3·7·89
1940Aa 113
1978 CEUCA GT, oc, p', radio, 5
'Pd., new pi'" tuns DC., $675
neg. Can 529·4559 or 457·0160.
3·9·89
2029Ag 115
1983 TOYOTA COROllA, 4 dr.,
exceilent condilion, $2800. 457·
5492.
3·6·89
2053 :..a 112
1983 TOYOTA COilOUA oNgn, 5
>pd., air, am·lm ot.. oo, oxc. CoM
Mu>l ...II, $2550. Call 5294380
3·3·89
1954Aal11
1981 HONDA C/VlC, While 2 ddr.,
""c. condo A.king SIOOO OBO.
549·1386, ahe. 5 pm k me...
3·7-89
1961Aa113
co .... 4,4'
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Rides Needed
Riders Needed
AuclOn & Sales
Yard Sale Promo
Free
Business Opportinities
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES
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Minimum Ad Size: 3 line<.
30 cbaract ...lline
Copy Deadline: 12 Noon.
! day prior to publication
Visa/Mastcrcard Aoccpted
Credit card charges "'rough
die mail or aver the phone
are limited to WIder 530.

Surprise

P195/75R14 $35 95

P225/75R15

$3995

fREE mounting
223 E. Main
529-3388

.......................................................
fngine Tune-Up
~
for most cars with Electronic Ignition Systems:
$52.90

:

8eyl

~

.ct.od< lHtteoy,
d101J1ing. combuotion sy.tems.
Install new opori< pi,,&, • Set. tim in, • MjL&! ariJutet", ...,.".,
oppIlable. 1Ex1r. eh.rge if removal i. nee....ry)

FREE
Anli(eeze

&

tune-up
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Tire & Auto Service Center
University Mall
549-2107
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COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER

12X60 2 8DRM, .xceilent cand
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3·7·89
1751Agl12
C'DAlE 12)(60 TWO bdrm air
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1934Ai114
EPSON COMPUTER SYSTEM 20
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CLASSIC CAR CARE
~

• Single Source Convenience
• Nation Wide Warranty
• Best Quality at the
Lowest Price
• Import Car Coverage

Spring Cleaning Special
Half Price Detail
Sa~'e

Up To $65.00
On Full Size Cars

BIG

P205/75R14 $3~5
P21 5/75 R15 $3895

with

1198Aa119
RABBIT, rodio·ca"",".
..tsec, en~n. in excellent cond.,

Big A Auto Parts
offers:

P175/80R13 $2995
P185/80R 13 $31 95

CM~ 20 MB Hard Drive S550
080 CaU Den... 01 549·3857.
3·7·89
1752A/l!J
PRINTER. HI·SPEED, I.tlar GUo!..

20J9Ac114

9:.oL
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PIT
STOP
PARTS AND SERVICES
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FREE
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Oil, lube, and Filter - $15.95
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Cosmetic Siems
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Oil Change
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Antiques
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I day.........6-k peT lin". per day
2 day._ ... .59¢ per line. per day
3 day ....... 53¢ per line. per day
5 day •......47¢ per lin<. per day
6~ day ••.. 41¢ per line. per day
10-19 days38q>er line. per day
20 or m0re32q>cr line. per day

1921 Aa III
WE wiH pay c",h I",

& J Sal.... 985-6634.

Mobile Home Lots
Business Property
Wanted 10 Rent
Sublease

HelpWan!ed
Employment W&nted
Services Offered
Wanted
Adoption
Lost
Found

alter 7 pm.

)OOr cor. We ~l'1OOce. no mterest. C

Rooms
Roomm8les

Cameras

549·4950.
3-6·89
1910Aal12
1979 MAIDA RX·7 lOW mileage, in
gocd .hape, boJy ne.d. work
$1700 060. 549·4486. !'leo ... coil

1973 MUSTANG MACHl-=35TC.

Apartment
Houses
Mobile Homes
Townhomes
Duplexes

Books

to

i~gg: \0~ ~:ue;~;~ ~~II

Automotive

For Rent:

Real Estate
Antiques

eng , 3 .pd

MUlot l8P

r
ot oR. , 4570mi Aa 11 I

1978 HONOA ACCORD, ""c. cana.,

DIRECTORY
For Saie:
Auto
Parts & ~ices
Motorcycles
Recreational Vehicles
Bi;;yles
Homes
Mobile Homes

~05

~eat ccnd.

~~

Trucks and Vans
slightly more

AUTO PARTS

Z

317 E. Main, Carbondale
549-2442

=-

Expires Feb 28

1105. Washington
529-3814 or 529-38Z1

-

THE FIRST LETTER IN AUTO PARTS ~~

~

Complere
Radiator
&...

Auto Repair
Center

Foreign & Domestic Auto Repair

• Computerized Ignition
and Fuel Injection
• AutomatiC Transmissions
• Air Conditioning
• Carburator Service
• General Repairs
Over 30 years Combined Experience
ASECeriified

~

529-2650

315 W. Willow

='

Paint Jobs.

Starting at $300
* AS[

Body Work Extra
Certified Technlclans*
550 N. University

529·1711
Opel\..~.afJl.~~flr~·,·,_.'
Daily Egypthn, March 3.1989. Page 19

CAR SPEAKERS, PIONEER TSX·20.
60 waU,
m.>1In.1, S50; 2 " 5
oond equilizers . 150 watt. S 15;
100 "'aM SID. Call 549-1 089.
1·10-89
2487Aml16

surface

Sporting Goods
24 F<XlT ALUMINUM SLOTE bool,

"I

Furniture

I

~:~~~~n$2dbhOI ?Ohr:~~ f;I::~

~~~: o~"tb '::.J:"~ d~

3-27-89
167880118
EFFICIENCY APJ.P1MEN7S, 811

3.S

~~~~~'Ia~~!~:cl~.xxl~~;:

2O-l0AQ115

~::zW"

549·7180. 185580119

HUFFY BIKE 10 'P., S40. Pioneer h,

~2~. ~~9.~~or sid .• records,
3·3·1\9

~~~~ fJ!e;;:.!"'w:t"~~l

I 922Ar II I

~1~~!lE~:I~ad~n~1 hfJ

St. [rom campu" in one-thousand

bbc~. Very <"""eni.nt bca~on 10

campus,

Never
529.i:rJ.orTm:;e29~~2sr at
3-3·89

Foods,

kitchen down, no one above or
below you. Bedrooms have
windows O!l two side$~ excellent
eron ....entilation, alto central air
and hoof. fumi.hed or unlvmi.heQ.
Ownen mow krNtlI, remove UtOW
frem city "dewalks. pay for r>On1l<Ii

2O.4Arlll

SCHOl AR51 FOR SALE •

National

loundromah, and downlown
Duple.e" gra..y lois and .hade
Iree:50, quiet oreo. Two bedroorN
and balh up, living room and

",1iCfOIlIm

Reader (Recordakl like new $325.

o.lord Engiioh Didionary IOE.D) 2

volume. $50. Coli 549·1 5::a.

="co'=r~.i'::~~ .:;

3·7·89

1953Arll3
SALE - 1424 OLD We>J Main next to
Turley Pork. book., picture 'rome.,
arts, crohs. and sewing materials.,
mi$C. Thu... , Fri., Sat. 10:00· 4:00.
3·3·89
1956Ad 11

<.omC8Iiti¥e roles. Summer only

ar

indudad.
2008Ba113

3·7·89

~I~r~~i~~~.;!;':'~:

7782.
5·11·89
2468F,n154
QUALITY
CLEAN
QUIET
effici...o.., 1, 2. and 3 bdrm apI.
cIo.e 10 ca~', 687·1938.

~~rBEDROOM 3m'fl!'~ 2:t

.Co

3·21·89
201580117
ONE 8DRM FURN, OJ>' •• , wlulil.
indudad, no pel., leo .. ~ired.
~'" ;.l;C;~.sluden... Co after

;!:;'1~u':t;~~~ trJ't";:

~11~~.;'3st ::!5~;;.Jb<ory).
POPLAR

i786Bg124
STREET

:~r~:lsmenh.j CW~~ndQle~

j;jif

~~r~d:e~ob~o~~:r"s~u:h p:';,i:;

Sireet, direclly north of Morris.
Ubrory. Verr conv.nient Iocalion,
&orne f"wo*l;edrooms t ""me one~

~n~ :m:nf~r::;.:::tj=,:~

pay water, ..-jog, ",,,,,,,,I reIu..
removal, lllOW' removal from city

»dewalks, oecurity light" and

E. GnInd, 457 .()4016.
3.24.89

f047SaI20

p"'1

n'1 ~1 $24~a~

or

TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS
Luxury Efficiencies near campus
for Graduates and Law onlv

::::l

;::;:; CM1~:

~~~ti~Ei~~~' ff~~~~.rno., aI
4-6-89

2055Bb 129

Mobile Homes
lARGE AND LOXI'l!lOUS, 2 and 3

~r529..t!,,:tin9

~~, FURN. I d:J~~}~
bdnn cpI, -'y _ated, I or 2

4·18·89

Summer and

2Q171k137

!3H9 684·3842 ~~~.fab·113

Office At:
501 E. College
Large 1 Bedroom!

Suger Tree

Efficiency Apartments •
& Mobile Homes

2 8drm Fum Apts I 8drm Furn Apts

805 W. Main St.
423 W. Monroe
210 S. Springer
905 S. Sycamore

RV parking. 687·1805.

l~~~M HOUSl:S~W!)~~~

RENTALS

Country Club
Circle

408 S. Poplar

~';"~'a!,l~~n~J:.!':d~~:

S

'l~3L

3·30·89
] 7838g] 24
LARGE TWO BEDROOM near
Carbondale clinic. $360, 5~9·
6125 549·1962.
18258gJ]5
3·9-89

~7.8~rcperty"'el. 52f#~'121

. Alfli~9 ·7782.
2.17.4BbI53
BDRM HOUSE. Ceiling tan.,
ba, .. menl, wood bur...r, $435.
529·121-8, 549·3930.

\jt.A{

~reclly north a' Morri'~ary-),
coil 457·7352 or 529·5777.

~$~ ~:."~iirfncr ~;;:

3513.
3·23-89
1859Bb119
4 BDRM, CARPORT, Nice ovoit.
immediately. $425 mo. Sonnie

475Sf,153
F
NISHED 6
., 2
hou~J cOrpe)ed, central ac/heai,
wmn/1E~ cabr 1Y. No pets, avail,

80()

170481> 153
ENGLAND

457·
1722Bb117
C'DALE 4 BORM, no tea.., pel"
walerhed., $600. Zone RI, 804
Oakland. Avail. flOW. 451·5438.
3· 23-1l9
172981>119
1176 E. WALNUT, 5 bdlm, ~

~~7~~~~~20i3. No pe". 54 .
4-3·89
I 893Sf, 126
3 BDRM HOUSE avail. immed.
Carpor1, washer-dryer, mod.rn~
$4250 month. 529·3513.
N·B9
m7Bbi26
5 BDRM. UNFURN., 2 th,

~~~;::iN':~I:~iS~:!;:~' sVt66

and d(;c~allat

~ ::~ry.~~5~dl53~~'
~~:;~.~ubd~,:,"~n6bi:t,::;

549·3973 Norm.
3·3(;·89
I '?99Bb 124
COZY 2 BDRM hO",e, periOd 10,
coup'le,
"Ieasonl
NW
neighborhood, to.. St. Iraflic, I~.

·7782-

Ave. 529-1539.
5-IQ·89
170381>153
'2 BORM HOUSE. Corlervill.

~3jf"c!tt!li ~b-ldS;8.;;g:

N~~~a4

~11", ~~;;:r:

19UP,126

3·21-89

NEIGHBORHOOD J bdrm., la~e

Nice!
3·9-89
19S81la115
All UTII1TIES PAlD in 1 and 26diiii
cpar". Of' Fore" 51., $235 and
$400. Coin laundry, no pets. Y_
lea.e. 549·4686.
3·22·89
196080118
AVAIlABLE NOW. 1 bdnn unfum

132.4.
4·3·8~

5·10·89
CARbONDALE

r29~~6103d~ra~5~·.8~uJ1.j ~~~i.;

,,·6-89
2Q348g129
1 BDRM APARTMENT, cIeon, quiet,

opt. Comad Lewi. PM OI~ce.

3 BDRM HOUSE. Summer $330,
Fall $390. do", 10 SIU and Illinoi.

~~?~9

'
2O?3B,,! "8

3·30·89
SOUTH

2b\brtl=~~:F;,:~h~d ~~:

energy efficianl $480 ovoikble
now and May. cM. 457·8194 or
529·2013.
3·30-89
1895J1bl24
INCREDIBLE 4 BEDROOM near ill.
Rae "'nt.r, call.edral cei~ng, W1lh

457·8194", 529·2013 Chri•.

~~~~':":,"20~E~n~!~~5Y.

Oflice 01 711 Soulh Poplar SI.

.~~~~~:: ~r:::,,:1. ~~ ~

;::Je~' ~r~~'w~i~:;~lir:':::

:~~~ct'7!~i~j{j =rl~~:;

3·3-89
246680111
2 BEDROOM, l'NfURNISHED,
2134.
3·22·89

BEAUTIFUL.4 OR 5 br house· 1 iufl
9 in

bolh~, vaulted beamed ceili'

2013 or 457·8194 Ch,i •. 5493973 Norm.
3·30~
2001 Sf,124
SEE THE REC C.nler Ir;>m your
'rani doorl Superb huge, 3 I)drm
wi tit f>!ivate. fenced patio. b<eakla ..

Cher

f~~~~~ ~~a~"r~~:~~i~
pel•. 549·4808.
4·5·89
1944Bbl28
NICE 2, 3, 4, ond 5 bea,oom
hou... lor renl. 01.0 2 and 3 bdrm
opartment. 2 loealed on Mill
Sireell" Call Clyde Swon",n 529· .
529.4.
3·10·89
203681> 116

3·24·89
1866BbI20
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE,

:,:~ ~:~itff~v~; d;;&, IS~~

C'dale. >ame ulil~,dt p"t.

5~;9~j.r;,~

~:,;. ~~n= ~t~~.~:.,~:
549·4265 or 457·7782.

!~ $raO ~~h~I,;.,~~~

3 P::1RM HOUSE ovoil. immed.

:~2r~t~,..a~hS~~?s~r3. modern.

~;;~8s~~do~~_~~5.

EF~. $180, ONE bdrm $210,
include ulilili", and c~1e TV; 'um..

2 bdrm 5210 wilh coble walor,
'urn., 910 W. Sycamore. Avo~abIe
Now. 457·6193.
~
17501\0121

SliBLEASER
LEWIS
PARK
apcrlmonl., Nowl Call Tony. 457·
7256.
3-8-89
195580114

I

3·8·89
I 9938g114
2 BDRM UNFURNISHED apI. waler
'urn., $300 rno.~ Cdale·M'boro
o
3
2nl a "'189280114
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY WITH lull
kilchen. Summer rale $95 month.
529-2241.
5·30·89
1908Ba124
M'BORO EFFICIENCY UNfURN
appliances., S j 35 per month~

3·23-89
168580119
NEW 2 BORM Soulh 51, <b.. 10

457-6193 ..ening._
3·21·89
1932Ar1l7
WOMENS ARTCARVEO SANTE Fe
.Iria cia .. ring' with three blul\
>pinel gem.lone •. 'BS' and '89'
encrus"ed on lid des..
been

Muslc."1

DOWNTOWN CARBONDALE

:;. ;::ut',:;15.';;~50~rm

5192.

""rk, S41'O. 6 1001 olominum .Ion
1,0.", $75. coil 457·5596.

lobi""

eJedric and go.5. s.kwe. TV. slereo.
52"·3874.
3-6·89
2062An112

ENJOY EXCELLENT RATES ond
.pociou. 1 oed 2 bdrm •• oi;.
~~~el. waler. 457-4608. 457-

f~~bi~t~,JttJl~~

Pontoon bool. n~ motor~ needs

3-9-89
NEW COFFEE TABLES and end
gia" \q>'. Solid pine ..I,
5\25. SOlid ~ 3 pio .. set, $175
Phon. 684-5603_
J:ll:8_9_ _ _ 1931~.l7
BED. DE,K, BOOK"":I lobi. and

I\

' - - - - - -_ _ _........J

Clean,

806 Bridge St.
905 W. Speaniore
805 W. Main St.
210 S. Springer

well maintained,
furnished apartments. .

457~422

TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS

GeOdesic Domes

2 Mnu rum. House!

3 MOD rum Houses
804 & 804 m Bridge St.
400. 402, 40+. 405,
909B & 909C W. Sycamore & 409 S. james St.
(behind 911)
911 & 909A
405 W. Sycamore
W. Sycamore
309 S. Oakland
424 W. Sycamore
311 S. Oakland
409 W. Sycamore
806 W. Schwam
607 W. Cherr"
~ 17 S. Oakland
.. 84m fUm" HouK'
l00S. Dixon
1701 W. Sycamol"'!
503 N. Oakland
422 W. Sycamore
822 Kennicon
804 W. Schwam
5 .. 6 DdDD Hogse.
50S S. Forest
803 W. Schwartz
42~ W. Monroe

APARTMENT

211 W. Friedline Dr.

SIU approved for
sophomores and up
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER & FALL 89.00
MIIIri!lC'EftIc:itox:ioo. 1 &.JbcI.
Wi!b:

SpIitlevollplo.
swiitunuv pool
AirCoadiiloning
Wall to all aapot

fullyl'umilhod
Cab1elV_

~
Ou.toaIcrilb
AND YET
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
For in£~cn Imp by

The Quads
1207
S. Wall
457-4123

I'

Mon.. Wed..
Frl 1-5pm
_S_H_O_W;;.;.;.A.;..PA
...R_TM.;..EN_TS,,!,
. ....I.
L

Sat..n.Zpm

2, 3 & 4 Bdrm Furnished houses

two miles West C'Daie
684-4145

Absolutely No Pets

More For Your Rent Dollar·
Carbondale Mobile Homes
Lots Availabl",

Starting at $155 a month
Starting at $75 a month

•
•
•
•

CABLEVISION
LAUNDRoMAT
FREE LAWN SERVICE
LOCKED POST
OFFICE BOXES
• FREE CITY, WATER & SEWAGE
r-:~:::"':=---l\ • FREE TRASH PlCK·UP
~~~~~,/ • INDOOR POOL

Frea Iv. to SIU

North Highway 51
INDOOR

549-3000'

POOl
Page#Jjt,'DatJrem~'~.~'.~.'.\\.,:l'll,

'ft.licr·tit"'tH~·liIIU'2tnTdiiii'
••••
~

"';~"', _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " " "
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{

.. " . • . ,',""
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SAVE $40 PER monlh_ 2 bdrm.,

fURNISHfD ? SCRM. ayailable
Mar 15 and now. 3 bdrm hou ..
avail. May 15. Ah.... 5, 549·7152
3·3·89
2016Bel1I
NE.l.R NEW MODERN
in quiet area available

Ideal for couple or lingle. Now
~ 160

10 $130_

Qui",_

dO... 10 SIU_

~~.~ '5;~'i~:;·~ut':N~

""'0

bedroom

PGr~.

4-17-89
1393Bcl 36
COAlE NICE 3 bdrm_ lenced yard_

no ....... ummer·lall. 529-1 d.J9

549-6154.
4-5-89

~r:, f~ng ~~;\9r20~48onnie
3-9-89
2461Bcl15
NICE 2 OR 3 bdrm . lurn_.

MALE SMOKERS WANTED lor a

[

LOT FOR RENT 12 • 55

0< >mailer
$50 Q mo .• South Wood. Pork
529·1539.
5-1089
17018h153

or

2O~7Be 128

c=_.____R_o~o_m~s~__~1

~;re~.~~~rHo~~ =I~~:

q;:: :!:~ ~~I:r.inr..,:::

$~

Towers • Parkview Mobil. Hom ..,
905 E_ Pork. sI-owing M-f 1 10 5_
529·1324.
4-3·89
1913Bc126
1988 MDt. YR ·2 or :I br, 2 lull
balh, energy .Hieienl, calhedral
cejfin~. c""ilin~ fan, clair,

8)5·89
2499814
PRIVATE FURNISHED ROOMS,

457-2250 oh.r 4:3~m.

:s7~;S4TIp%a~mmer,

Wedgewood Hil',. Clean, furn.,

!;~~:mand;~~~~~' c~iin~~~

Mt~MMER 3 bdr~~
:~~i~1~;~8 13Sr::n,' S180

3·22·89
I1M8B1113
KING'S INN MOTEL !formerly
Sun.ell, 925 E. Moin, edale_
$50 per week while ,hey 10."
CaU 457-5115
3·7·89
1806Bf113
SOUTti POPLAR STREET Room.

Towe" on Park . 905 E. Park,
Parlcvi_ Mobile Home•. Showing
1-5, M·F_ 529·1324.

t1s~~y AffORDABLtkf;~~
S180 monthly, ronling Summer and
Foil, pel> o.k. 529·4444_
4-18·89
2ul9Bc137
SMAU. 7 BDRM $100, Ug 2 bdnn

3·8·89
2482sio.I14
MURPHYSBORO SUBLEASE lorge.

~ 2.:t'305a;r~~\ht.pi;:u\,:

CaU aft... 5 pm 684·4399.
3·22-89
1941BI<l18
2 Sl BLEASERS NEEO~D lor
Summer ....... fum. 2 Iv!"", I 1/2
balh near carr"u" E_ Park. Call
529-2778.
2044Bk II 6
3·10-89

~';!o~:i~~M~ltr~e(J~!

in seven·hundred ~
01 Soulh P<>piar St., directly north

Cf:JIl'"PU!of

~'f:'r.'d.n";;: ~t~nil;..it:i:

of Morris Library. For single
women SlU lludenl.s only. Very
convenient Iocarion, lour
roe>ml in large apartment with
two both .. , ~tlchen. NrO
refri~eralors, elc .. Two privale
effiaenciu. furnished. ownetI
P'!Y lor mowing, u,m6.., .-mal
relu .. pickup, removal 01 $!lOW

~1rntmont

j228Bcl15
fuRNISHED MOBIL HOMES,
rea.onable. A.k lor Wallace.
Gii""" Court, 616 E. Park. 4576405.
4·4-89
1573~
OEEP DISCOUNT FOR Summer, 2

faa
:~lsr~~I~~St~i2!:

ib~9FOR SINGLES~=!Qle
now:

~~300'1 ~ ~9-6612
3'6--89
nos 1792Bc1l2

ROOM IN TRAILER, $85 mo.

All

GREAT

ii·

~~~~~::.::. c':ii' ;5i.

1176 E. WALNUT, 5 bdrm, .(

~$~ !...~~i·L"l:'fulo W9:

~~';t: =!:!fi~~;;

3513.

_

•

::!:
C~~~Iooi~:,g,":: HBfM, 3
ne!1r."..J1
end privaIa.
hOme il
uniq~e, ~_,

Each
12.<52
leel, with two bedrooms
appoJCiI1)CJ!efy !he same ..... aI one
.nil, wilh large bath in between,

$1
all uliliti ..
included_ 529·3513.
3·23-89
1858Bo119
NEED HBP NCNII female 10 shOAi
__ 2 bdrm, lum, 609 W. Collage
ApI. 3,529·3581 ar529·1820.

with :JO-so:!1o.i wafer healer Chou..,.

ua) and cablomion. each he..
. ~ inlulolion. on permanent
r';:';ting5, and.orad wilh .'eel

~ ROOMMATE ~S:~~.I ~

(:t~~~:.g, ~~ep:':':fr::::::P-

bdrm lBwi. Park, $170 mo. + 1/4
u6l fdl89, 536· 1088

wood walk·in .'orog8 building
8.10
leel.
Furnished or
unfumi.hed. Owner. _
Iown.,

~E WANTEDl6:t'tY~.
Ciole 10 ca~"

~.::J':i..:~~

~I~C

;~ ~7r~;e.:,~:.' fS:ri::J
Spring 1Ji!2!07ff~~

3=6-89

r.:::(directly north 01 Marri.
Ubrary), call 457·7352 or 529·
5777.
3·30-89
17B4/85Bc12A
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm,
$175 ma, $125 MCUrity dep.
>pring ..... Corico Trailer Court,
II06N. Carico. 457·4422.

19 YR. OLD MALE quadriplegic
need. personal core aide. So~e
medica! "'9'- pre!. [Night.) $7.00
per Ihr_ CoU Don 549-6900_
1995(114
3-8-89

'''W,I"

Now.Rendng

for Summer &.. fall
Large Townhouse Apts.,
now offering summer discounts .
Hwy 51 SOLth Mobile Homes
lZ & 14 wide, witlt 2 & 3 bedrooms,
locked mailboxt:S, next to laundromat,
~ ur 12 month lease. Cable Available.

cheap utili'i...

Call:
Debbie

529-4301

19368gm

COLLEGE GRADUATES! ! !
PUBLIC HEALTH ENTHUSIASTS! ! !

lurno~~~:y

RENT
ctean, two bdrm •. A.ail. now.

Find yourself in the U.S. Public Health Service as a Public Health
Associ~te working with the Centers for Disease ControL
Entry level positions in the area of sexually transmitted dise:!Se intervention

~i£ct Cal ~9.3~I8cl 16

are available nationwide.
We need college graduates with SlRONG INlERPERSONAL SKILLS
who wish 10 establish careers with advancement opporumities
in the field of Publjc HeJllth.

.-=n

land, q",iel Iccatior•. Clo .. 10

~. on S. 51. $250 mo. 549·

remodeled, Call 549-()576

alter 6

1769\lo1l1

ONE BEDROOM M'8ORO. utilitie.1
fumi.hed, lea,. and depo.it. call
6B4·6n5.

I

_-_.....

3·10·89

.....

20098e1l6

Daily EgyptiaD
Classified
S~3311

I

~~19' 825 E

53\9J~~112

~

I~.
' . ..

~

Main,

52i,.~~f 22

-Central Air (all electric!
-Washer & Dryer
-Microwave

-DIshwasher
W.'_ Oot It Allorul You Should Tool
IG', " . .e.t Laxary To.-nhoa •••
olHl M...IIIM "cce"ll»l. Gnlta
.J II4Irm. "pta. 'or Rent·
.. nlieble te,reap' of J or .. people
Lo«Dtd Oft wall si C:all 4Sl-llZl
..

G

6U

EQst

C:GftINll DrMr

~

PublisMd: Tuesday, March 28, 1989
Advertising Dead/ine_' March 21, 1989 2.-00pm

For more info: ca/1536-33Jl

GRAPHIC ARTIST
( mu,", hove ACT on file)

Afternoon workblock
required. STC graphics
majors preferred, but
other related majors are
encouraged to apply,
Must be a full-time student.
Application Deadline:
Mon, March 64:30 PM.
Applications can be picked up in
Room 1259 Communications Bldg.

~~1)aily Egyptiafr."
PRESSMAN
(must hove ACT on tile)

StaItiug Salaries r-.mge from $19,413 (Bachelor's Degree)
to 121,443 (Applicablt: Graduate Degree or Coursework)

~&lrt 3 BEOROO~~J~ry
rJ.89

Nancy

A baclielor's degree or qualifying master's

fLUENCY IN SPANISH IS mGffi..Y DESIRABLE for some
geographical areas in the country. All applicants
must be U_S_ Citizens and possess a valid driver's
license 10 be considered for employment

~~:,\~DRt :::''':1' ~~

3'~~9mom

BARTENDERS. WAITRESSES, GO·
GO da~el"\, immodiole openingI-.
full and pari-lime Hideaway

degree ocre1!:vanl gradllli1C coursewcrt is required.

CA.."IDIDA1ES MUST BE \\-1LLlNG 10 RELOCA1E INITIALLY,
AT THEIR OWN EXPENSE, 10 areas where needs exist
and be available for subsequent career transfers,
reimbursable at government expense, as program needs dictate_
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between

2020CllA
3·8-89
STUDEN"T
WORKER/RECEPTIONIST-Typi.tMo,' b. Federal Coller; Work

opporlunitie.s pOjing
2·3K
OVOIkJb\e to our <Xlsl In a varMdy of
lield •. Wo,k dunng ,he day and
perform nighls. Foi Qudition and
lliter-view Information. call 217·
422-8535 Now!
3·3-89
I882C I 11

Malibu Villagv

manito. 549-8;:~117
ROOMMATE WANTEDFif 3
bdrm hou... Carpaling, lurni.hed,
qui'" area, $135. 549·3930. 529·
1218.

well moinlained,

and

~ri=la~~~~he°~~7"~~I~
~ ~tl batl~.T.'';'!e':'iot

CAMPUS SOUARE
Across from Meadow Ridge
Wall & Campua 457~3~21

196381120

3.24=89

~~~I~~~~~;j'c~fI fl\O~~5~~f

~ 28.droom ApOrtm.m.

I:!~:
~i.7.i,,~'~~
mo. 684-5603.

1~&~R

M1bAlE
CARBONDALE, well 01 campu.,
one-hall mile we.t 01 Murdal.
Shopping CenIar, aI Old Roure 13
WOlI (W..I Murphylbara Rood)
and Norlh Towar Road. Very
convenient bc:ation, 805Y acc.eu,
about two mi1e., about ... minulel,
to car.'PUJ, or downtown, and Jo
food stores, loundromall, service
Iolo"ons, and SIU Airpo"', no

JOBS

CII-,

6000 ExI_ AS501
6-28-89
2012C163
EXPERIENCED BARTENDER APPLY
~n.r;:n.~~rf.iddler'~
2

2.463(111
SUMMER

for

3-989
1777(115
Aii>UNES NOW HIRING FliShl
Allendonb,
Tr~vel
Age~I\.
Mechanic!., CJ. Jolomer Service

'.~

ulilili .. indud..d. Phone, cable,
457 5508
•
• 1909'11114
. ·89
EbROOM WITH KITCHEN

8924.

~r ~ in over Spnng Breok
mlervlew

WY 82520.

Dillon_
3·3-89
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yn. olj,

NEXT TERM•••• ·····CHOOSI
The Convenience •••••• The location
The Price-•••••••••••••••• The Comfort

north 01 Morn. Library), call
~57-7352 0< 529·5777.
3·30-89
17818112.

and ~ngl Ore bedroom
1wnQhed, dean, AI> pels, $135 mo_
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18-35

maintains<" very competitive
rat.... Summer $140 and up,

1539.
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Boriender... Cook!. and

150-190 I,.. Coli SIU P>ychology
. ~ 15C 116
~fo-.~26- 230 1

CREST PHOTO lAS in E!9iO,l1lfiiOf.
i. Iooki~ lor local coI~ "udenl'
lhal wi.Ji 10 "",rk during 'he ,,"mer
vacotion. We oUer :In·lh.·job·
,raining ond a chance 10 work wi,h
u. agoln during Chri"ma. break.
app'ly duri,:/! 'tring breat on
~'1' Mar I , beIw_ I pm

pri""'.

Greg, 457·3586, leave mowage

~!.ion ...

RESTAURANT HELP

w"!Jnted The Kel .y Rood hone
'h'ailerlo, W~;lre~~~, Hc"'per!oC.n~,

job.
~_S_u~b_lea__se__~__~ ~f ~~oB~~'lfe
C;. U~
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SUBlEASER NEEDED TO ,ak. """

fall.

SUMMER

~~~~ho':~icJhJ;::II;~iC~~~:'a~I:
:n":~inS~~;oi~'~ .f: 6q=~ii~

AMERICAN YOUTH ENTERPRISES
hoi .ummer
in 6250 citi... $7·

L I_ _

NIC< FURNISHED ROOMS utiliSe,
;nduded, reolQnoble rate•. 549·
2831.

:!'J::,~ j;;~d~~e cN,t~k!~ail~

:a,;!~~I~!U;i~e:: iiblb;::;

Mobile Home lots

For additional information please call 1·800·537·2522
In Georgia. phone 639·1816
or write 10:
The Centers for Disease Control
Freeway Offke Park, Room 345, MS E07
1600 Clifton Road NE., Atlanta, Georgia 30333

Offset Web Press
experience preferred.
(or mechanically inclined)

Evening Workblock
Application Deadline
Fridav. March 3
Pick up Applications at lhe
Communications Bldg.
Rm 1259, Daily Egyptian

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Hahn
taunts

Bakkers
CHARLOTTE, N.C, (uP!) An unrestrained Jessica Hahn
tauntm Jim !Inri Tammy Faye
Bakker during a live radio
call-in program Thursday in
Charlotte the Bakker's
backyard.
Hahn, 28, made her first trip
to Charlotte since September
1987 when she testified before a
federal grand jury in·
vestlgating PTL fOlmder Jim
Bakker.
The former Long Island
church secretary, WilO was
propelled into the spotlight
whe;i details of her one-time
sexu'1j tryst with Jim Bakker
surfaced and brought down th:-;
flamboyant
television
ministry, had a field day with
cracks about T... mmy's 47th
birthday Thursday.
"Yes, today's Tammy
Faye's birthday," Hahn said.
"Shes 67. She's aging 10 years
'
ata time and now she's 67.
"I've l1('t a birthday present
for her," she ccntinued. "J g'lt
her a new brar.d of mascara.
You put it on with ;.. forklift."
Sam Kennison, who starred
with Hahn in a provocative,
music video, called the show to;
cheer her on.
.
"No one can say you don't
have spunk, JessiCa," Kennison said. "You didn't go to
Michigan. No, you go right to
the guy's back yard."
Hahn had some choice words I
for Jim Bakker, too,
,
"He's probably listening,':" I
she said. "And in ('.ase you are
Jim, gee, you nCf.!<i surgery.
You know he's re8_11y a sawed- \.
offlitUewhatever,"
Hahn, whose published
account of her affair with
Bakker made her a Playboy
Magazine covergirl, told oce
caller why she submitted to an
AIDS test
"Well, Jim Bakker hal}pened in 1980 and then I ate ofi
of Liberace's plate in 1984,"
she said. ··We were having
dinner and we decided to trade
plates, And of course Libert'ce
died of AIDS, r had an AIDS
teSt simply because I heard the
rumors about Jim Bakker, "
Bakker has been accused of
having homosexual relations
with some former PTL ern·
ployees, but he denies the
claims,
Hahn said she never met
Tammy Faye but t!islikes her
anyway. She said the Bakkers
act like spoiled, self-centerecl
children,
"Till,. is not the Ken an
Barbie Show they were in,"
she said of the PTL televisio
minis'.ry that foundered ove
Bakker'S December 198
sexual encoun!er with Hahn '
a FlOrida hotel room.
Bakker al~itted the en·
counter, but insists Hahn wa
(
a "professional" introduced t
him while his marriage was 0
I
the skids over Tammy Faye'
infatuation with countr
I
singer Gary Paxton.
Tammy Faye and Pax
Ii
both denied having a physi
h
relationship, out Hahn said sb
doesn't believe it.
"She isn't naive," Ha
said, "When he was with m
I'
she was with Gary Paxton .
California, God knows, I ma
have upset her, but that's h
problem.
"Jim and Tammy do not ow
Charlotte, North Carolina,',
Hahn said. "I find the peopl
here to be really, really kin
, I'm glad to come here and
;, feel accepted enough that I ca
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BLACK

AND
WHITE!
Call 536-3311 for more information
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team opens season against Austin peay

~nDall
By Trlcla Jord'ng
Staf<Writer

Despite some young players
on her hands, softball head
CO<lch Kay Brechtelsbauer
;;aid she thinks her leam is
ready to play bal!.
The first game of the season
will be played in C':arksville,
Tenn., as " e G nernors of
Austin Peay ... :il host the

I;"

TITLE,
from Page 28
Redbirds hOld a 29-15 series
advantage, including wins iII
the last three meetings. In
their last appearance at the
Arena. the Redbirds ra'"! a"ay
with a 79-59 decision.
"We (.on·t want to make it
fvur (losses) in a row." :;aid
S3 !uki senior guard Tonda
Seals, the ::iatcway Flay-=r cf
the Week.
The Salukis are comir.g off
one of their hest offensive
showings of the season.
btating Indiana State 73-52 ;m
the strength of 60.7 percent
shooting frm the field.
A primary cause for the
emergence of the Salukls'
ofieru;e is the incorporation of
the f"st break illto the gamo!
plan.
"We're trying to get it up
and down the floor-," said
Fitzpatrick. who as the team
leader in steals IS often the
impetus to the transition attack. "If it's there against
I1l.:nois State, we'll take it. But
if it's not, we'll slow it de",n.'·
In the halfcourt game, the
Saluki.; rely on 6-4 senior
center Cathy Kampwerth, who
leads the team in scoring at
14.1 points per game. Adding
assistance on the post is 6-2
sophomore Amy Rakers.
whose 9.3 rebounds per game
is high.
But Rakers suffered a slight
sprain to her right ankle
against Indiana State.
Although Rakers is listed as a
probable s ta r ter,
6-1
sophomore reserve Cyd
Mitchell proved by ho!r teamhigh 15 points and 7 rebounds
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Staff \V.ller

B. . eb.U Schedule

Jill Hutchison

"Vednesday that she could step
in.
fhl:! abundance of Saluki
height up the middle has
Hutchison concerned. "We
know that Southern's con·
sijera~ly stronger than when
we played them two months
ago. We respect that. So
basically we':! "orate our three
post players m and out," said
Hutchison, who hopes tv wear
down Kampwertll and Rakers
with constant defensive
pressure.
Illinois State has at its
disposal an able, though
outsized, front line. Expect &{)
sophomore Cindy Kaufmann
(l4.8ppg) or 6-2 junior Leslie
Farrell <12.0 ppg) to start at
center, with 5-10 Char Govan
(11.0 ppg) and 5-9 LuAnn

~~~d~lo~li:r &~~eJ~~~

"Nothing Can Come
Between Us"

80M'" Annual Sweetheart Bali d'~..,.,
Holiday Inn "Holidome"
March 4, 1989 8:30pm to 12:30am
Advance tickets: $5.00
For information calf 549-8347

Prime
• Ring Sizing
• Chain Repair
• C<Jstom Rings
& Remounts
• loose Diamonds
• Diamond Rings
• Watch Repair

Ie

::::TJIP"" -

crime

A RestQurQnt lor All RetlSollS

.
Presents
''FriIav Night Happy lbJr"
FREE ButTet
5.-Close

Marg;ari.tas & Corona~ $1.50
Draft Beer 7 5 ~

____-6'5

"Breakfast Buffet"
11 :30 - 1:00 am

FREE with Cocktails
1325 E. Ma;- C!.Tbondale

CENTRALIA, ILLINOIS 62801

Rent a'
CESSNA 150

6) lfiLJf

l.~

Mon •• Fri.

AIRGO DOES IT BETTER! MARCH SPECIAL!
$25/hr.

I
;".

or the classic tailJragger:
,A,ERONCA CHAMP
$25/hr.
Rent our C-172s C-I72RG C206 C-T21O C310
Beech Travelair
Piper Apache
1':0 WAITING OR HASSLES FOR WRITTEN & FLIGHT TESTS.

Call AIRGO now!! (618-533-1643)

II

\Natch the D.E. classifieds for AIRGO's APRIL SPECIAL -MULTI TIME !!!

Fridax
Happy Hoor
4-6pm

FREE Food Buffvt
* Chicken Wings
*Cheese Slicks
*Nachos

And Much Morez!

2 for 1
Cockt\lils

Examiners on dury 7 days/wk.

~
_
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softba 11 and baseball bats.
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i"~
The seftball team opens its
SI~I'-".' 2:'-~! A..... an,>Ols Stale lOti) 23-cd
.iii Ausm PM\, IOH)
'~'19-SDr.nl;l Tr\p 1'11",'.':.season Saturday against
~~~'::~~t ID~I'~s;~~QUI~~':;~~~IEN~8R~! ~:~~~~~'~D~~s ;~r1~::d~~:~
regiona1 rival Austin Peay
1>1.0$1,: Pe;w
ItIII\I.l!10nal r 24 2~Salukl 1n ..... tahOI'\aI 124while the baseball team gets
April
'NOlANA STATE. FVANSViU'£ 25-WESTEAN
~
started Marcr 10 against
~;~~~~~;;,rE~:!~S~~~~ou~~E~D~)svl~
~~~t::~ur~:~' BRADLEY) 29-d'
;~
Fairleigh-Dickinson as part of
rOH'
'-Slu EOW'AOSVILLE
6Apnl
:'
its Ii-game stay in Miami, Fla.
SD:~T~~:~I=L~'~~,)U~~,.~~jL~~LS ~~~! ILl~~O-;;!ID~~~-~~~::':dle ~~~~T4E~~ ;., ~.;~.
Baseball:
bar.sV1lle IDI"'I 1 ?-ARf(.AP-oISAS STAlE IDH)
WIChita Stale (OH) 150-dt Southwest Ml'\!rOl.:n
i "All games during the
l:>-al Br;'lOley IOHI 16-aiSradlE'yIOH) 18!DHI If)-AUS,INPEAY 21-SRADLEY(OH)
It {
&alukis' in Miami will be at
~~~;H~:~d/~~:~~"\~~) 2'3~~~lcr;:~= ~~:-:~~;~~H:L~~~!I ~~:;e (~~~a~9~~t i' ~
Mark Light Stadium. Twice
IDHI 25-""SSOURI IDHI 27·" "'un.y
~"';he," ,"wdlDHI
during the spring trip they will
~~~'TA2~;;'~:;~~JA STATE IOH) 305-iNOIANA
STATE
IDHI
6-ILUNOIS
~'ay the Miami Hurricanes,
...,
STATE IDHI 1113-.r Ga,_a, Conl",.'<e
who qualified for last year's
2-MUARAY STATE ]-AUSTIN PEAY 6roumamenr C • .,.,folls,iowa
College World Series.
The first home game of the
season Will be March 25 in a
Softball:
doubleheaders <.gain5t,
doubleheader
against
The softball team, which is Missouri and College World'
McKendree College at Abe coming off a record 36-win Series qualifier Northern~;
Martin Field. An impressive season, embarks on a spring Illinois in Tallahassse, Fla.l'
ll-game homesiz.nd starts trip of their own beginning before r.laying in the Seminole ..~
April 1 against Southwest March 12. They will have Invitational.
{
Missouri.
The Missouri Valley Conference schedule starts April
when Illinois State plays here.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI Fraternity Inc.
The Salukis also play Wichita
State at home, but take on
GAMMA UPSILON Chapter Presents
Bradley, Creighton and Indiana State on the road.
OptA
t)cT
The Valley tournament is set
for May 17-20 at the site of the
B~~«J
er,,'
league's regular season
champion.
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Last season 1r. team w:.s 36-

i
",I

"Coming off a 36-win season "
with a predominantly fresh-'.i
man squad, this year's team 1
could be ready to make a j
serious run for the conference ~
championship, provided our
young players have gained the
maturity to play with more
consistency throughout the

I

We Buy Gold
p

Junior Shelly Gibbs and
sophoIJIore Mary Jo Firnbach
are apected to be the top
dl':ensive players when the
S&lukis face AUStill Peay,
Brechtelsbauer salri

20 overall.

To.

REPAIR

T

I

The team hasn't had much
time to really get back into the
feel of playing as Wednesday
was their first chance to
practice outside.
"What we've learned inside
is being transfered outside and
against other teams,"
Brechtelsbauer said. "We're

going to see if tluat tran·
sformation works outside. We
really need to get back into the
feel of outside conditions."

.

JEWELRY

T
R

championship," Brechtelsbauersaid.
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Salukis.
Expected to ha ve considerable depth but little experience, the Salukis' pitchers
as well as other teammates
are getting the job done,
Brechtelsbauer said.
"Any of our four pitchers
can get the job done on a given
day, but at least one needs to
step forward in a big way if we
are to cvntend for a conference
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I
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Indiana track meet will test
women against NCAA times
By Paul Pabst

r UiJ1lJVV'"

I

Staff Writer

The Saluki women's track
team will bring six of its best
performers to Friday's
Hoosier Hills Invitational in
Indianapolis, Ind.
The goal for this meet is
unlike the goals fOT other
meets the Salukis have had
this year coach Don DeNoon
s~id.

"The only reason we are
going is to give some of our
girls ancther chance to qualify
for the NCAA indoor championships," DeNoon said.
Kathy Ra!;ke,' Christi ... na
Philippou, Danielle Sciano,
Angie Nunn, Dora Kyriacou,
and Rosanne Vincent will all
make the trip to Indianaoolis.
Raske is the only Saluki to
have qualified thus far. She
bl.:at the NCAA 55-meter
hurdle time of 7.90 with a 7.79
performance at last week's
conference championships.
For the other Saluki runners
this is their chance to join
Raske at the NCAA championships March 10 and 11 in
Indianapolis.
Dora Kyriacou and Angie

Angela Nunn

Nunn will attempt to qualify in
the 400-meter. Last wer:k at the
conference championships,
Nunn and Kyriacou finished
first and second in the event.
They will have to bea t the
NCAA time of 54.80 seconds.
Christiana PhiliPl'Ou, winner
of both the long jump and the
triple jump at the conference
championships, will try to
qualify in both events on
Friday. The NCAA dt;tances
are 20-foot-S in the long jump
and 4O-8lh in the tripl~ jump.

~

U~1. UJ ~\-I.I. r.~c:U.L

are 19-4% and 39-11%,
respectively.
Rosanne Vincent will try to
beat the NCAA 8OO-meter
qualifying time of 2:\19.30.
Vincent ran the 600-meters at
the conference championships
winning the event.
The Saluki 4 x 400-meter
team of Vincent, Nunn,
Kyriacou, and Danielle Sciano
won the conference title last
week. The time for it to beat 'J.t
Indianapolis is 3:41.75.
Coach DeNoon said that a
late location change is a plus
for the Saluki runners.

By Paul Pabst

Missouri Valley Conference
,:hampiollS Erick pegues and
Mike Michels, and the 4 x 800
1 ~lay team, will get one final
')pportunity to qualify for the
NCAA Indoor Championships
this weekend at the }I'lorida
Fast Times Invitational
Pegues, who set a new
conference record for the 400meters last weekend, will be
looking to go WIder the NCAA
qualifying standard of 47.16.
liis MVC record-setting time
was 47.87. The junior won his

third MVC 400-meter tiUe with
the record-setting effort.
"I think it's just a matter of
Pegues getting in the right
race," coach Bill Cornell said.
"The 400 in Gainsvell, Fla.,
could be hot. He has run under
the NCAA standard before, so 1
think he has got a good
chance."
Michels captured the pole
vault title at the MVC
championships with a leap of
16-foot-1. He vaulted a career
high 16-6 two weeks ago. To
qualify Michels will need a
vault of 17-S% feet.
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Cornell will also take his 'I X
400-meter relay squad of Paul
Burkinshaw, Craig Steele,
Paul Glanville and David
Beauchem in hopes that they
too can qualify or at least get a
shot at the school record of
7:31.87. Their best is 7:S4.88.

_• -' FinaUV, faking care of yOur car;s no big deall __

NO PAYMENTS
UNTIL JULy

The Florida Invitational is a
non-scored meet that will
sllrve as a tune-up for the
Salukimen.
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Apply for Army ROTC summer leadership training. You'll deve'?p confidence
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"Mike goes over 17 feet in
practice so I think he deserves
a shot at the NCAA's," Conlell
said.
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"The meet was supposed to
be at Bloomington, but was
changed to Indianapolis,"
DeNoon said. "That is great
for two reasons. First the
Indianapolis track is just
about the best facility in the
world for running and it will
give the girls who qualify a
chance to get used to the track
that the NCAA championships
will beheld.
"The girls are ready to go.
They know this is their last
chance, they know what to
do,"

MVC track champs given last shot
to q_ualify for NCAA indoor finals
Staff Writer

r-----------

Trail of Tears bike race to help SIU-C cycle club
By Stephanie Wood
Staff Writer

The Phoenix Cvcle-SlU bike
team is spcnsoring a mountain
bike race at the Trail of Tears
State Park Saturday.
The Trail of Tears race is a
fund raiser for the group,
which is sponoreci by the
Universitv and Pbenix
Cycles
.
Although the team usually

Seniors will
be honored
before game
By Troy Taylor
StaffWtile r

The
women's
basketball team will
honor its four seniors
prior to tonight's 7:35
game against Gateway
Conference rival Illinois
State.
They are:
Dana Fitzpatrick, a 5-8
guard from St. Louis,
who is the team's
defensive leader. In
school career rankings
she is third in ass is ts
(ml and fifth in steals
(131).
Cathy Kampwerth, a 64 center from Highland,
who has been the team's
leading scorer nine times
this season. She holds the
two school records for
blocks with 99 career and
37 single season.
Tonda Seals, a 5-7
guard from Wilson, Ark.,
who was named Gateway
Player of the Week. She
has 618 career points and
is the team' .. \ea.dln& i'ree
throw shooter at 76.0
percent.
Deanna Sanders, a 5-8
senior from Woodlawn,
who owns all nine school
marks for thr~point
field goal shooting. She
has not played since the
Feb. J6 game at Wichita
State, when she injured
her left knee in the
closing minutes of the
rontest.

Strawberry
leaves camp
after outburst

races in criterium competitions, racing on city
streets, the mountain bike
competition arose from the
sport's popularity.
"It's gro\IJlOg in popularity
incredibly." Joe Ruwe, teaD!
membe;:- and promotions
director, said
Rowe said he expects
cyclers from St. Louis, Kentucky and Indiana to ride in the
race.

ri.ders, are eligible to compete
in the national tournament,
Rowe said. They also can
qualify for the Qly, mpic team
f.·om this grouping
Category 3 riders arl)
"district level" riders, Rowe
said. They can also qualify for
nationals but are usually
upgradetJ to Category 2 before
the national meet.
Category 4 riders are entrylevel riders.

The competition is open to
anyone and awards will be
givm in specific C'.ategorit!s.
The public race will be at noon,
followed by the licensed United
States Cycling Federation race
atlp.m,
The categories are defined
by racing skill. Category 1
riders are the !;)est riders in the
amatuer ranks. Directly below
this group is Category 2 riders.
These riders, as weil as No.1

"Riders usually stay in four
for about two years," Rowe
said.
All categories deal with
licensed United States Cydin1
Federation riders. Riders that
are not licensed will be broken
down into their own
categories.
SIU-C gives the team scme
partial fundin~ and Phoenix
also helps with cost.

Swimmers to compete in Windy City meet
By lricia Jordlng
SlafiW<iler

The men's swimming team
will compete at the Midwest
Independent Championships in
Chicago for the first time this
weekend.
The women competed last
weekend in this meet and
finished in second place ('ut of
nine teams.
Since this is the first year for
the men, they will be ('ompeting only for the chance to
qualify for the NCAA championships
nd junior and
senior level national competition.
SIU-C can only compete for
individual titles and not team

titles since it is their first year.
The swimmers that have
already qualified can't
compete. Scott Roberts, Harri
Garmendia, Mark Canterbury,
Chris Gaily, Eric Bradac and
Bruce Brockschmidt, who
ha~'e already qualified, will be
staying in Carbondale this
weekend.
They will be swimming in
the Region Eight Club
Championships which are
being hosted by the Saluki
Swim Club. They will also
continue to train for the NCAA
chamionships which will be
held in Indianapolis March 30Aprill.
Looking to qualify \7ill be

Lee Carry in the lOG-meter
breaststroke, Jeff Goelz aod
Deryl Luebner in the 50 or 100
freestyle, Tim Kelly in the 200
individual medley, and Todd
Edison in the 200 frE'eStyl.:

Coach Doug Ingram said
that Jeff WiIIi2ms, Jimmy
Haefner, Mike Todd, Stuart
Patterson and Dave Whitting
will be competing for senior
national standards.
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COMPUTER
APPLICATION
PAPER COULD
BE WORTH

$5,000.

PORT ST. LUCIE, Fla.
(UPI) - New York Mets
outfielder Darryl Strawberry,
angen:.:i by criticism of his

~~~:dt d~~~n:at~~~h
Hernandez and later left
camp.
Hernandez said Strawberry
also grazed his right cheek
with a punch. The tearu has not
decided on fines but Mets
Manager Davey Johnson said
there probably would be some.
Hernandez said he and
Strawberry later met in the
clubhouse and shook: hands.
"Everything is straightened
out now," Hernandez said. "I
won't go into details. It is
unfortunate ... we will be fined.
I don't think he really wanted
to hit me. I've had a very good
relationship with Darryl over
the yesrs and I don't see why
that won't contin'le."
The incicent occurred at
approximately 9: 15 a.m. at the
Mets training base while the
club was assembling for a
team picture. Strawberry
approached Hernandez and a
quarrel ensued.

Enter Zenith's Masters OflnnovatiOD Competition while there's IIIill time!
Maybe you've written a class paper on an original personal computer
application that addresses an issue within YOUT field of study. Or perhaps
you're planning 10 write one soon. If so, heres YOUT ch:mce 10 make those
ideas pay ofT.
Just enter your paper in Zenith Data Systems' Masters Of Innovation
Competition, and win a $5, ()()()* Zenith Compwer System. You don't even have
to be a computer wiz 10 do ill
So dig up one of your computer application papers right now. Or
write une from scr.uch. Then enter our Masters Of Innovation Competition
today. After all, you could be sitting on $5,000 and not even know it!

For your free entry packet,

Call 1-800-553-0301
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Wingard on the all-defensive
team, new to the MVC this
season.
Harvey led the MVC in
blocks with 2.1 per contest, and
had a league high of seven in
the Salukis' game :-.t Bradley
on Jan. 19.
"I felt pretty honored tha~
~hey looked at me," Harvey
said. "At the beginning I)f the
year, I knew they gave the
award and I wanted to receive
it, but I didn't know if I was
capable. Midway through the
season I did not think it was in
illy grasp"
Harvey said he \Vas surprised ~ received the award,
and the distance between he
and Houston.
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"I think that is what surprised me most," Harvey said.
"I thooght it would be tight
because be had a good Yellr
and for a while I didn't."

VS.

percent.
Saluki coach Rich Herrin
said the awards received by
his players were well de!',crved.
"It is a .-eal honor any time
you receive an award," Herrin
said. "Kai was 011 second team
last season and very desuving
of first ~m this season. He
has oeen kind of left out of a

11·31ve
No 81nr;tJanaSwetoC-23.0·1"L 12 08pm

Indiana State

"Botdle,..

Game 2-No
113·13.
500!!qt(l ','6 6·BI 2 30p m

'·n vs

'trio

WNter 4 3 30 p m

Tue5day'ae"'mpionthip
W~SYl.WI'lOefIj,830~fr.

Toumament Fiftata
1977--Sauthem. B2.W_Texu& 69
197B--Cu'*'~trton~4.~S;..

52

1979---tndan.aSI 69. NewM.:':lUCO:-': 5£

Drake

I 980--&8awy 62.

Even witrout Hersey nawl<ll1S runnmg the Bradley offense. the Braves are
still the most e><Plosive team '" the VaDey. averaging 81.5 ppg. C<'ach Sian
AJt-eck has relied on the one·two scoring punch of senior guard Anthony
Manuel. who k;ads the conference in scc<ing (216 PrIll. assiSts (8.2 apg)
and steals (2.0 &!>Qt. and junior Dian Thurman (18.0 ~pg).
The amval of flrSt·year head coach rom Abatemarco nas given Drake a
shot in the 1IIlT:. Sam RoaI1<. a 6-6 junior forward. has been IIITlOnI! the
conference rebounding leaders all season. He is averaging 12.9 ppg and
8.7 rebuunds. Another plaY<~ who hes come on SlJeng late is senior Eric
Burger. who averages 15.5 p"g.
Thisseason.BradleydafeatedDrake7~1

Feb. 11 aad76-75Feb.18.

v\'ichita State vs. Illinois State

W~

Texas.St 59

1981---Co;:rl1tOn 70. WdvlaSt 64
19B2-T~9C.ftlrnc.sSt 77
198~~SI 8~ TlA.s.BEtt
19&4-Tuma 70.er.ghtooB8. OT
1985-1N1CMa SI 6., T~. 52

. C-_. . .
_

1~86-TUI&a:4.Bracfte·r5e

1967-WtCtWISt. 79. TlAa74,OT
1~83"""'~~9

''''T~R....:i.&

This season. W..:;hita St3te beat Dlinois St!!te 65-53 Jan. 21
Illinois State won 57 -52 anel new Redbird .v- in Normal.

at Levitt. but

not working hard at pracUce,
he is the one who crawls down
their neck.
"He is as positive an influence off the court as on. He
is the main reason we have 18
wins. He has been a very
consistent performer for us."
Despite strong points 01) bot.'l
defense and offense, Barnett
said his team has shown inconsistency, which needs to be
handled t~ do well in the
tournament.
"We're a funny basketball
team, an unpredictable
basketball team," Barnett
said. "It will take an extremely consistent ef'ort at
both ends of the court. "

Rich Herrin
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honor. Hersey Hawkins took
the award the previous two
seasons, while Jim Les won the
tltle in 1986.
Thurman rode a late scoring
spurt to finish second in the
lea~e in scoring with 1&.0
points per game. The transfer
from Southeast Iowa pulled
down 6.8 rebounfl.s good for
10th and shot 50.7 pt'.rcent from
the f.oor. good fl}r ninth.
"The reason I had solid play
late was when the team was
losing I sat out, and when 1
came back I reaUy wanted to
play," Thurman said. "It .....as
hard for me to adjust. I think it
was t!Je physical part of the
game and I'm not used to close
scoring like we have r.ere."

Q-

"'Sl.12.Dnlke6C

. , . . 5.. 59. WIChII.I!t. SI. 51

The importance of WIChita State's home CO<.rt advantage can't be over·
stated. The Shockers are 11·2 at home this season. in addiIioo \0 leading
th3 oonIerence in attendanCe. They have ave<aged crowds of 1 0.170 at
~ Arena, which holds 10.575.
Defense remains the domain of Illinois Stale coach Bob UonewaId. His
team gives up fewer poinlS than anyone else. holding _ 1 8 \0 68.6

No

Game3-No 3TulSa(~P-12 10-41'<'5 No 6
Sovthem lIInor5/l8·12 ti·81. 61)8 pm
Game 4-No 2 Wduta State p8·9. :0·4) vs
~S1 (12·16 6·81.B30pm
&.ndIy" ...um.~
Game5-WJUlef 1 vs Wnnet2.' 08p m

Gane 6-W.-mer 3

few tournament teams
rspecially out in Wycming.
"I think it shows we have a
good team and gives us some
recognition. "
Manuel finished the year
leading the league in scoring
with 21.6 points per game
assists with B.2 aud stt><ils with
2.0. The senior's assL;t mark is
also good for fifth in the NCAA.
"I did not think I would get
as many points," Manuel said.
"1 had a few big games early,
and it just carried on. T~
coaches began to run stuff for
me. I did not L'link about
(winni:tg) until paople started
bringing my name up."
Manuel is the fourth straight
Bradley player to receive the

COUNT, from Page 28--
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This season. Creighton oeat Indi8l'a State 76·69 Jan. t 4 and 9 ~ ·60 Feb.
18.

VS.

free WOW ~rcentage, canning 110 of 1.22 shots for 90.1

A.tL"'ftIttIAteftII.W~.~n.

The ,/outll movement has served Creighton wei this 6eSSVn Even though
the Blu9JiiYs were piCke.:l seventh in the preseason. the oulStandir.g play of
sophomores Bob Harstad and Chad Gaf'.agher has given Coach Tony
Rarone's team the top E~ for the Toumament
On the other hand. Indiana State is stTUllgling to finiSh i!s season in a
respectable fashion. Head coacI1 Ron Greene. who ~.as 338 career vi,,·
tones. wiU resign at the end of a season that has seen the Sycamores
capture c;nly 4 wins on the season and none in conference play

Bradley

points. McSwaio posted a 16.1
paint per game average, tied
for fifth in the league with
Nurnberger and Coleman.
Nurnberger led the loog'Je in

1HVTlilUfMlMntPUittill

Valley capsules
Creighton

J ones finished fifth in the
conference in rebounding with
B.3 pet" game wbilt! scoring 10.1

ft.
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DraKe. '978
Wl(..EST ~YINHING MARGII/' 3{). by WICMI
St_fl01Jvs Southern. {TTl. 19&4
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,-----#1 vs. #2----......
Saluki Women's BasketbaU
"BACK ON TRACK"

i

At the Crosswinds Restaurant on
March 4 at 8pm to hear a representative
from the Missouri Air National Guard
speak on the F -4 Phantom after the
Launchers Club Banquet.
Banquet Admission - $4.00.

Wo000000900~llitrll"'III""11I1II1

Intramural
Wrestling
Meet
Tue •• Mar. 7, 6pm and
Wed, Mar. a, 7pm. In the

sac Gymnasium

individual and Team Corr4Jefftlon.
March 7

W~1n: lOam-3pm.

WCJIJTHJp: 5:.'!O-41m. March 7
6:D-7pm.Mach8

Roo:stcr by Mar. 7. 3ain

at iDe SRC InformatlQo Des!<

W8lgn: CIOs:;es frc..,., 118 & Under 10 Heovyweoghl.
Open to c 1 Student .. OrG Use Pass hVider,. Faculty.
Sto1i. ard ':::po;..ases w:~out· Use Posses Con
PO~IC:PC'~ .n" ...... Q ~~t d $3

~~
Intramural
Recreauonal

Sports

Fc. r !Tlors
',----.

:;:::)rrr·.o~~c:)r.,

cal! 536-55..31.

-.",,'

1st place Illinois State faces
2nd place Southern Illinois in a
showdoUT!. between the Gateway
Conference premier teams.

SIU

VS
ILLII'IOIS

STATE
TONIGIITI
7:35 - ARENA.

_._----------------Dail~

Egyptian, \:,"

19:

Sports
Women's game anticipates Gateway title clash
-

By Troy Taylor

tI.UIfOI88TA11! "l'SOVTHERN u.INOIS
. TltMIIf: ........ ,0.01"'t. CWboncIaIIt. 7:35p.m.

Staff Writer

Following an l8-point loss at
Eastern Illinois two days ago,
the Illinois State women's
basketball team can be
counted on for at least one
thing when it shows up at the
Arena for tonight's 7:35
Gateway Conference regular
seasoo finale against SIU-C.
'They'll be fired up," Saluki
coach Cindy Scott said. "They
•re obviously a program with
a great deal of pride. They'I!
bounce back."

"-*1IInaI8 .... (21-6, 18-1l.8ouIhemIlhllli17-&. 14-3).
WMt 1O.-tI: Tha8ltllcla_rIdIng B r-gamewtn ..... IntD ..... ...
gamed" nIgUIIr _
Senior III*d Toncla SMlllla on ..... ehooIIng
78.9 ~ from ... fiIIId i1 h.-1IIIIt two ~ IIhIII &ale had lIB un·
c:eIuIed wtng or 18 . . . - ... IS pnwIousIy UIIbI8miaIIeId GIIleway
eomw.nc. . - d broMn by &aIem . . . 75-67. WedneIIday In
cn.tnIan.
............. IIInaI8 Slate 78. SoIMIern IIinola 53...... 2.1989.
Normal
8ertM: alCIIsSllll!llelD; 29-16.
Scott and her Salukis
already have had a sour taste
of Iilinois State's penchance
for vengence. Nursing their

wounds following an 81-73
defeat at Bowling Green, the
Redbirds beat up SIU-C 76-53
Jan. 2 in Normal and then

embarked on a l6-game
winning streak that lasted
until the 7'!r67 fall to Eastern
on Wednesday.
"We owe them," said senior
forwa~ Dana Fitz~trick. the
Salukls top defensIve player.
"They embarrassed us. We're
looking forward to playing
them twice."
Fitzpatrick's mention of
"twice" is a reference to the
Gateway Conference tournament, which starts Monday
with a semifir.al round.
Regardless of tonight'S outcome, lllinois State will be the

No.1 seed and SIU-C the No.2
seed, setting up a possit,lE'
clash in Thursday's champions hip.
T~t reason alone will in·
spire Illinois State, as Redbirds' coach Jill Hutchison
said: "We don't want to give
anyone momentum to come
back at us with in the tour·
nament."
SIU-C 07-9, 14-3) has a long
list of grievances against
Iliinois State (21-6, 16-I) .
starting -with the fact that the
SIHI liTLE, PBgB 24

Salukis, Tulsa eye Valley showdown
Harvey named
as league's
top freshman

Men 0-2 versus Hurricane
By David Gallianet1.
StaftWnter

If the third time is really a

charm. then the Salukis are in
business.
After being dumped by Tulsa
twice in the regular season, the
Salukis will get a third shot at
the Golden Hurricane at6 p.m.
Saturday in the first round of
the Missouri Valley tournament.
After a disappointing finish
in the regular season, coach
Rich Herrin wants to start
things anew, not only for the
season, but for SIU-C's history
in MVC tournament play. The
Salukis have the poorest
percentage of any league
member having won just three
of 12 postseason games.

By David Galliana«1
Staff Writer

Tony Harvey was named
Outstanding Freshman in the
~lissouri Valley, ar.d was
joined by }<~reddie McSwain
and Jerry Jones on the allNewcomer team announced
Thursday by the MVC.
Harvey won the award going
away. picking up 23 votes. with
Bradley's Xanthus Houston
('oming in second with six
votes.
Overall, Bradley players
stole the show. Senior Anthony
Manuel was named Plajer of
the Year, while junior Dion
Thurman picked up Newcomer
of the Year honors.
Thurman and the three
Salukis were joined by Tulsa's
Lamont Randolph to round out
the newcomer squad.
Saluki senior Kai Nurnberger was on the coacbes' and
media first team allconference.
Manuel,
Creighton's James It'arr and
Bob Harstad and Wichita
State's Steve Grayer rounded
out both group's first team.
Manuel was a unanimous pick
by the media, Harstad
unanimous amo:Ig the
coaches.
Second te<:m picks differed
somewhat. The media selected
Randolph,
Thurman,
Creighton's Chad Gallagher,
Drake's Sam Roark and
Illinois State's Jar"od
Coleman. The coaches ag._&1
with Randolph, Coleman and
Gallagher, but had Wichita
State's Dwight Pray low listed
and Roark tied with Tulsa's
Ray Wingard.
Tulsa's Michael Scott and
the Shockers' Duane Praylow
tied for defensiVe Player of the
Year honors. The pair were
joined by Illinois State's
Randy Bhtir, Harstad and

s.. TOP, Page 27

.. \ thlnk everyone has the

SOUTHERN ILLINO. IS

~

vs. TU~SA

Uneups
Southern lIlinots
McSWaIn G 6·4 161
Numberger G b'O 16 I
Harvey. C 6 I I f 0
ShIpley F 6·8 ;; 7
Jones. , 6·6 I U ~
Tulsa
Loyd G 6·3. 6.6
West. G. 6·3 I I 1
Wingard.~;' 6·8 11 f
ScoIt ... F. 6·5 8 4
Randolph. F 6·6 ,;:, 9

Tirott: LeVItt Arena (10.575)
Wichita. Kan .. 6 p.m. Saturday
Reco.ds: Southern ml[,OIS \6·6
18·12). Tulsa (10,4. 18·121
What to walCh: Do or die time for
both teams. The Salukis Me looking
to hrt the 2o-wln marl< in hones that
either !lie NIT or NCAA search
c~1'\mlt\ee

'W'\\

\c~¥ \he~r

way S\U--C

feeling we're all starting
is also working on brealong a three '
even,"
Herrin
said.
game Io""'g streak
\
"Realistically there shLJUldn't
F::8~ ::;,e~::o.~~~s: :~ ~~.~~
be any advantage, because in
I Feb. 25111 Tulsa
tournament play everyone is
Series; Tulsa leads 25·7
starting over."
On !lie aIr: WEBQ·FM 199 91.
After running out to a 13-3
C!irt>"ndaJe. flagship station. WFRX·
record, the Salukis lost nine of
M (&7.7). West Frankfort: WRXX
their last 14 contests, a fact
FM (95.3). Centralia. KSGM·AM
(9801.
Cester·SI.
GenevIeve:
Herrin said is tough to
network stations.
swallow.
-------'
.. A total of 11 points cost us
five basketball games."
scoring punch comes from
Herrin said. "You've got to be Lamont Randolph and Jamal
disapPOinted because we West, who have 12.0 and 11.8
played grE'at basketball and averages respectively. Senior
still got those losses."
Ray Wingard is fourth in the
Herrin said a key to league in rebounding with 8.6
defeating Tulsa is picking up per game.
the tempo and forcing the
Randolph was on the MVC
Hurricane to conform to the all-newcomer team and a
Salukis'standards.
second team all-conference
"They are a very physical pick. Wingard was c,n the allteam, and we need to keep defense team.
them off the boards," Herrin
"He (Wingard) has been a
sa:d. "(Michael) Scott is a tremendously stabilizing inmuch better shooter than we fluence to our team," said
thought We can't let them do coach J.D. Barnett of the 26what they want offensively. year-old senior. who was in the
We want to get in an up-tempo Army for three years.
game."
"He used to be a very
Tulsa sports the best defense disruptive force," Barnett
in the league, holding their said. "He had been told what to
opponents to 64.4 points per do on a continued basis, and
game. Scott was named co- had a very difficult time addefensive Player of the Year in justing. Now, when guys are
tbeleague.
'fhe Golden Hurricane's See COUNT, P.ge 27

:

I
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PhoIO b, S _ Merrltt

Forward Jerry Jones (44) and his Salukls teammates have their
eye on a strong performance at the "Issoun Valley Tournament, which stams Saturday In Wichita, Kan. The Salukls
play Tulsa at 6 p.m. Jones Is the team'. top rebounder,
averaging 8.3 boards per game.

Gymnastics team gets in the swing for Oklahoma
By Trlcla Jordlng

Bill Meade should write a
novel about his experier.c~ as

bookends.
"But like all things, the
difference in the skill and the
talent level of zero-and-eight
one and zero-and-eight two can

it.
"It's really ironic," Meade
said, "that my first year here
we started out 0-8, p!:ded 1-8
and in my last year we starl
out 0-8. That's a set of

and I eally has the ability to
improvt' and get better each
week."
The Salukis will host
Oklahoma in a meet at at 7:30
p.m. Saturday in the Arena.

Staff Writer

~~is~J:~=~h~~~':U~ ~:mbei~o~rch~o~~istar:~
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The team has improved
consideribly although they are
still facing a losing streak
Meade said.
Last weekend, Meade said
the Salukis proved to themsel';t::> and him that they are
improving. Despite suffering
three losses on the road to
Michigan State, Kent State and
Penn State, SIU-C improved In
rearly ~Vf~ry category and on
nearly every routine.

SIU -e's
all-a rounders
performed up to the accustomed scores as Brent
Reed scored 54.40 points, Rick
Armstrong 51.15 and Jeff
Jones 50.10.
Erik: Hanson scored a personal-best of 9.25 on the stil
rings, Scott Belanger scored
9.20 on the high bars. and Greg
Zeiders
and
Marcus
l\1uholland improved in almost
every event.

"I expect us (the team) to be
1-8 after Saturday's meet."
Meade said.

Although the team's record
isn't the best, a tough schedule
has to be taken into account
Meade said.
"Our schedule is so strO'lg
that we're Just challenging
ourselves right nov;," l>ieade
said.
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10, Gai's & Guys

for ga!s

for guys

Save on on array of coordinated junior tops
and bottoms to ccmplete your summer
wardrobe. Choose from a variety of styl~S
fashioned in assorted brights and splosny
colors. Sizes S-M-L.
YOUNG CIRCLE

$aye on short sleeve shirt~ ;n knit and woven
fabrics. Select a strip9. color blocked or
sponge print design. Pair them with shorts or
trunks in knock-out colors. Elastic or fitted
waist styles. Choose from SOlid color. color
blocked. printed or tie-dyed designs. Also
available. screen printed t-shirts and
tank tops.
RED CARPEl

I

LooIc lor dgllS 01 Spriny in file Young
Cirde Gnd Red Caepef departments tzf•••
WATCH FOR OUR SPRING C'ATALOG
"'"

"'t'
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Denim 'big'
outerwear
statement
By Nora Bentley
Staff Writer

GOing up
hVld T.nner, lett. lunlor In hlltory, Inlllih .nd
paral. .al. Gene Chaney, sophomore In psycho1otty.
.ntllhan. . Maht.ndt, sophomo... In th. .t ... , IIIOdeI

L
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h
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CIIaiVCIlwear.tthaGlow."ct""Y. The ......'...... I....
• ... courtesy of Caru'••ntI
ShaIl_'1 II from Ups
.ntI Downs.

Spring in Carbondale can he uncertain, but for those looking for the
latest in outerwear fashIons, anything
from denim to rayon is in.
Long and bolero denim and denim
jackets with colored leather strips
have been pop'Jlar items this year at
Foxmoor in University Mall, Jane Tow,
assistant manager, said.
People really stan to buy during the
first of February and tbe beginning of
March, Tow said. Suede jackets in
purple and black also are part of the
spring shipment, she said.
Jan McGrann, area manager of
Meis, said jacket dresses and soft,
rayon jackets are going to he big this
year.
Windbreakers and sweatshirt
jackets have been selling well at J.e
Penny, Leslie Howe, salesperson, said.
At Lane Bryant, long, lightweight and
short water-repellent jackets are the
main items it's received this season.
according to the manager, Terry
Sweet.
Jacinta McBride, assistant manager
of Lerners also said denim with leather
patches is popular, as are rayon and
linen dress jackets for the more
business-oriented peopie.
At The Closet, Denise Shane,
manager, said a short-sleeved denim
jacket with bows down the back has
been the best seller. "We've sold a
whole shipment," she said. Long and
short jackets in pastel colors also have
been popular, she said.
For men, rayon jackets at His Place
are what's in for spring, manager Pam
Turner said.
.
"The jackets have lots of pockets anti
detail," she said.
-

When was the last time you bought an Easter Bonnet?

~ This year let your hair be your Easter adornment. Call

rr

I'

today to book your C:aster appointment.
Start the Spring with a cut, a color or perm frum
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bstGate Shopping
Center
Carbondale, IL
Ca.1I 457-2612
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Don't Forget Your
Sorlnr Break FashIons

~ Shorts

~CropTop~
iA~ Two piece skirt
&.. pant sets
C~.rbondale's Unique
Fashion Experience!

549-SHOP

.

~::~w .~ ,:.~~
University Place
Carbondale
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Old accessories return
to spring fashion scene

RIO~

DENIM JEANS
20% to 30% Ofr

Chokers, scarves, wooden jewelry back in '89
8y Kathleen Oe80
Staff Writer

Everything old is new again - sort
of. The trends in accessories this
spring include 1930s and 1940s retro bes
for men and a return to choker-length
necklaces reminiscent of the 1950s for
women.
This spring, the fashion-conscious
will also wear a lot of sunglasses, neon
and wooden jewelry, paper machete
earrings lind snakeskin belts. The
colors to look for are fushia, army
green and neon.
Rita Nation, manager of Hecht's at
the University Mall, said link chains
and quilted handbags are aL<;o ir.
fashion this spring.
"We'lJ also be seeing some artsytype things - wa ter color earrings
made of paper machete or laminated
paper," she said.
Nation said scarves are still popular,
but they have geometric and oig floral
designs, not small prints.
Rae Stiff, manager of Susie's
Casuals, said scarves with bright
prints, colors and florals will be
popular.
Deborah Mack, store manager of
Caren Charles, said the trend in accessories is back to jewelry.
"Scarves will still be popular but
they will be second to jewelry. We'll see
a lot of short, choker-style necklaces
with pins worn beside them and
rna tching earrings," Mack said.
When scarves are worn, scarf clips
will be used, she said. "It's kind of
exciting. It adds a little pizazz," she
said.
Stiff said colored wood mixed with
gold is a good combination forJ·ewelry.
"It's kind of clunky and gau y," she
said.
Denise Shane, manager of The
Closet, said neon jewelry and
sunglass~ are popular with the surfer
look and lacy jewelry will go well with
the western look, which will be slightly
more feminine with the addition of
more lace this season.
Debbie Tindiall, general merchandise manager for J.C. Penny's in
Carbondale, said, "(Sunglasses are)
always a standa:d but the industry is
really going to capitalize on them.
There will be more sunglasses with
designer looks. "
Nation said, "There will be some
hats, but that seems to have been
slowed down."
Tindiall said hair accessories are not
as common as they have been.
"They've trended down. There are
less silk flowers and plastic combs this
season. People arer.'t putting as much
stuff in their hair," she said.
Nation also said multi-colored
leather and snakeskin material belts
are in.
Stiff agreed, saying belts are always
popular.
"Belts with ~: lot of twisted colors will
be in," she said.
Mack said navy and white, for the

Editor'. note
On the cover: Warren
Carr, . junior in opera
theater, and Thea Karch,
senior in business administration, model forinal
wear· from Caru's and
Ruthies.
Fashion Guide
Beth Clavin

Editor:

Entire Stock

nautical look, will again be popular but
instead of traditional red accents,
fushia will be worn.
Army green wiIi be a basic, even in
acce.;sories, and may be mixed with a
touch of fushia, she said.
The 'l1lutical look will also be impOl·tant in earrings, Tindiall said. She
said red, white and blue earrings will
be popular.
Also, big earrings, especially those
that look like big buttons, with pins to
match will be the new trend in earrings
and neon jewelry will also be in style,
she said.
Slouch socks are also tren1y, she
said.
The burning question in men's ties is
always narrow versus wide. This
season, the trend is to wide ties - and if
you thought they were wide in the fall,
watch out. They are getting even
wider.
Bill McPhail, a manager of Sohns,
said, "They've definitely been wider
but they get even wider every season."

Une oj Clik's best-seiling fashion jeans
at tenitic ,;avings this week only! Cho()st'
trom dark blue marine wash or SIlOW wash
denim jeans, Available in relaxed (Jr tightiirting styles.

Glik's
tiOY s.

IllinOIS A\"IL'

PhIJI)l" 54~.-~:!(WJ
~l~korl'.:mJ

\Ol")t\ Chh s l"h.tf~
Salt:' good Ihru S.-:ttun.:<t~, ~lar(h 4

'~.•~fj:. ' E~i~e~~~tt~~~r!
I,
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Boys-n-Girls Clothing

(: ~

-'t"~~·<cSPRING & SUMMER

"We'll also be seeing some
artsy-type things - water
color ea, rings made of
paper machete or laminated
paper. "

ARRIVING DAILY
• We carry clothing by:
Moncay's Child. Maggie Makall,
Murphy Makall. Bibo, & Ocean
Pacific
• Playland for children
• Free gift wrapping
• Layaway plan available
~j

-Deborah Mack
Ties will have bigger patterns and
will be bolder, with some abstract
patterns rather than the traditional
rows of diamonds, he said.
"They may have diamonds, but they
:~t~~s:~~~~~d.tterns rather than
Jeff Anderer, men's department
manager at J.e. Penny's at the
University Mall, said paisley ties are
still doing well.
He said ties with small polka oats are
popular but large polka dots are not
doing welL Burgundy and red are good
colors for ties, Anderer said.
Myrna Helmick, salesperson at
Caru's, said silk ties are still holding
strong. Stripes in ties are out and
geometric and retro designs similar to
the 1930s and 1940s are in, she said.
Red, white and blue ties and ones
with sailing motifs are the newest
trends, she said.
Helmick also said antique-looking
and aviator-style watches with Roman
numerals are important for men this
spring.
Men's belts wili be dressier, with
metal tips and buckles, and the
dressier belts will be worn with suits
and casual wear, McPhail said.
"The belts will be of more patterned
leathers, especially ailigator and
crocadiJe," he said.
Anderer said snakeskin belts are in
style.

Special thanks to Sherri
Allen, ·Daily Egyptian
advertising manager; Will
Parks, student advertising
manager; Wanda Harris,
acting managing editor;
Rebec<:a Baker, graphic
designer; Gary Buckles,
assistant superintendent
printshop; Alan Hawes,
John Fischer and Ben M.
Kufrin, photographers; the
models; Mike Dailey;
Stephanie Green; Carbondale Ramada Inn; and
all those stores that
donated clothes.
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Call Formu·3 Nutra Bolle International today and begin lOSing
weIght IMMEDIATELY Our rapid fat burning program WIll safely
melt away 20. .30. 50 or more pounds by the time the Holldavs
amve. All without HUNGER, EXERCISE, SHOTS OR o,l?UGS
FOR A LIMITED TIME OM Y TAKE ADVANTAGE
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Business

Designers let
women pick
skirt lengths

Male fashions include
wider ties, women
select 'livelier' suits
By Jeanne Bickler
Staff Writer

PARIS <UPI> - The 1930s long-and·
languid skirts anrl trousers hid legs in
the Paris spring-summer high fashion
collections but knee-baring styles still
held their own.
Twenty-one makers of Paris custommade haute couture, forever made by
hand in this machine age, during five
days of shows let women have their
choice of baring lots of leg or none.

The news in business fashions for
women is flatter shoes, and for men it's
~~:~'::!n~~~: according to local

fla~~:r ~f£~t l~~~~~~~f ~~d s~o:o;!

simple design, Rita Nation, manager of
Hecht's in University Mall, said.
Women still are working in suits, she
said, but small changes are making
them livelier.
Suits are worn with jackets of all
lengths, from the cro!)ped jacket to the
long double-breastea, Nation said.
Newer suits have asvmmetrical
lapels, sometimes with contrasting
lapel cc.lors, !\aticn said. The skirt this
year has a tight-waisted pleat that
flares out, called a peplum.
Excessi\:e je\. elry is never appropriate In the \"orkplace, she said.
:\lany businesswomen are choosinJ
Chane;'s very tailored gold jewelry to
accent the;r look this vear.
Scarves ailow for' subtle wardrobe
changes. Nation said.
Business women are opting for
natural colored stockings over the
bright patterned type. Off black and
light gray have been very popular, she
said.
Dan Hines, manager of Sohn's in
University Mall, said the bulk of Sohn's
sales is the dark suits in the neutral
colors, but the more natural fibers are
replacing the synthetic fabrics.
"Tilis year we are seeing a move to
100 percent wool fibers," Hines said.
Ninety to 95 percent of the suits have
r>1E'.ated pants, Hines said, and some
include buttons on the waist for braces
(suspenders).
Braces are big in all colors and
styles. The button-on type is more

IhIH Photo Ity lien M. Kufrln

nmothy ZUrow. . .nll,r In mlcroltlolotly. and Lori Parzatka. . .nlor In
mark.tln•• mad.1 It...lneu w_r ..shlona from Mel, and Ruthl.', at the
Student Cent.r.
popular than the clip-on type.
Ralph Lauren makes ties about a
quarter of an inch wider, he said. Ties
also have bolder patterns, with larger
pais1eys and abstract designs.

Cuff links are coming back, so the
French cuff shirt also is making a
return, Hines said.
clips and men's jewelry are not in
fashion for 1989, Hines said.

Tie

The new long look drifts back in
history. Lanvin's cloche hats over
bobbed hair, Louis Feraud's floating
layered skirt and long belted top,
Chanel's above-ankle coats over long
pleated skrts and Nina Ricci's floating
bias-cut skirts recalled the seaside
boardwalks in Deauville a half century
ago.
Christian Lacroix's woman looked
like an English colonialist off to Cairo
and Carthage in a chiffon midcalf.
loose-waisted dress or trousers. But he
used even more short lengths such as
his perfectly cut, simple side-fastened
suit that ended above the knee. Yves
Saint Laurent not only clung to his
favorite knee-loving hemlines but
playfully slit every skirt up the side to
show every pore of the entire leg.
Trousers and jumpsUits came back
in force, from Saint Laurent's soft,
tucked above-ankle pants to wide
pleated evening pajamas a t Lacroix.
Thus Paris still respects the right of
liberated women to wear any hemline
they choose.
Women also had a choice of
shoulders, from Lacroix completely
natural shoulder to Saint Laurent's and
Givenchy's traditional padding.
The 1930 F. Scott Fitzgerald look in
the shows staged for private clients
and store buyers means piles of pleats,
not only vertical but also horizontal.

Korean clothing represents
country's tradition. history
By Fernando Fellu-Moggi
Staff Writer

When behind every piece of clothing
there's a legend, fashion becomes a
symbol of culture.
Many countries that perceive fashion
as a cultural tradition were
represented at the University's 1989
International Festival fashion show
last month.
or the countries that participated in
the festival, Korea presented a great
example of cultural, traditional
fashion.
According to .laebong Lee, a
University student from Korea,
Koreans have dressed alike for 5,000
years.
"For the Korean, every garment is
an important symbol. Fashion is part
of the tradition that leads the spirit of
national unity and solidarity," Lee
said.

Summer clothes are
deSigned in many contrasting colors and usually
are handpainted with floral
representations.
Women's dresses are called "chima
cheogori," meaning skirt and vest.,
while men wear "pachi cheogori," or
pants and vest, Lee said.
Although seasons are very marked in
Korea and clothes are adapted to
different climates, the typical Korean
dress, caI!ed "hanbok," is always cut
loosely for comfort, style and
maneuverability, Lee !'aid.
Summer clothes are made of light
fibers. Silk, gauze, ramee fabric and
hamp cloth are favorites for the W3rm
seasons, Lee said.
He said summer clothes are designed
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"Fashion is part of the
tradition that leads the
spirit of national unity
and solidarity. "
-Jaebong Lee

in many contrasting colars and usually
are handpainted with floral
representations.
"Winter is the season of serenity,"
Lee said. "Most dresses, composed of
two pieces, are onJy of one or two
colors, without many ornaments."
He said winter clothes are made
mainJy of wool, silk and cotton, very
suitable for cold weather.
Korean dresses follow a very smooth
CL!rve in sleeves and skirt trails that
make the movement of the bearer very
gentle. The curves symbolize the
Korean philosophy of harmony with
na lure, Lee said.
He said that as in many other
cultures, Koreans dress specially for
certain occassio!l5. Marriage is an
especially symbolic ceremony for tilt:
Korean.
Lee said Koreans think a happy
marraige can onJy be achieved by the
harmony of man and woman, the union
of the two energies represented by the
couple.
"Red, a color representing positive
energy, is also the color tha t represents
the man," Lee said. "The groom
dresses in red."
The groom wears sarno kwan dae, a
ceremonial black hat and a black belt
worn in official ceremonies. It
represents the hope that the groom will
pass the civil science examination to
bring glory to his country and his
family, Lee said.
"The richly dressed bride wears
blue. a color representing woman and
nega tive energy ,

It You Knew
WhatThey Felt Like,
YoutlBe
Wearing Them Now.
"Bin~oek.!.
SHAWNEE TRAILS
WILDERNESS OUTFITTERS

222 W. Freeman
Campus Shopping Center
529-2313

Students want shoe comfort.
By Theresa Livingston
statfWriter

Carbondale, like most other midwestern college towns, is walkeroriented.
For many people here, walking is not
just considered an eA:cellent source of
excercise. It's a way of life.
Pedestrians have the right-of-way
crossing the street and at any given
hour of the day in ail kind of weather
they can been seen walking to and from
class, work, shops, the laundromat, or
wherever they need to go.
Since only upperclassmen are
allowed parking stickers, many
students find themselve'> relying 1)1\
their feet for transportabon.
Across campus, all types of
pedestrians and their shoes can be
seen. The type of :;h~ an individual
wears is indicative of their personality,
from high-Iaced leather boots to skinny
stiletto fashion statements to the most
faithful pair.lf beaten-up tennis shoes.
SINCE WALKING is such a major

:C:U7e! r::l:~ ~~~~1 do SIl!
Tile most frequent response to this
question was rela ted to comfort.
"I wear tennis shoes and sometimes
bowling shoes in the spring because

Styles most often spotted on
campus include tennis
shoes, loafers, slip-on
call vas shoes and different
types of boots.
they're comfortable," John Boyer,
sop!lomore in history, said.
With the frigid temperatures and
unpredictable weather that winter
often brings, many opt for boots or
other forms of protection from the
elements.
"Dress fashion boots are big. Slouch
down boots with buckles and tennis
shoes in the Nike style are always
popular," Russ Sebastian, manager of
Kinney's Shoe Store, said.
STYLES MOST often spotted on
campus include the classic tennis
shoes, hightops, loafers or sliJHD
canvas shoes and different sizes of
boots.
"Since we're gearing up for Easter,
we're selling a lot of pastels. Also,
bright colors for pumps are very
popular," Susan Nance, manager of

prot~ction

Payless Shoe Store, said.
Pumps and otber women's dress
shops are one type of style that is
popular all year.
"Pumps are always the number one
shoe here. We sell pumps with all
different sizes of heels in just about
every color. Strong colors are particularly popular this year," Russell
Breeding, manager of Breeding's Shoe
Store, said.
Mo'ITH THE upcoming warm
weat.i-)er, ~tyles will change as people
put their boots and gloves in the closet
and reach for warm weather ",ear.
"The spring styles are tending
towards gladiator and hurache sandles
and the white slip-on ked is always
popular," Greg Hicks, manager of the
ShOe Camiva!, said.
"There is a definite trend towards
flats with a military look, with
medallions and chains on them as well
as canvas shoes and sandals with
blocks of bright colors on them,"
Nance said.
Since the average student walks
about two miles a day, students agree
that comfort and easy wear are major
fac\:( rs in their shoe purchases.
"I GUESS I wear tennis shoes or

topsiders. I do a lot of walking on
campus, so they're t~~ most comfortable. I usually grab the pair closest
to my bed as I'm running out the door
on my way to class,' Heather
Balgemann, junior in English, said.
However, this doesn't necessarily
mean students are totally oblivious to
style and quality.
"To me, comfort is as important as
the way it looks. I mean, let's face it,
you're not going to wear arything you
think is ugly," Ron Sone, junior in
advertising, said.
"I mostly wear tennis shoes. Chuck
Tay lors (canvas high top tennis shoes)
are the best. The way it looks is the
most i~portant, but I really look for
quality," Dean Van Vooren, sophomore
in advertising, said.
TO SOME, ecological and humr-.n
concerns are the mai'l factors behind
shoe purchasing.
"I never wear leather shoes because
I think it's cruel to wear the skins vi
animals. I mainly wear comfortable
shoes because I have to walk from my
car and I do a lot of walking around on
campus," Kelly Blume, senior in advertising, said.

Bright colors. loose fit hit casual fashions
ByLlsaW..ms
Staff Writer

The key phrase for this year's casual
spring fashion is easy-lIrwear.
"Clothes are loose and full, not fitted," Traci May-Plumlee, lecturer in
apparel design, said. "Shorts are
gathered on elastic instead of tailored.
Also, one-piece rompers are not
gatheredatthewaisl"
Bright colors will bombard the eyes
of students this spring, even though
Carbondale is nowhere near the surf
zone.

"Trends from the West Coast influence this area. We'll be seeing bright
neon colors like orange, yellow and
green," Susan Haake, owner of Carn's,
said.
For men, florescent tie-dye shirts
and shorts a;-e big, Kyle McElroy, a
salffimanat His Place, said.
The public Vtill see more Spandex
because biker shorts are still popular,
Sheni Parrish, owner of Impressions
by Sherri, said.
Jan Futrell, manager of Blyer's,
said: "Everyone wears them

everywbere. "
Bicycle tops to wear with biker
shorts are selling well, Jane Tow,
assistant manager at Foxmoor, said.
Biker shorts and tops also are very
popular with men, McElroy said.
Mall store employees agree that
shorts are longer this season.
Men's shorts are especially baggie
with elastic waistbands, McElroy said.
Shoulder pads are back, but they are
smaller, Marjorie Parsell, assistant
manager at Worths, said.
Vests from the 70s also are coming

back, Tow said.
Fabrics will be natural-looking, even
if not made entirely from natural
materials. Cellulose, made from wood
pulp, is processed with synthetic fibers
such as rayon to form natural-looking
fabrics, May-Plumlee said.
DuPont, the makers of Spandex, and
Cotton, Inc., a company that promotes
the use of cotton, have devekped a new
blend of cotton' and Spandex. The
fabric is ei.astic and absorbent, MayPlumlee said.
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Swimsuits
!l20rthigher
waist. price

N\ore material

splashes into
swim fashion
By Lisa Miller
Staff Writer

By Jackie White

Shiny material, nef'::I ora Jes and
greens with zippers an ~ buttollS are the
styles for swimwear this year.
'the swimsuits are more conservative than last year. The waists of
the bikints are higher and they cover
the bellybutton.
The legs are as high cut as ever,
Traci May-Plumlee, a lecturer in
cothing .md textiles, said.
"1 think the bikinis are more sro&te
this year," Kathy Hicks, assistant
manager of Brooks Fashion, said. "The
walSts cover half the stomach, but the
legs are still higJ, ('ut, a.. they always
are."
The price of swimsuits also has
skyrocketP.d. The price has gone up
approximately $15 since last year.
"The price of our bikinis range from
$45 to $00," Hicks said. "Our cne-piece
suits, which are not as popular, cost $25

The Kansas City Star

Sometimes they were chopped out in
the midsection as if chewed by a giant
reptile.
Multiple layers of wraps and complex straps were enough to confound a
trained engmeer in the dressing room.
And in the splash-and-dash department
were splattering~ of glitter and hightech dizzying graphic:;.
They were the swimsuits of
yesterday, but times change and the
styles moving onto :.he stores new
reflect new waves.
The entry of more designers into the
mainstream has added subUe styling
detailing l>uch as shirrings and drapes.
And even more noteworthy: 'l'!::"!
realization that the perfectly
proporu.med body is a rarity has insplred manufat::tu:en. to focus on
comfort and figure-rlattering innovations.
Indeed. for most women. a skimpy
piece of fabric strectched brazenly
across their bulges and bumps is not
necessarily a good tin,e at the beach.
The jesigner roster now includes
such names as Calvin Klein. NorIIld
Kamali, Louis Dell'Olio at Anne Kein,
Donna Karan and Adrienne ViUzdim,
as welJ 3S Bill Blass and Oscar de la
Renta.
The result is that suits are styled more
with a sportswear "attitude," noted
Jessica Mitchell, who specializes :n
sportswear at Saks Fifth Avenue. They
te!ld to be more sophisticated, often
using softening touches of draping,
ruffles or shirring and more fabric
than in the past.
In the current resort season, colors
tend to be bright and jewel-toned, all
the better to flatten pale winter skins.

to $40."

Iteff ....... lllya.........

Shell_ Mahlandt rnocl.l. a .wln.II' from Ocean Pacific at the CarlMHtdale
larnanda mn .wlrnrnl"ll pool. The bikini I. courtesy of Ups and Downa.
As for silhouette, one-piece maillots

remain far and away the bestselJers,
but bikini sales are surging, Mitchell
said.
Today's versions are more
sophisticated, and the use of more
fabric, corrobined with the addition of
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draping and sashes as well as high
waists and lower legs, make them
palatable for the customer who has
maintained a fit figure well into her

Swimsuits with buttons, zippers and
Velcro straps also are in this Sf'iSon.
"Body Gloves seem to be the most
po;>ular this )ear," Kristi,'! Dutton,
Junim' assistant mam:.ger of Ups and
DowllS, said. "The Body Gloves are
designed to fit your body because of the
adjustable Velcro straps, zippers and
buttons. Tbey mainly come in n(1n
colors - oranges, greens and pinks. "
Besides the popular !leon colors,
shiny colors and material are in style.
"Tbere is definitely more shine on
the suits this year," Marjorie Parsell,
assistant manager of Worlhs, said.
"Spandex, which is a glossy material,
is a big seller also."
For the men, neons arE: in style :ll(lng
with baggy bottoms and shorter legs.
"Men's styles haven't changed tmt
much since last year," Sean Clark,
employee of Sears, sc.id.
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Fickle fashion trends
doculnA.:h-.ted by stience
By Richerd Goldstein
Staff Writer

Excuse me for sounding like Andy
Rooney, but did you ever wonder why
some things in life aN, so unchanging
and fashion isn't one ai them?
I mean the Roma~ were right at
hOPle in their togas, and our country's
forefathers looked awfully sharp in
their powde!'ed Wigs. Even Jesus wore
his hair longer than would be considered kosher, af it were, by man)' of
toW>.y's Christians.
Although I saw no powdered wigs, if
tile International Festival held at the
Student Center a few weeks ago is any
indication, togas are still in fashion in a
few Pacific ISland countries. Our own
culture harbors fashion statements
that range from m(lhawks to skinheads
and from punkers to preppies
You don't get this sort of wild nut:tuation in other aspects of the h.lman
condition. New languages, ;01' instance, are centuries in the making.
And, to take a biological eltample, the
standard allotment of he.;;.ds has
remained on a rwnarkably even keel
for eons.
It is difficult to comprehend a
culture-wide institution like fashion
that is subject to su..:h rapid and
decisive change - seemingly on a
collecti,cwhim.

But never fear, ~o:i~nce is here to)
qualify and quantify this bewildt:!ing
phenomenon we call fashion..
True tJ) the
scientific spirit,
stalwart sccial scientists have CODstructed a graph from the data
collected by analyzing 138 years worth
of American and Western European
paintings and fashion magazines.
The graph measures the fluctuations
of aVP.l'8.ge neckline, waistline and
skirtlpngth of women's dres.s.
Using this graph, my favorite
biologist, Edward O. Wilson, came to
the conclusion that women's fashion
fluc::uates over 100 year cycles. He
even derived a formula that is supposed to represent the universal trends
of women's fashion:
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But I notIce that Wilson doesn't attempt to reckon men's fashion trends.
It would seem barner to understand,
though less changeable, than its

feminine counterpart.
After all, how do y~l account ror
those things we tie in knots around our
necks'? }<~uture archaeologists, no
doubt., will dig u.J remains of our
civilization an1 wonder at the brutality
of the tol'ture devices we call ties.

Make

Being healthy is important
In keeping a fashion image
By Lisa Warns
Staff Writer

You, too, can be beaut.5..Ll this spring
by wearing the latest styles: rosy
cheeks, muscular bodies ana bright,
sbinyeyes.
Yes, good health is in fashion.. To
obtain that healthy glow, exereising,
eating properly and getting enough
sleep are bdsics for this wardrobe.
Accessories, such as not smoking,
cutting down on alcohol and avoiding
tight pants that bruise the tailbone, C1UI
add to the wonderful sight of you.
Not "nly will you feel better wearing
this new line, you will smile moce,
making others ha ppy, too.
Your pcr.ketbook will enjoy tho?
fashion because the cost is a bargain.
YOLI can't find this looil: for sale. You
must create it yourself by moving the
bod. It can't be obtained by Itxmg".Jg on
the sofa and lift:in6 a leg.
The Recreation Center has been

missing you.
The Southern Illinois blue skies cry
out for you to jog under !.~'!l. It is no
longer winter, so you can't use that as
an excuse not to swim unW next winter.
internally, vegetables, fruits, oat
bran and other goodie:; should visit
your stmnach on a regular basis.
Alcoho! is out. Fruit juice is in.
Tbf; total body image is necessary, so
don't overlook. those often fnrgotten
feet and elbows.
Billy Crystal said, "It's better to look.
good than to feel good," but why not
look. good and feel great? Read the

~.n~o:,ti~incl~!e~':l~o!:
you have, and do something that wiJI
make you feel all tingly and marvelous.
And remember, you can be goodlooking without being society's
l tf>.reotypical ~ mi,nw!.lL,
...

101 S. Washlngton
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Students learn design
for average consumer
By Phyllis Coon
Features Editor

When many peopie tbiLk fashion,
they picture the runways of Paris
Milan, New York and the models who
wear the progressive styles.
But in the University's department of
clothing andieXtiles. srurit>nts learL
about fashion OIl me concrete runways
and worn by the a"erage COIlSUIDeI',

Tract May-P!umIee, an apparel design
iucturer, said.
"We are training our students to
w .'rk for the IlWSS market," MayPPlrllet! sc,:1. "These are the compa'lies Jla~. prodUl~ clothing for
CO' 'panies likeJ.C. Penney or Meis."
ThP. program teaches skills that
everyone in the fashion industry needs,
including r-:search and retailing, she
said.
"The fashion industry works at leaet
a year ahead," May-Plumlee said. "so
the students have to see what
researchers have S2.id aboot designs
and colors."
StudenLS colleet most of their
~rch from the pages ol fashion
magazines, Laurie Connor, senior in
fashion design, said.
"The trade magazines predict colvrs
at:d styles;' Connor said. "The
ma,~azines are something ';.'~ have to
take ad.'antage of for researcb because
as students we are not ;n the industry."
The magazines also help research for
."etailing, Michelle Perrino, senior in

fashion retail, said.
"We ....ave to be abJe to PJ..1.D abea:1,"
Perrino said. "BusinesseS buy aJ'.ead
and they can't buy something tnat's
already had its peak."
B'lt even after all the research, the
industry !1lti.m2.teJy depends 00 the
consumer, Perrino said.
"Consume.-s are the mas! important," Perrino said. "You have to
have the merchandise the consumer
wants. They woo't wear <:()l1lething
they are not comfortable in, or that
they doo't think they look good in. "
Many people think designers are the
major force behind style, but Perrino
said designers "don't dictate style as
much as the trend setters wbo predict
the styles.
"Trend setten will predict if the
1960's styles are going to come back,"
sbesaid.
M~IlY desi.gners select what's
available in fashions for a partit'ular
market, and not what's saleable
Connor said.
·'Desijl.:lers put out a lot of wild
L'llng.:., and not everyone is meant to
We2r that garment," Connor said.
"The average persoo is not going to
look. nice in a mini skirt But on a
college campus people are goi~ to
wear mini skirts because of the
younger population. "
Through her research, Connor
predicts .. look this spring that is
".mstrucaJred, loose, soH styles and
fuller skirts and fuller pants."

~::~::!e 1~~~_ds inclu~::~ol=:O~~:!~:~~
~~v~= ~1as:~a; ~ d0v.:n ,thiS spring: emerald,
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Wanda Geddie is size 14 and
weighs 160 !'CJUIlds. She's also a
model v.ith Ford Ageocy in New
York City.
Whoa. F<r real'!
Yes, and she's one of 35 million
Amt:rican women who wear size
14 or larger.
Geddie is spokeswoman for
Lane Bryant
I
"Some people don't think size
14 is a large SIZe, but 47 percent of
the large-size popu..Ia.tion wears
si7,e 14 or over, "Geddie said.
Pa t Swifl was a large-size
model before starting Plus Model
Management HI years ago in New
York.
LaFt year, the agency grossed
$2 n:illion in bookings for more
than 150 models ranging from
size 10 to 24.
I ~~~The models are in demand
L : e than~v: ~Wift ~_I_d_._ _----'
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spnng. And whether it's long or short,
It has to be cool
Gail Mteling, owner and consultant
for Masterworks in Makanda, said
people can expect spring ti~ds to be
less prescribed than ever before, yet
more of the same.

"I see two trends," Mieling said.
"One starts in Paris and is dictated to
us and we have no choice.
"The other is that people cl>..ot.se for
themselves. People want to individualize."
THE MOST popular fabric among
Paris designers and Ioca1 CO!lSUltants
alike is cotton.
Unlike silks, cotton is a wash-andwear, durabIP. fabric. Scrutinizing
trends, cotton has emerged to match
the lifestyles and mOl'8Js of the cooSUIDers, Mieling said.
"I think our tastes are changing,"
she said. "It's less formal You see less
china and silver on tables, and you see
women wanting to be more feminine;
it's coming from the more liberal
freeing of women and social mc.rals. "

ZWICK'S BRIDAL GOWN PRICES SlASHED!
CARBONDALE A.."fD HERKIl'I.

~'ebruary rains

had a drastic effect on

shopping patterns C'reaUng an enormous overstock at ZWick's Concept TWo.
Malcolm ZWick. owno·, stated today. "'We have been focad to slash prloes

'On vtrtually all bridal and prof!! gowns! AU me,.....bandl5e must be sold

DOW W

'"The ",.lk Includes selected In stock wedding gowns tvalua; to $5OOl
priLcd at only $99.89. Gowns that ,'aiue to $;000

an'

only $199_89 to

"We han: an Incn:dible stock of over SOO go..ns
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select from at ::00'11.

No one comes dose to offering the selection of Zw.ck·s Cone<:pt TwolZ",1ck·s rounds out their br1da! and prom

'!n"" byolTe;ing tu=cio .... ntaL

'During thl.s dale. eustomcrs ",ay !ake advantage of renting many of the
,uallty tuxes In Southern IllinoIS foc the
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CO,..oRS TEND to be tcmo:!d dow.:! this
sprbg: emerald, periwinkle, peach
ani.. true white are popular dress
CX'tors. Earth tones, including putty
a ad cream, have been slated for active

FORMAL WEAR designers for men
have been able to add pleats to pants

and stripes to fabric, Hines said. Shoes
that used to be slin.nn<:. are tied.
-Nedean Sparks,.. owner
of Libra II in
Carboodale, contends that the political
realm may have more to Clo with

fashioothanmostpeoplemigbtthink.
With the Reagan administratioo in
the public eye for eight years, th,~
"Nancy Reagan reds" became popular
among professiresaJs. The "Barbara
Bushblut!S" may soon follow, sbesaid.
"Rri i:. ;: very a..~ve color,"
Snat+~ said. "It gives the impression of
pOwer - it's a very strong color. Blue
lSa warm, frieodlycolor."

)%tar Jli~Jd
Hair [)e.;igns

Tanning Beds
10 tans for $30

$399.a>1. - said Zwick.

$49.99! Go 1<" It n'>W .. g<:t

AS FOR men, MieIing says their
fashinDs aren't apt to cbange as fast as
women's.
"The biggest thing they've been able
to do in men's fashions in the past five
years is to mix textures - show a
jacket of a differen.t texture than the
pant"
A trend that bas people's heads
turning - ODe that reacbecfits height of
~tyduring the '60s and '?Os - is
s.
"They're wearing them in California
right now," Pam Turner, manager of
His Place in Carboodale, said. "It's
probably a fad ttUiigb, like acidwasbecijea!:<..·'

reverse, or ~lack and white ~ined,
also score high ~moog colorcboices for
men, Turner saJd.
On the other side of the spectrum,
Mr, Tuxedo manager Joyce Hines said
formal wear trends have remained
c:msistent during the past several
yt:.MS.. Formal wear guidelines are
more stringent than casual or active
wear, Hines said, leaving less room for
change.

1114 W. Main

m"",t vendor ohllj:!aUons. The Invo!=s ane due-

om.

~~~c:~~~=:~

periwinkle, peach and true
white are popular dress
colors.

~

~

~t

01 prices of $39.99 "-Il<I

5th

lhro:"'l~h

the 15Ul on1y

~

Don't

Matrix Because Hair Color

Prisms Today is a Rdlectio~

Styhst/owner t..1ary Ramsey

S~list-Patty Alo~ays

choleer· says ZWick.

~'C ~sLs from ~ar.:.:h

x

L-X

(Formally of Regis)

On You

Call 549. .0031

!he Oest bridal and pn>m 5IOlc in So-...t.h.ent IUinols this year1'"
_ _ _ _ _ _ ._ ._ _ _ _ ._ _ _._______ . .._-.-1
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Students:
Ease key

to fashion
By TrlcI8 Jordlng
Staff Writer

Many college students wake up in the
morning with the dreaded question of
whattowear.
Casual wear and sportswear are the
biggest-selling items for Ups & Downs
at the mall and Ruthie's on the strip.
Lisa Loughmiller, acting manager of
Ups & Downs, said their denim is still

r

k~~\~~~~~e ~o~\~n~~~s~~~ng

items
Ruthie's popular items p.ave been
their collection of Esprit wear. the
manager, Ruthie A1terkruse, said.
In a survey or 50 people in Schneider
Hall, during the week the most popular
clothing styles to wear are sporty, but
comfortable, outfits.

A big fashion In the area of
sweatsuits are those with
'S/U' and Greek Jetters sewn
on them.

Fashion steps

"You want to look good and still feel
comfortable walking around campus,"
~aid. Taylor, sophomore in advertising,
A big fashion in the area of sweatsuits are thuse with "SIU" and Greek
letters sewn on patterns of plaids,
stripes, paisley, bears, hearts, solids
afld many others.
For nighttime, sportswear is popular
since most strip-goers walk to the strip
and to the theaters.
"Comfort is the key to cramming,
watching TV, snoozing and having fun
with friends in the dorm," Paul Parent,
residence adviser of the 6th floor of
Schneider Hall, said.

ItIIff Photo loy AI.n How. .

Gene Chaney, left, David Tanner and Shellee
Mahlandt model calual w_r on Itepi at the Glove

.actory. •ashlon. courtesy of Caru'l and UPI and
Down••

Walking shorts popular in men's fashions
Los Angeles (SHNS) - The color is
purple, the fit is relaxed and the look is
- shorts. That's the word coming out
of the Men's Fashion Assoication's
spring press preview recently.
Menswear is turning up the heat.
Designers are doing it with a sizzling

color palette and by elevating shorts to
new fashion status.
The man who wants to update his
warm-weather wardrobe needs to buy
three things - something in tae color
purple, a pair of walking shorts and a
pair of Keds.

"Kids are going for Keds with
shorts," says MFA fashion director
Chip Tolbert. "And one of the reasons
is that they look fabuloos with or
withou~socks."

Scripps Howard News Service

Don't Get Caught Naked on Spl·ing Break
Go To The University Bookstore
for Your Beach\Vear Fashion!

~-:! ~:J:~
Hours:
Mond~y-Friday Barn-5:30pm
Saturday 10arn-3prn
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Pampering

I ·IS

fas h-Ion s
I

new priorit~y

Lace, satin

I

cbl1inanf in

I

sleepwear!

By Jackie White

By Jackie Spinner

The Kansas City Star

Staff Writer

You're out shopping for your
mother-in-Iaw's birthday gift aild
pop into a back room for a facial,
say, or a shoulder massage.
On a business trip. your
cosmetics bag is lighter, because
fewer creams perform more
functions. And when you want to
know what the creams actually
do for you, ideally the salesclerk
will know.
You wear more sunscreen and
get more protection In general
from the evils of the environment.
And in the really good news
department, you're overwhelmed
less in the elevator by overly
strong perfumes.
That's the plan for 1989 and
beyond, according t.o some
members of the beauty mdustry.
Pampering, protection and
practical packaging are among
the cosmetic industry's priorities
in the skin-care arena. A gentler
approach is on the sla~ for
fragrance as well as cosmetics.
With the age of the so-called
"hope in a jar" Cading .away,
today's cosmetics .::ompam~ are
moving to woo a customer'" no IS
fast-moving, busy, growing older
and stressed out.
She is, at the same time,
inquisitive and cautious about the
way she spends money on beauty
products.
_
Well-trained salespeople
behind the counters will be musts
for the beauty industry.

Silky, sexy and vcry little fabric
means money in the cashbox for SOUle
area retailers of women's sleepwear.
Lace, lace and more lace seem~ to ~e
[he trend in the summer month:; as the
temperature rises and more women get
married. .
Lisa Knight. manager of Lerner in
University Mall, said she sells a lot of
lace and satin in the winter months
also.
"Other than lacy negligees, we don't
sell a whole lot of sJeepwear," Knight
said.
Jan McGram:. Meis area manager,

The colors in sleepwear this
spring are the traditional
pinks, blues, peach and
aqua.
said this year marks a "return to the
classics" with a tailored, simple look in
women'~ sleepwear.
"THE NEW marketing trend is
calJed ''[~own the Garden Path," with
floral patterns appearing on not only
sleepwear fabrics but dresses and
blouses also," McGrann said.
This spring's sleepwear colors will
r~main the traditional pinks and blues,
lhough peach and aqua also ",'ill make
an appearance toward summer, she
said.
Buyers should set: more lOG-percent
cotton and poly satb fabrics.
On the me'1'S sleepwear line, it ap-

Scripps Howard News Service

Van_ UrNn ........man In clothing and textll ... model•• I. .pw_r from
Mel •. Va~·. makeup wa. done by Julie Snyder at Mel •.

pears to be justthem and the sheets.
J.C. Penney's saleswoman Pat
Solterman said, "I think men probably
sleep in the nude or in their shorts."
MOST RETAILERS agreed men's
sleepwear is not the best-selling item in
their stores.
Department stores carry n selection
of men's cotton pajamas wit!: both long
and short sleeves.
Colors are usually light, pastel blues
and greens with flannel plaids in the
winter.
"We sell mostly pajamas, cotton in

the spring and flannel in the winter,"
Soltermansaid.
Square Deal Clothing House, 1008
Walnut St. in Carbondale, sells polycotton pajamas to a mostly "middleaged" crowd.
"Most men don't even wear
pajamas," salesman Jim Duke said.
"We carry them just as necessities
when somume goes into the hospital."
SEARS IN University Mall carries
some nightshirts, as do many of the
department stores.

Spring Into
Style

PERRY ELLIS

~

Spring Break Is Here
at

Ups-N-Downs
University Mall

,
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Men's clothing reflects

fashion of earlier eras
By Jackie White
The Kansas City Star

Los Angeles (SHNS) -

Tie In time
Warren Carr, lunlor
Caru's.

I~

opera th_t..., mod.ls formal w_r from

Shopping list for men's fashions
The Kansas City Star

For the man making out a shopping
list for spring and summer, here are
some itEms that will keep him dapper:
_Light-colored suits
_Something purple
_Vests for casual wear

_An embroidered shirt
_Something acid green
_Head-to-toe monochromatic dressing
_Three-color easy suits
_ V entIess jaclte~
-The no-tie shirt
_Walking shorts
_Ivoryliuits

Welcome
back, men, to the era of everything Old
is new again.
Nostalgia is a new, big wave
sweeping the menswear industry,
which has found something to like
about the 193Os, 40s and even the
tt<multuous 60s.
Make way for drapey suit shapes
with broad sloping shoulders and
roomy trOUSf".r5, a ia Cary Grant and
Adolphe Menjou.
Look for rock-age colors of acid
green and purple as weli as smiley face
and peace symbol patterns
reminis(:ent of you know what era.
Eclectic as it sounds, such was the
fare at the Men's Fashion Association
prel'.s preview held recently in Los
Angeles.
"Never before have so many eras
combined t" influence the crmponents
of business and contemporary dress,"
Chip Tolbert, the association's fashion
director, said. "Today's generation is
reaching into their past to find their
expression for a current mode of
dress."
The "history repeats itself"
philosophy seems to prevail bP.cause
it's all new to the members of a
maturing generat:on who are
developing ideas that would have been
intimidating not so long ago, industry
observers report.
Furthennore, they apparently are
buying clothes. Although women's
clothing sales slumped Significantly
last year, menswear business
remained relatively steady. Through
November 1988, menswear and
tK>yswear showed an increase of 5.1
rercent, topping the inflation rate of 3.9
percent, according to Edward Johnson
of Johnson's Redbook Service.
As women have moved bto the
workplace, the effect on mea's sar-

Look for rock-age colors of
acid green and purple as
well as smiley face and
peace symbol patterns.
torial status has been signifIcant.
Because women have less free time,
men are shopping more for themselves. And because they tend to be
more judici'lus with money, observers
agree, they tend to look fnr justification
for spending money on new clothes.
Perhaps they are attracted to a new
color, a funky art deco tie or any
number of subtle d~tails that set the
clothes apart.
Make way for touches of embroidery
on a woven cotton shirt, for instance, or
crests, appliques and, as Bill Robinson
does it, an embroidered ribbon trim on
a sv.eater.
"Overall, its's a statement made with
a samll voice: "'he bt:st clothes remain
uncluttered and onconlrived. 'Men
want individuality but they don't want
to look cr:nspicuous, " , designer
Ronaldus Shama~k said. ·'If you look
like you thought too much about
yourself, then you appearsh2", .,
"Retailers have told us: The more
subtle the detail, the easier the sale,"
said Tom Julian, associdte fashil)n
dircctor of the Meo's Fashion
Association.
Color is a major attraction. On the
business scene, men should spruce up a
basic wardrobe with a light-colored
<khaki) tuit, advised Jim Moore,
senior fashion editor of Gentlemen's
Quarterly. He believes the biases
against anything other than power
gray and blue have blurred.
But accessories are important.
"He'll get more respect if he wears
dark accessories and a dark ground
tie," Moore added.

Don't miss our grand opening now in progress
in University Place.
Youll find a store fun of your favorite brands in
fashions for women, men and kids ... at prir •.!s
that save you 15% to 60% every day.
Come in and compare ...
you'll never pay
full price again!
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Shop If) a.m.-9 p.m. Monday thru Saturday; 12-6 p.m. Sunday
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